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“The Feet of Commerce: Mule-trains and Transportation in Eighteenth Century New 

Spain” explores the work of the muleteers of colonial Mexico.  Muleteers satisfied the 

material demands of New Spain’s consumers by distributing trans-Atlantic and domestic 

products throughout the viceroyalty, including fine Chinese and English fabrics; cacao 

from Guayaquil (Ecuador); olive oil, books, wines and other spirits from Spain.  

Internally, muleteers supplied urban and mining centers with agricultural goods and raw 

materials (like wool and tobacco) for their manufacture.  In the seventeenth century, 

mule-based transport coalesced into a professional service that allowed the muleteers to 

adapt to new demands, establish business relationships, and become the primary mode of 

transport in the eighteenth century.  Moreover, the professionalization of the land-based 

system of transport (la arriería) generated a level of trust that enabled muleteers to 

contract their services to all members of New Spain’s commercial networks because the 

system had proven itself as an efficient method of transportation.  As the primary means 

of transport in the eighteenth century, la arriería was the crucial vehicle by which 

institutions and individuals negotiated New Spain’s commercial terrain; without it, New 
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Spain’s economy could not function.  Muleteers transacted with merchants in urban 

centers and at the ports of Veracruz and Acapulco, negotiated with local and viceregal 

authorities for transportation contracts and to ensure the safety of their mule trains, and 

reacted to obstacles on the road that impeded the flow of commerce.  Through their daily 

business transactions, their influence on the building and maintenance of roads, and their 

trade networks, muleteers who dedicated their lives to la arriería sustained the economic 

viability of the Spanish colonial system. 
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Introduction 

 

 

 

Historians frequently credit the Spanish “men of the sea” as the key ingredient in the 

transportation and communications system that made possible the rise and consolidation 

of the Spanish Empire.  The vast territorial expanse of New Spain and its commercial 

enterprise, however, were held together largely by the work of muleteers.  Mule-trains 

were the lifeblood of the Spanish Empire – without them land-based movement of goods 

stopped.  Mule drivers (arrieros) satisfied the material demands of New Spain’s 

consumers by distributing the trans-Atlantic merchandise from the ports to the cities and 

towns within the colony, as well as transporting domestic products throughout the 

viceroyalty.  As the only feasible mode of transportation in the eighteenth century, mule 

trains (recuas) were the crucial means by which institutions and individuals negotiated 

New Spain’s complex commercial terrain.  The constant interaction and exchange of 

credit, material goods and ideas proved essential to the effective functioning of the 

Spanish colonial enterprise. 

Despite its fundamental contribution, the study of the land-based transportation 

system (la arriería) remains elusive as a historical subject.  While a number of scholars 

have researched Spain’s commercial maritime system and its “men of the sea,” little 
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comparable research exists on the system of land transportation.
1
  The arrival of Spanish 

commercial fleets at the ports of Veracruz and Acapulco heightened the demand for 

muleteers distributed the merchandise throughout New Spain. Studies on the 

novohispano commercial networks have explored the different transactions that occurred 

throughout the colonial period, but largely ignore the system by which these items were 

transported.  The history of inland commerce has emphasized the work of merchant 

guilds (consulados); the various trade fairs; and the rich wholesale merchants who 

controlled the trade primarily from Mexico City.
2
  Wholesalers, especially, are credited 

as providing the basis of the “economic dynamism” of New Spain.
3
  Although the 

merchants’ contributions to novohispano economic development cannot be downplayed, 

wholesalers in Mexico City and their associates and counterparts in the cities and towns 

depended on the availability and mobility of the muleteers in order to exchange goods for 

silver or credit. 

My intent, however, is not to cover for the historiographical shortcomings of the 

works on commerce in New Spain.  La arriería deserves its own study not because it was 

complementary to commerce, but because without it, the novohispano economy could not 

function.  The transportation system merits a broader methodological approach.  The men 

                                                 
1 Pablo Emilio Pérez-Mallaína Bueno, Spain's Men of the Sea, trans. Carla Rahn Phillips, (Baltimore, MD: 

Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998). 
2 A selected bibliography of these studies includes John R Fisher, The Economic Aspects of Spanish 

Imperialism in America, 1492-1810, (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1997); Geoffrey J. Walker, 

Spanish Politics and Imperial Trade, 1700-1789, (London: The McMillan Press, LTD, 1979); Bernd 

Hausberger and Antonio Ibarra, Comercio y poder en América colonial: los consulados de comerciantes, 

siglos XVII-XIX, (Madrid: Ibero-Americana, 2003); Guillermina del Valle Pavón, ed. Mercaderes, 

comercio y consulados de Nueva España en el siglo XVIII (México, DF: Instituto Mora, 2003; reprint, 

2005); Carmen Yuste López and Matilde Souto Mantecón, eds., El comercio exterior de México, 1713-

1850: Entre la quiebra del sistema imperial y el surgimiento de una nación (México, DF: Instituto Mora, 

2000) and John E. Kicza, Colonial Entrepreneurs: Families and Business in Bourbon Mexico City, 

(Albuquerque, N.M.: University of New Mexico Press, 1983). 
3 Carmen Yuste López, ed. Comerciantes mexicanos en el siglo XVIII (México, D.F.: Universidad Nacional 

Autónoma de México, 1991), 10. 
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who circulated the merchandise to and from the various points of commercial exchange 

interacted with local and viceregal authorities and other officials; members of the 

merchant guilds; and mine, fabric, and hacienda owners.  My dissertation raises the 

following questions: How did la arriería function?  In what ways did the system satisfy 

the material demands of the colony?  How did the muleteers respond to the administrative 

and economic reforms of the eighteenth century?  What control did colonial authorities 

have over mercantile exchanges?  In exploring these questions, my dissertation examines 

how the men of the land worked to sustain the stability and ensure the economic well 

being of this vital component of the Spanish Empire. 

Muleteers did more than connect the merchandise from the ports to merchant 

warehouses in Mexico City; they distributed goods produced within New Spain.  

Recently, much attention has been paid to whether regional histories existed, or whether 

they were dendritic or self-sufficient.
4
  My work on la arriería contributes to the study of 

the integration of trans-regional commerce, since muleteers did not operate within a 

demarcated region or area; they performed their contracted duties to transport 

                                                 
4 The study of regional histories has also been debated a length, here are a few of the works that debate 

whether these regions produced material to be consumed within them or whether they exchanged 

merchandise to other areas.  On whether a study of “regional history” exists, see Manuel Miño Grijalva, 

"¿Existe la historia Regional?," Historia Mexicana LI, no. 4 (2002).  The François Chevalier and Eric Van 

Young in their studies on the haciendas have proposed a certain amount of “self-sufficiency”, see François 

Chevalier, Land and Society in Colonial Mexico: The Great Hacienda, trans. Alvin Eustis, ed. Lesley Byrd 

Simpson, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1963); Eric Van Young, Hacienda and Market in 

Eighteenth-Century Mexico: The Rural Economy of the Guadalajara Region, 1675-1820, (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 1981).  In the latter, Van Young specifically mentions the high costs of 

transportation as the impediment for integration of the regions.  See Van Young, Hacienda and Market, 80.  

In his study on livestock in the Guadalajara region, Ramón María Serrera Contreras counters Van Young’s 

thesis and notes that la arriería was indispensable for the economic integration of the New Spain.  

SeeRamón María Serrera Contreras, Guadalajara ganadera: Estudio regional novohispano, 1760-1805, 

(Sevilla: Escuela de Estudios Hispano-Americanos, 1977).  Pedro Pérez Herrero has argued that various 

external “impulses” influenced regions differently, see Pedro Pérez Herrero, Plata y libranzas: la 

articulación comercial del México borbónico, 1a ed., (México, D.F.: Centro de Estudios Históricos, 

Colegio de México, 1988). 
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merchandise through various regions.  The studies on the haciendas may lead historians 

to believe that they were self sufficient, but novohispano cities, especially Mexico City, 

relied on them for basic foodstuffs.  Mining or manufacturing regions, on the other hand, 

depended on the delivery of merchandise for the mines, raw materials and foodstuffs for 

the workers.  The level of intra- and trans-regional distribution was determined not by the 

cost of transport but on what each region produced and how far a specific region was 

situated from the urban centers.
5
  Whether or not a product reached the market was not 

determined by the “high” freight costs set by muleteers, but rather by a series of factors 

like local consumption and lack of muleteers who could transport. 

While the studies on wholesale merchants and the economic integration of the mining 

and farming regions of New Spain dedicate a section or a chapter to transport, only a 

handful of works have addressed it as its own body of work.  The historiography of the 

various modes of transportation in New Spain can be divided into two fields: the routes 

of transport, and the men who conducted the trade.  The study of the roads has focused 

primarily on the routes, their pre-Columbian foundations, and how these have connected 

the novohispano regions.
6
  More recently, the work of Bruce Castleman has explored the 

ways in which the Consulado of Mexico City influenced road building for its own 

                                                 
5 One example of this is the distribution of textiles, see Manuel Miño Grijalva, "La circulación de 

mercancías: una referencia al caso textil latinoamericano (1750-1810)," in Empresarios, indios y estado: 

Perfil de la economía mexicana (Siglo XVIII), ed. Arij Ouweneel and Josefina María Cristina Torales 

Pacheco (Amsterdam: CEDLA, 1988). 
6 On the pre-conquest routes of New Spain, see Peter W. Rees, "Origins of Colonial Transport in Mexico," 

Geographical Review 65, no. 3 (1975) and Ross Hassig, "Rutas y caminos de los mexicas," Arqueología 

mexicana XIV, no. 81 (2006).  On the study of the roads and their importance to the transportation system, 

see Peter W. Rees, Transportes y comercio entre México y Veracruz, 1519-1910, trans. Ana Elena Lara 

Zúñiga, (México, D.F.: SepSetentas, 1976), the work on the Camino de Tierra Adentro in Max L. 

Moorhead, New Mexico's Royal Road: Trade and Travel on the Chihuahua Trail, (Norman and London: 

University of Oklahoma Press, 1958; reprint, 1995), and the essays covering the different regions in 

Chantal Cramaussel, ed. Rutas de la Nueva España (Zamora, Mich.: El Colegio de Michoacán, 2006).  For 

a study of the routes throughout the Indies, see Ramón María Serrera Contreras, Tráfico terrestre y red vial 

en las indias españolas, (Barcelona: Lunwerg Editores, S.A., 1992). 
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interests.  Castleman argues that for the merchants, “the local links were of much more 

importance than were the imperial connections [… and] ensured that the longer links of 

the global empire became secondary to regional needs.”
7
  Castleman work also highlights 

the people who worked on the construction of the roads and the impact of the change 

from draft to free-wage labor.
8
  The concentration on the routes rather than on those who 

traversed them, however, does not provide the reader with a thorough understanding on 

the transportation systems themselves. 

The studies on the men who conducted merchandise have focused on the three 

methods of novohispano transportation: porters, carters, and muleteers.  In his 

comparative work on carting, David Ringrose studied the rise and decline of wheeled 

transport in Spain, Argentina and Mexico.
9
  Ringrose, who dedicated the early years of 

his career to the study of transportation in Spain,
10

 considered carting as the most 

specialized of the systems of transport and associated it to the economic development to 

each of the regions.  Ringrose argued that the growth of the carting industry in the 

sixteenth century was tied to mineral production, but failed to explain why the “economic 

revival” of New Spain in the eighteenth century continued to rely on la arriería rather 

than a return to carting.  As I demonstrate in this dissertation, the professionalization of 

the mule-based system of transport beginning in the late seventeenth century, together 

                                                 
7 Bruce A. Castleman, "Tentacles of Commerce or Links of Empire? Roads, Merchants, and Viceroys in 

Late Bourbon Mexico," Colonial Latin American Historical Review 11, no. 4 (2002): 349. 
8 Bruce A Castleman, Building the King's Highway: Labor, Society, and Family on Mexico's Caminos 

Reales, 1757-1804, (Tucson, AZ: The University of Arizona Press, 2005). 
9 David R. Ringrose, "Carting in the Hispanic World: An Example of Divergent Development," The 

Hispanic American Historical Review 50, no. 1 (1970). 
10 His study on carting began with his dissertation, from which he published a series of articles and a book 

on transportation and economic stagnation in Spain.  See David R. Ringrose, "Land Transportation in 

Eighteenth-Century Castile" (Ph.D. diss., University of Wisconsin, 1966); and his book David R. Ringrose, 

Transportation and Economic Stagnation in Spain, 1750-1850, (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 

1970). 
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with its adaptability and the lack of road construction, led to the continual use of the 

system. Although carting allowed the haulage of large quantities of merchandise with less 

animal power, mules could carry merchandise over most terrains in a relatively shorter 

amount of time, reducing the number of days that merchandise risked on the road.
11

 

The relatively few works on the lives of muleteers has focused on the episodes of 

their lives or on muleteers who transported a specific type of merchandise. In his study of 

the sixteenth-century life of Miguel Hernández, a queretano muleteer, John C. Super 

demonstrates that men who lived in the novohispano frontier had a ‘good, full life.’
12

  

Hernández was a mulato libre, a racial “condition” that in Mexico City could impede him 

from occupying a master position in an important craft or own property.  According to 

Super, mulattos also lacked the trust from their contemporaries and were accused of 

committing “crimes of assault, rape, drunkenness, and theft more often than Spaniards 

and Indians.”
13

  By relocating to Querétaro, Super argues, Hernández overcame the 

barriers set in place for people of color and managed to build a sizeable business that 

allowed him earn the title of “señor de recua” or mule-pack owner.  In another work, 

Richard Boyer introduced us to another mulatto muleteer, Juan Vásquez, a suspected 

bigamist who became entangled in the web of informants of the Holy Office of the 

Inquisition.
14

  His imprisonment revealed the life of an early seventeeth-century mulatto, 

who in his last years was self-employed as a muleteer.  He had a family that he did not 

                                                 
11 On how these risks affected transportation in the sixteenth century, see Philip Wayne Powell, "The 

Forty-Niners of Sixteenth-Century Mexico," The Pacific Historical Review 19, no. 3 (1950). 
12 John C. Super, "Miguel Hernández: Master of Mule Trains," in Struggle and Survival in Colonial 

America, ed. David G. Sweet and Gary B. Nash (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1981). 
13 Ibid., 300-301. 
14 Richard Boyer, "Juan Vásquez, Muleteer of Seventeenth-Century Mexico," The Americas 37, no. 4 

(1981). 
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frequent, two names, and two wives who apparently lacked knowledge of their husband’s 

life – most of the assumptions about him were “based on knowledge or hearsay of places 

where he had been recently.”
15

 

The lives of Hernández and Vásquez, though unique, are likely one of many that can 

be retold from the records of the Inquisition and those of regional notarial archives.  

Super reconstructs Hernández’s life with documents such as bills of sale; 

acknowledgement of debts, service and freighting contracts; and a seven-page testament 

(will) drawn from the notarial archives of Querétaro.  Velázquez’s story, as retold by 

Boyer, emerges primarily from the records of the Holy Office at the Archivo General de 

la Nación.  “These materials,” notes Boyer, “tell in startling detail of Juan’s person, work, 

movements, friends, and the circumstances of his marriages.”  A prosopographical study 

of muleteers would no doubt highlight their collected experiences on the road; their 

commercial interactions and connections; their encounters with allies, creditors, and 

robbers.  But la arriería, as a transport service, encompasses a broader network of 

players.  Hacienda owners, local and viceregal authorities, merchants, storeowners, 

consumers, and other members of colonial society factor in the study of the novohispano 

transportation system. 

Like Ringrose has accomplished for Spain, Clara Elena Suárez Argüello has single-

handedly developed a body of work on la arriería in New Spain.
16

  Her book-length 

                                                 
15 Ibid., 425. 
16 Clara Elena Suárez Argüello, "Los arrieros novohispanos," in Trabajo y sociedad en la historia de 

México: siglos XVI-XVIII, ed. Gloria Artís Espriu (México, D.F.: Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios 

Superiores en Antropología Social, Ediciones de la Casa Chata, 1992); Clara Elena Suárez Argüello, 

"Sequía y crisis en el transporte novohispano en 1794-1795," Historia Mexicana XLIV, no. 3 (1995); Clara 

Elena Suárez Argüello, "Fuentes para el estudio del transporte novohispano durante la segunda mitad del 

siglo XVIII," América Latina en la Historia Económica.  Boletín de Fuentes 13-14 (2000); Clara Elena 

Suárez Argüello, "De caminos, convoyes y peajes: los caminos de México a Veracruz, 1759-1835," 
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study provides a window into the organization of transportation in the eighteenth century, 

in which Suárez Argüello attributes the lack of studies of muleteers to the limited number 

of records existing on la arriería.
17

  With this in mind, Suárez Argüello approaches the 

study of land transportation by focusing on the production and manufacture of tobacco.  

By centering her work on the muleteers who transported merchandise for a royal 

monopoly, Suárez Argüello avoids the pitfalls of casting a wide net to approach the study 

as a transportation service.  Her concentration on the transportation of tobacco, however, 

led her to fall short on demonstrating how the broader exchange of goods operated 

throughout New Spain.  The transport of tobacco was an exceptional case in that it 

provided muleteers with a secure return trip.
18

  The officers at the tobacco monopoly did 

not focus on who the muleteer was, but rather on moving the goods from one place to the 

other.  Muleteers who worked outside the monopoly, as I argue, needed to work within 

the established professional norms of la arriería to earn the trust of merchants and 

authorities for whom they transported merchandise. 

This study of la arriería highlights the life of the men who ensured the commercial 

transactions of royal and private merchandise throughout central New Spain. As 

demonstrated by the essays of Boyer and Super, a dissertation that accurately portrays the 

collected lives of muleteers would require a careful examination of material from 

ecclesiastical, judicial, and notarial archives at the local and regional levels, and an 

                                                                                                                                                 
Relaciones. Estudios de historia y sociedad XXII, no. 85, invierno (2001); Clara Elena Suárez Argüello, 

"Las redes familiares y sociales de un transportista novohispano: Pedro de Vértiz, 1760-1802," in II 

Congreso Nacional de História Económica.  Redes sociales e instituciones comerciales en México, siglos 

XVIII-XIX (Mexico City2004). 
17 Clara Elena Suárez Argüello, Camino real y carrera larga: la arriería en la Nueva España durante el 

siglo XVIII, (México, D.F.: Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores en Antropología Social, 1997). 
18 Suárez Argüello, "Sequía y crisis," 387. 
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elementary understanding of la arriería in which to insert their lives.  The materials 

consulted at the Archivo General de la Nación for this dissertation led me instead to focus 

on a thematic understanding of the transport system.  Here, I highlight as much as 

possible the lives of these men encountered in the record, but focus primarily on how 

muleteers packed and transported merchandise from one region to the next and their 

interactions with local and viceregal authorities, hacienda owners, and merchants.  I 

explore how muleteers transacted with merchants in the urban centers and at the ports of 

Veracruz and Acapulco, how they negotiated with local and viceregal authorities for 

transportation contracts and to ensure their safety and that of their mule train, and how 

the muleteers reacted to man-made obstacles that impeded the flow of commerce. The 

study of la arriería gives us insights into the importance of local and regional affairs and 

the complex nature of administration and flexibility of the system, even in the context of 

the Bourbon reforms. 

The muleteers’ conspicuous role in colonial society became even more pronounced 

during the eighteenth century as a series of Crown-imposed reforms fomented economic 

activity.  Merchants demanded more efficient and secure shipment of goods between the 

mines and the outlying agricultural and cloth producing centers.  This stimulus prompted 

urban growth and to an increased demand for imported, luxury merchandise: fine fabrics 

from China and England; cacao from Guayaquil; olive oil, books, wax, and wines from 

Spain.  Merchants had to account for the risks in the transportation of these commodities 

–including difficult geography, weather, and robberies.  This made it imperative that they 

find trustworthy muleteers for their transport, especially when considering the scope of 

the business: an estimated 50,000 mules and 7,500 muleteers worked the Veracruz-
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Mexico City-Acapulco circuit in 1805.  The professionalization of la arriería by the 

eighteenth century provided that sense of security and certainty that merchants and 

officials needed in order to engage in commercial exchange.  New Spain’s trade networks 

could not function without the reliability of the system of land transport. 

Muleteers, merchants, and royal officials constantly sought to redefine la arriería to 

protect their own interests.  While the Spanish Crown regulated trade at an imperial level, 

local institutions in New Spain provided the necessary directives for ground-level 

transactions.  The Royal Treasury, the merchant guild (Consulado) and other colonial 

institutions acted as interlocutors between the colonial state and those who depended on 

the daily functioning of mercantile circuits.  The Consulado placed the risks associated 

with freighting as a top priority in its negotiations with colonial authorities.  Using la 

arriería as a portal into New Spain’s economic activity, my work reveals the flexibility 

of the Consulado, and of local and viceregal authorities to grant exemptions so long as 

they generated profits. 

To better explain the workings and evolution of la arriería, I have divided my 

dissertation into five chapters.  Chapter One examines how the transport system emerged 

from its competition with carters and porters to become the prominent form of transport 

in New Spain.  It delves into the introduction of peninsular modes of transport, the 

operation of land-based transport, and the organization of pack trains.  To demonstrate 

the transport system’s rise, the chapter collects most of the secondary literature regarding 

commerce, markets, and roads.  Chapter Two explores the distribution, contracts, and the 

changes introduced to la arriería during the second half of the eighteenth century.  The 

chapter seeks to understand how the muleteers conducted their business.  Continuing the 
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theme of life on the road, Chapter Three considers the experiences of the muleteers as 

they transported merchandise from one area of New Spain to the other and how local and 

viceregal authorities, landowners, and merchants played an integral part in the muleteers’ 

daily life.  Chapter four inspects how New Spain’s economic revival moved the muleteers 

to demand new and better roads for their mules.  Like Chapter Three, this chapter 

explores the relationships between muleteers and competing factions in the name of la 

arriería.  Finally Chapter five studies the men at the apex of commercial trade: the royal 

contractors (asientistas) who transported merchandise, though not exclusively, for the 

Royal Exchequer. These negotiations for contracts took place within the context of a 

complex, highly layered colonial administration; the agreements helped maintain the 

economic stability of the viceroyalty throughout the eighteenth century by keeping the 

freight price of royal goods at the lowest possible rate. 

In approaching la arriería as an enterprise, composed of individuals and institutions 

interacting across the heart of New Spain, these chapters underscore the importance of 

the system within the political economy of the region and its contributions to the daily 

functioning of the viceroyalty.  These chapters probe the arrieros’ efforts to maintain the 

proper functioning of the transportation system through their daily business transactions, 

their influence on the building and maintenance of roads, the trade networks, and the 

individuals whose life-long dedication to la arriería sustained the economic viability of 

the Spanish colonial system.  As a whole, this dissertation demonstrates how eighteenth-

century New Spain’s prosperity depended on the work of the men of the land, the 

arrieros.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter One – Porters, Carters and Muleteers: A Blueprint of New 

Spain’s Transportation Systems 

 

 

 
In the present bad state of the roads, wagons are not established for the conveyance of 

goods.  They give preference to the employment of beasts of burden; and thousands 
of horses and mules cover in long files (requas) the roads of Mexico.

1
 

 

 

 

This chapter explores the evolution of the transportation system in the Viceroyalty of 

New Spain that culminated with the predominance of pack transport in the eighteenth 

century.  In its first two centuries, from the onset of the conquest to the end of the 

Hapsburg dynasty, New Spain’s authorities and merchants relied on a variety of 

transportation systems to send revenues to the metropolis, and move locally produced and 

imported goods within the viceroyalty.  During the sixteenth and seventeeth centuries, 

three land-based modes of transport operated side by side: porters (tlamemes), ox- and 

mule-driven carts (carros/carretas), and pack animals, primarily mules.  By the early 

eighteenth century, however, pack transport (la arriería) dominated the trade given its 

cost efficiency in both short and long haul freight services. 

Prior to the arrival of the Spaniards and their beasts of burden, human porters 

crisscrossed the vast indigenous empires on foot carrying luxury items for sale at 

                                                 
1 Alexander de Humboldt, Political Essay of the Kingdom of New Spain, trans. John Black, vol. 4, 

(London: Longman, Hurst, Reees, Orme, and Brown, 1822), Ch. XII, 2. 
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merchant fairs and regional markets.  The lack of an indigenous draft animal forced the 

continual use of porterage in the immediate post-conquest decades.  The mining strikes of 

Zacatecas in the 1540s created new demands that only large ox- and mule-driven carts 

could meet for the long-distance hauls, which connected the mines to Mexico City and 

the port of Veracruz.  Consequently, the same demands that prompted the development of 

the carting industry also led to the creation of garrison towns along the Royal Road, the 

Camino Real, to protect the carters and their merchandise.  New Spain only fully adopted 

the system of pack transport after exhausting these modes of transportation.  Pack 

transport’s a posteriori arrival did not mark the end of other forms of transport, but rather 

its adaptation to New Spain’s needs. 

The consolidation of the colony at the turn of the seventeenth century altered the 

methods of transportation.  The gradual settlement of agricultural regions near the mining 

zones reduced the freight costs and contributed to the decline of the large carts.  The 

versatility of pack transport allowed mule trains to fill in for the carts in both short- and 

long-distance treks.  Mule packs worked in two forms: on the one hand, itinerant 

merchants (mercaderes viandantes) who travelled with their packs selling merchandise 

from one town or market to the next; on the other, contracted muleteers who worked for a 

mule-train owner or with their own mules. Colonial authorities did not generally 

differentiate between itinerant merchants, mule-train owners (large and small), or Mexico 

City businessmen (empresarios) who participated in the trade but instead applied the 

general term “muleteer” (arriero) to anyone involved in the transport enterprise.  Often, 

the only differentiation between these categories was the officials’ use of the honorific 

don (sir). 
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Despite la arriería’s economic contributions, very little is known about the men who 

spent their lives working with the mules or the history of their activities.  While historians 

have acknowledged the contributions of the New Spain’s transportation systems and tied 

them to regional economic development, the creation of road infrastructure or empire-

wide trends, none have addressed pack transport’s rise and eventual control of 

commercial transport.
2
  A closer analysis of la arriería within the greater context of New 

Spain’s shifting economic milieu throughout the eighteenth century provides a possible 

answer to its takeover as the primary method of transportation.  The lack of government 

intervention in the distributive modes of transport, the availability and versatility of pack 

animals, and a specialized system of transportation all enabled the development and 

widespread use of mules as the primary vehicle of transport.  The “economic recovery” 

of the late seventeenth century did not bring about the resurgence of carting because 

colonial authorities, merchants and freighters recognized the advantages of pack 

transport.
3
  Thus, situating la arriería’s contributions within the overall system of 

transportation leads to a more comprehensive understanding of its operations and of New 

                                                 
2 Historians who have addressed New Spain’s transportation systems through the infrastructure lens include 

Sergio Florescano Mayet, El camino México-Veracruz en la época colonial: su importancia económica, 

social y estratégica, (Xalapa, Ver.: Universidad Veracruzana, 1987); Thomas Calvo, Por los caminos de 

Nueva Galicia: transportes y transportistas en el siglo XVII, (Guadalajara, Jal.: Universidad de 

Guadalajara, 1997).  Regional studies have contextualized la arriería within a specific locale, they include 

José Miguel Romero de Solís, Clérigos, encomenderos, mercaderes y arrieros en Colima de la Nueva 

España (1523-1600), (Colima, Col.: Archivo Histórico del Municipio de Colima, 2008); Serrera Contreras, 

Guadalajara ganadera; Leticia Vallejo Magaña, "Los arrieros y las relaciones comerciales entre Colima y 

el Sur de Jalisco, 1810-1814," Estudios jalisciences 5 (1991); Gerardo Sánchez Díaz, "Mulas, hatajos y 

arrieros en el Michoacán del siglo XIX," Relaciones V, no. 17 (1984).  The essays in Cramaussel, ed. Rutas 

de la Nueva España  bridge the divide between infrastructure and regional studies.  Serrera Contreras, 

Tráfico terrestre y red vial,  and Ringrose, "Carting in the Hispanic World," have approached New Spain’s 

transportation through an empire-wide perspective.  Clara Elena Suárez Argüello’s excellent work on la 

arriería adds to our understanding of the enterprise but takes its hold on the trade for granted.  See Suárez 

Argüello, Camino real y carrera larga,  and Suárez Argüello, "Los arrieros novohispanos." 
3 In his comparative essay on carting, David Ringrose questioned the failure of the carting industry to 

prosper with the economic recovery and regain its prominence in the transportation industry as it did in the 

Río de la Plata region and in Castile.  See Ringrose, "Carting in the Hispanic World," 49. 
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Spain’s internal commerce in general. 

This chapter describes the blueprint of the land-based transportation systems in New 

Spain in three sections.  The first section explores the relationships between newly 

introduced vehicles and the establishment of transportation routes.  The following section 

delves into the operation of la arriería’s land-based competition – mainly, the porterage 

and carting enterprises.  Finally, the last section probes the organization of pack transport 

by dissecting a mule train and identifying the key characters involved in the trade.  These 

sections provide the background of the transportation systems necessary for the chapters 

that follow. 

THE BIFURCATED OVERLAND TRADE ROUTES 

 

The mutual dependency of routes and vehicles fostered the growth of new roads.  

Road construction and maintenance varied according to need and to the existing modes of 

transport.  Similarly, the introduction of more efficient freight vehicles depended on the 

available routes.  When routes and vehicles did not match, transportation costs became 

prohibitive and commerce came to a standstill.
4
  In Mesoamerica, roads functioned 

according to the specific markets they linked.  After the conquest, Spaniards introduced 

new routes and vehicles as their commercial enterprises expanded and indigenous modes 

of transport became insufficient.  This section explores this evolution in transport and 

how new economic demands contributed to changes in road building and modes of 

transport.  Once established, these routes remained largely unchanged for the next two 

                                                 
4 Historian Robert S. López argues that in Medieval Europe “it was useless to increase the number of 

haulage animals so long as the vehicle remained small, and impossible to enlarge the cart so long as the 

roads remained narrow.”  In Robert S. López, "The Evolution of Land Transport in the Middle Ages," Past 

& Present 9 (1956): 18. 
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centuries. 

The permanence of indigenous pathways in Mesoamerica depended on their use.  

Tribute and commerce of primary merchandise – pelts, cotton, cacao, feathers, and 

precious stones – made use of the more permanent, imperial roads. The collection and 

redistribution of tribute payments of foodstuffs – chilies, beans, and corn – remained 

localized and were seldom freighted along main trade routes.
5
  Imperial roads – 

ochpantli, literally, “the swept roads” – were wide, solid roads situated and maintained in 

populated areas.  Away from urban centers, the narrower, winding footpaths (ohpitzactli) 

functioned as the primary roads.  Further divisions of these roads included shortcuts 

(ixtlapalohtli) that connected the roads and trails above, and secret trails (ichtaca ohtli), 

known only by the locals and surrounded by mystery as dangerous paths where beasts 

and cruelty abounded.
6
  Porters and merchants who trekked these routes linked faraway 

hamlets and towns with major market centers throughout Mesoamerica. 

The primary routes of commercial exchange of the Triple Alliance and post-conquest 

New Spain travelled southeast and south of México-Tenochtitlan.  The independent – and 

often hostile – states of the P’urhépecha to the west and Tlaxcala to the east impeded 

imperial expansion and limited trade in those directions.  The southeastern route, through 

the ceremonial center at Cholula and Tepeaca, connected the market centers in the 

lowlands of Veracruz and Tabasco.  Further south, a fork at Tochtepec led merchants to 

 

                                                 
5 Rees, "Origins of Colonial Transport in Mexico," 326. 
6 Pablo Escalante Gonzalbo, "Los caminos del México antiguo," in Las rutas de la Nueva España, ed. 

Chantal Cramaussel (Zamora, Mich.: El Colegio de Michoacán, 2006), 29-30.  In his work on the roads, 

Hassig noted that some of the local paths were filled with mythical beings, perhaps as a way to fend off 

outsiders.  Ross Hassig, Trade, Tribute, and Transportation: The Sixteenth-Century Political Economy of 

the Valley of Mexico, (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1985), 31. 
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Image 1: Map of the Royal Roads of New Spain 
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Oaxaca and the Soconusco region on the Pacific.
7
  After the conquest of México-

Tenochtitlan, Spaniards continued the use of these southeastern routes, not only as a way 

to maintain contact between these areas and the new capital, but also as part of their 

military conquest and expansion.
8
  The advancement of Spanish settlements in New 

Spain, however, altered pre-existing routes and opened new ones to the north and west of 

the capital. 

The growth of the colony and the adaptation of Spanish vehicles to New Spain’s 

terrain demanded the construction of suitable roads.  The Spanish crown’s mercantilist 

approach favored the creation of new roads and designated them as royal or public 

highways (caminos reales) when they strengthened the colony’s economic development.  

By placing the new roads under its protection, the crown sought to establish the “public 

character and general utility” of the roads.
9
  Under this system, the routes that connected 

the mining centers with Veracruz via Mexico City were of primary importance.  Initially, 

these routes remained flexible to allow for the creation of shorter, alternative routes.
10

  

The new roads departed from the winding footpaths used by porters to allow for the 

                                                 
7 Rees, "Origins of Colonial Transport in Mexico," 326. 
8 Peter Rees has challenged this continuity and suggests instead that the first Spanish incursions and routes 

used “avoided Aztec arteries of commerce.”  His own maps, however, demonstrate that in 1520, when 

Cortés returns to Veracruz to meet Pánfilo de Narváez’s forces, he returned via the southeastern route.  In 

Ibid., 331-33.  More recent discussions point to Hernán Cortés’ use of Tlaxcaltec maps in his march 

towards México-Tenochtitlan and as a means of military strategy to justify his use of alternative routes.  

See Escalante Gonzalbo, "Los caminos del México antiguo," 30-31 and Guillermina del Valle Pavón, "La 

economía novohispana y los caminos de la Veracruz y Orizaba en el siglo XVI," in Las rutas de la Nueva 

España, ed. Chantal Cramaussel (Zamora, Mich.: El Colegio de Michoacán, 2006), 40. 
9 María Luisa Pérez González, "Los caminos reales de América en la legislación y en la historia," in 

Memorias del coloquio internacional el camino real de tierra adentro, ed. José de la Cruz Pacheco and 

Joseph P. Sánchez (México, D.F.: Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia, 2000), 300-301.  The idea 

of the “public highway” had existed since the Roman Empire.  According to Robert S. López, after the fall 

of the Empire, only states that held authority over the public highway –such as England– saw continuity in 

the use and maintenance of the roads.  See López, "The Evolution of Land Transport," 20-21. 
10 Pérez González, "Los caminos reales de América," 315. 
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passage of large draft animals.  The establishment of the first bridle paths (caminos de 

herradura) permitted the passage of equine transit.  Concomitantly, the introduction of 

ox-drawn carts created the demand for wider roads (caminos carreteros) suitable for cart 

traffic.  

The task of establishing viable routes from the Veracruz port to the Valley of 

Anáhuac fell on local authorities.  In 1530 the Mexico City council (cabildo) sought to 

map out a route to the port that kept in mind the topographic obstacles, the needs of the 

animals, and the possible impact of the travelers onto indigenous communities.
 11

  The 

new “northern route” made use of the plains north of Tlaxcala, known as the Llanos de 

Apán, and joined the established Camino Real at the Cáceres inn.  Alternatively, the 

founding of Puebla de los Ángeles in 1531 shifted part of the traffic to a “southern route” 

through population centers like Chalco and Cholula.
12

  The feeder roads (ramales) that 

connected Mexico City with Puebla eventually met the Camino Real near the same 

Cáceres inn.  From here, freighters and travelers alike used the established Perote-

Xalapa-Veracruz route.
13

  Both routes evaded the original Camino Real through Tlaxcala, 

perhaps in response to complaints of damage to indigenous communities.  In 1562 

                                                 
11 Rees, Transportes y comercio, 21.  Proper roads for draft animals needed adequate water and pasture 

supplies, prior to the establishment of the caminos reales Spaniards raided indigenous communities to 

obtain them.  The Spanish crown tried to regulate these abuses by granting rights to establish inns (ventas) 

along the routes, which will be discussed below.  For more on these prohibitions see Hassig, Trade, Tribute 

and Transportation, 171-174; Valle Pavón, "La economía novohispana y los caminos," 41-42. 
12 The attempts of the merchants at Puebla at redirecting the wagon traffic through their city failed and 

Puebla continued to cater primarily to mule-train freighters.  Rees, Transportes y comercio, 22-23. 
13 The “northern route” was commonly referred to by various names: the “camino de arrieros” or the 

Muleteer Road; the “camino de las ventas” (literally, “the Inn Road”) for the inns established alongside it 

and, starting in the 1570s, also as the “camino real de los carros,” the Royal Wagon Road.  The “southern 

route” came to be known as the “camino de los Ángeles” or “camino de la Puebla” because of its 

association to the city.  A detailed description of this bifurcated road can be found in Juan López de 

Velasco, Geografía y descripción universal de las Indias, recopilada desde el año 1571 al de 1574, ed. 

Justo Zaragoza, (Madrid: Establecimiento Tipográfico de Fortanet, 1894), 192-193.  The text was reprinted 

in Florescano Mayet, El camino México-Veracruz, 25-26. 
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viceroy Luis de Velasco approved the construction of a “wagon road” over this same 

route to foment heavy carting traffic to the port.
14

  The Mexico City-Xalapa-Veracruz 

road remained the principal link between the capital of New Spain and the metropolis 

until the mid-eighteenth century. 

The constant search for better, more efficient roads led to the establishment of an 

alternative route to the port of Veracruz.  Throughout the sixteenth century the 

southeastern route had favored the commercial interests of Orizaba and Puebla whose 

merchants maintained a long distance trade network with merchants from Oaxaca and the 

Soconusco.
15

  In the second half of the century, Mexico City merchants sought to convert 

the road from a bridle path to a carting road in order to increase their control over the 

commercial transactions provided by the route.  This road, known as the “ruta de 

Orizaba,” mirrored the route through Xalapa; only here Orizaba functioned as the point 

of convergence like the Cáceres inn on the Xalapa route.  By the early seventeenth 

century, through the efforts of the Consulado, two distinct roads operated between 

Mexico City and the Gulf port.  The treacherous passes of the sierras and existing 

indigenous settlements had helped to define the routes to the port of Veracruz. 

On the other hand, the lack of geographic obstacles or preexisting population 

settlements allowed for the creation of a carting road that connected Mexico City to the 

Zacatecas mining zone.  Prior to the Zacatecas strikes (1546-49) the existing highway 

extended as far north as the villa of Santiago de Querétaro, founded in 1531.  The strikes 

                                                 
14 In the complaint to the viceroy, Cabildo members mentioned the damage to the merchandise and the 

suffering endured by Spanish travelers on their way from the port to the city and the benefits to be gained 

from introducing heavy-duty carts (carros) like those already used in the Zacatecas road.  See Florescano 

Mayet, El camino México-Veracruz, 22; and Valle Pavón, "La economía novohispana y los caminos," 44. 
15 Valle Pavón, "La economía novohispana y los caminos," 48-49, 52. 
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heightened cart and mule-train traffic along the route and earned the highway the 

designation of Camino Real.  Unlike in the Veracruz road, the terrain north of Mexico 

City offered few obstacles given its “smooth-floored basins separated by low ranges.”
16

  

While this feature allowed for the use of mule-trains and small carts, by 1555, significant 

improvements permitted heavy cart transport.
17

  The introduction of heavy carts along 

this route satisfied the needs of the mines and provided safe delivery of the metals to the 

royal mint at Mexico City.  Further exploration of the northern territories and the constant 

search for silver deposits led to the expansion of the highway, arriving eventually at 

Santa Fé, New Mexico in 1598.
18

 

A third branch of the Camino Real connected Mexico City with the Pacific port at 

Acapulco.  In direct contrast to the Veracruz and Zacatecas roads, which allowed for 

carting traffic, the road to Acapulco, first built in the 1560s, functioned primarily as a 

bridle path.
19

  In the 1570s the port at Acapulco became the gateway to the Pacific 

trading network, connecting New Spain with the Philippines and Perú.  Despite this 

importance, neither merchants nor royal authorities pushed for the construction of a 

carting road.
20

  While the year-round traffic flow between the mines, the Veracruz port 

and Mexico City warranted road upgrades to accommodate heavy vehicles, the Crown’s 

efforts to regulate the Pacific trade kept the road suitable only for mule trains. The arrival 

of the Manila Galleon and smaller vessels from Perú, transformed the highway into a 

                                                 
16 Peter Bakewell, Silver Mining and Society in Colonial Mexico: Zacatecas, 1546-1700, (Cambridge, 

Eng.: Cambridge University Press, 1971), 20. 
17 Philip Wayne Powell, Soldiers, Indians and Silver: The Northward Advance of New Spain, 1550-1600, 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1952), 18-21. 
18 Throughout its existence, this expansive route held the title of Camino real de tierra adentro, or the 

“Royal Highway of the Interior.” 
19 Hassig, Trade, Tribute and Transportation, 176. 
20 Serrera Contreras, Tráfico terrestre y red vial, 33. 
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high traffic zone during the first months of the year.  During this rush, muleteers and 

travelers improvised signaling methods that allowed them to navigate the narrow 

mountain passes on the road, thereby minimizing congestions that could lead to loss of 

merchandise.
21

 

The creation of royal highways led to the development of a network of tributary 

roads and inns. The feeder roads facilitated the shipment of provisions – foodstuffs, 

clothing – from the surrounding regions to the inns, cities or mines.  Through these, for 

example, merchandise from the distant Michoacán and Guadalajara regions arrived on the 

main Mexico City-Zacatecas route.
22

  The construction of inns (ventas) helped to 

establish the permanent location of the new roads and kept the traveling Spaniards from 

raiding indigenous towns in search for provisions.
23

  Individuals who wanted to build 

inns needed permission from the viceregal authorities and they had to abide by the 

crown-imposed rules on the maintenance of the inns and the prices charged.
24

  Tributary 

roads, on the other hand, did not need royal licenses to operate so long as they 

contributed to the economic or military needs of the crown; eventually, tributaries could 

                                                 
21 Jonathan D. Amith, The Möbius Strip: A Spatial History of Colonial Society in Guerrero, Mexico, 

(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2005), 320. 
22 Powell, Soldiers, Indians and Silver, 18. 
23 In his study of the Mexico City-Veracruz route, Sergio Florescano Mayet notes that the burden of forced 

service of indigenous communities for the construction of inns caused greater damage then the abuses of 

the merchants and muleteers on them.  See Florescano Mayet, El camino México-Veracruz, 54.  The inns 

on the Zacatecas road, not only provided a safeguard against attacks, but also provisioned, under royal 

regulations, the travelers “so that they would not indulge in forceful procurement of supplies from the 

native population or from the estancias.”  In Powell, Soldiers, Indians and Silver, 22. 
24 For example, in 1575, Viceroy Martín Enríquez ordered that the inns built on the Veracruz road be 

equipped with the necessary beds to receive the traffic: high resting places (aposentos) to accommodate 

four bunk beds with mattresses, sheets and blankets, and kept clean and well maintained.  Innkeepers who 

failed to maintain their inns under these terms, could lose their license and play a fine of 50 pesos.  See 

AGN, GdP 1-164: Que los dueños de ventas hagan aposentos capaces con todo lo necesario, 1 October 

1575. 
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earn the designation of camino real.
 25

  This title protected travelers from the private 

interests of owners who pressured them to use their own roads or inns, and charge a 

different rate for their use. 

Along with the feeder roads, New Spain’s caminos reales formed an integral part in 

the evolution of new shipping methods and vehicles.  The technological advances in the 

transportation system, the search for basic provisions for the draft animals, and the 

impact of cart transit on indigenous communities altered road construction and their 

geographical designation in New Spain’s first century. With the exception of the 

southeastern route through Orizaba, the Spanish crown had to create new roads in its 

attempt to unite the commercial interests of its overseas territories.  The routes to the 

ports and the mines kept Mexico City at the center of trade and in control of New Spain’s 

commercial enterprise. 

COMPETING MODES OF LAND TRANSPORT 

 

Spanish settlers revolutionized New Spain’s modes of transport with the introduction 

of the wheel and draft animals.  Equine (horses, asses and mules) and bovine (oxen) 

modes of transport allowed for faster and more efficient means of communication 

between the coastal ports and the urban centers. In New Spain’s first century, however, 

Spaniards also employed native porters alongside their peninsular modes of transport.  

This section explores la arriería’s competing distributive networks in New Spain, namely 

indigenous porterage and carting in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.  Prior to their 

ascent as the preferred method of transportation, muleteers functioned within a network 

                                                 
25 Pérez González, "Los caminos reales de América," 317-318. 
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of systems that connected haciendas and centers of production to local and regional 

markets, moved imported goods from the ports of Veracruz and Acapulco to the cities 

and towns of the interior, and freighted shipments of bullion from the mining centers 

through Mexico City to Veracruz. 

Indigenous Porterage 

Prior to the arrival of the Spaniards, human porters (tlamemes) satisfied the 

commercial markets and tributary needs of indigenous societies.  As a voluntary, 

professional class, porters received payment for their services.  The loads and distances 

traveled reflected the climate, terrain and roads, which varied from one region to another.  

Porters carried merchandise on their backs using a cotton or maguey-fiber tumpline 

(mecapal).  They attached the commodities to the tumpline either directly, in sacks, boxes 

or containers (cacaxtli) and wrapped it around their foreheads, which allowed for an 

equal distribution of the load’s weight throughout their body to ease the transport of 

goods.
26

  Porters learned their profession as children, beginning as early as age five, and 

continued the family tradition to adulthood.
27

  Given the occupation’s low status in 

society, the hereditary nature of their labor, however, was not exclusive; other 

commoners (macehualli) could enter the ranks either as a means of tributary payment or 

out of necessity when demand was high.
28

  Porterage was a viable alternative for the 

unemployed, landless residents of large cities whose status prevented them from joining 

                                                 
26 Rubén Morante López, "El mecapal: gran invento prehispánico," Arqueología mexicana XVII, no. 100 

(2009): 70. 
27 Hassig, Trade, Tribute and Transportation, 30. 
28 Ibid., 30-31.  According to Charles Gibson, this practice became common after the plague of 1545-48, 

due to the decline in population and a “shift from agriculture to trade among the survivors.”  In Charles 

Gibson, The Aztecs Under Spanish Rule: A History of the Indians of the Valley of Mexico, 1519-1810, 

(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1964), 360. 
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other hereditary professions. 

Pre-conquest porters were organized at the local level under small political districts 

and resided either at the district’s capital (cabecera) or a near-by, subordinate town 

(sujeto).
29

  They crossed district boundaries and relayed merchandise from one cabecera 

to another under the protection of the local cacique who, as anthropologist Ross Hassig 

has noted, “guaranteed the functioning of porterage through his district, as one link in an 

interlocking transport network.”
30

  The centralization of porters near cabeceras allowed 

for greater control of recruitment, direction and efficiency of the laborers.
31

  Whether 

employed by a cacique or a long-distance merchant (pochteca), porters were protected 

from political instability.  When they ventured outside of their protected territories, the 

particular demands of each territory – whether for consumption or raw materials that 

could be turned into trade goods or tributary payments – promoted their neutrality.
32

 

In the aftermath of the conquest, the Spanish Crown passed legislation that banned 

the Spaniards’ use of porters.  The Toledo Ordinances of 1528 given by Emperor Charles 

V contained a chapter that prohibited the use of indigenous porters and ordered that draft 

animals be used for transport.
33

  While the Ordinances did not list them, three exceptions 

                                                 
29 Hassig, Trade, Tribute and Transportation, 34-36. 
30 Ross Hassig, "One Hundred Years of Servitude: Tlamemes in Early New Spain," in Ethnohistory, ed. 

Ronald Spores, vol. 4 of Supplement to the Handbook of Middle American Indians (Austin: University of 

Texas Press, 1986), 136. 
31 The cabecera to cabecera journey, according to the chronicler Bernal Díaz del Castillo, was a five-

league trek (one league is approximately 2.6 miles, 5 leagues equal 13 miles) carrying approximately two 

arrobas (50.7 pounds) on their tumpline.  These numbers, however, derive from royal and viceregal 

regulations, which had been established by the time Díaz del Castillo wrote his Historia, and do not reflect 

the actual loads carried or distances traveled.  Ibid., 140. 
32 Hassig, Trade, Tribute and Transportation, 39.  After the conquest, however, this porterage neutrality 

fell by the wayside.  In 1551, at the onset of the “Chichimec War” a merchant and forty porters came under 

attack on their way to Zacatecas.  Powell, Soldiers, Indians and Silver, 29. 
33 Silvio Zavala, El servicio personal de los indios en la Nueva España, 7 vols., (México, D.F.: El Colegio 

de México - El Colegio Nacional, 1984-1995), I: 125. 
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were granted: the use of porters for the delivery of tribute payments to the encomenderos 

for a maximum of twenty leagues;
34

 ecclesiastics held the right to a limited use of 

porterage transport to move from one region to another; and viceroys granted licenses to 

Spaniards involved in the service of the Crown.  Native merchants, on the other hand, 

were free from the Crown’s limitations, and continued the use of porters as the vehicles 

of their commercial transactions. 

Despite the Crown’s efforts, porterage remained the only viable alternative for 

Spaniards until they could establish peninsular methods of transportation.  In 1531, the 

Mexico City Audiencia, aware of the limitations placed on Spanish merchants, granted 

license to employ porters under the terms of free labor, so long as scarcity of draft 

animals and exorbitant freight costs continued to limit the Spaniard’s commercial 

exchanges.
35

  When paid, professional porters received their customary payment in cacao 

beans.  In the 1540s, silver became the preferred method of payment for some districts, 

perhaps as an indication of the changes in tribute payments to the encomenderos who 

benefited from the porters’ services.
36

  The introduction of draft animals supplanted the 

demands for professional porters, albeit slowly.  Spanish carters and muleteers worked 

side by side with the native porters in the years immediately following the conquest.  In 

                                                 
34 Ibid., II: 139.  The Spanish Crown created a semi-feudalistic system called the encomienda to reward 

Spaniards involved in the conquest for their services.  Through it, the Crown entrusted (encomendar) the 

native population to the Spaniards who were, in turn, responsible for their religious conversion.  Natives 

paid tribute to their overseers (encomenderos) in produced goods, tribute labor or in specie (through the 

sale of their labor).  In an addendum to the New Laws of 1542, Prince Phillip ordered the Spaniards who 

held an encomienda to live within its limits; if the encomendero held a license to live in Mexico City, he 

would be responsible for the transport cost of the tribute.  In Zavala, El trabajo personal de indios, II: 141. 
35 Hassig, "One Hundred Years of Servitude," 139-141; Zavala, El trabajo personal de indios, I: 153. 
36 AGN, Mercedes 1-176: Disposición para alquiler de tlamemes y pago en plata, 1542.  This disposition 

only affected the porters of Chiautla, near Puebla de los Ángeles, since in 1543 the Mexico City high court 

(Audiencia) published a price list for freights near the Amecameca region in cacao beans.  See Zavala, El 

trabajo personal de indios, I: 157. 
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some instances, licenses were granted to natives to own draft animals and become 

muleteers.  By mid-century, however, muleteers were scarce and their freight costs 

exorbitant.
37

 

Spaniards continually sought ways to circumvent the Crown’s restrictions on 

portage.  They sought to tap into the riches of the newly-discovered silver mines, and 

complained to the Crown that native merchants held a significant advantage over them 

because of the latter’s unrestricted access to porters.  Viceroy Antonio de Mendoza 

voiced his opposition of this double standard to Charles V, and added that the loads of a 

Spaniard weighed down on a porter as much as those of a native merchant.
38

  Fray 

Bartolomé de las Casas countered the viceroy’s statement in a letter to the Emperor in 

which he wrote that Spaniards loaded porters as if they were beasts of burden (acémilas), 

forced them to walk at their horse’s pace, starved and beat them.
39

  Porterage persisted as 

part of the corvée system of repartimiento that allotted Spaniards a set number of natives 

for their personal service.  Now more than ever, Hassig argues, Spaniards forced natives 

into porterage, regardless of their profession.
40

  Throughout the second half of the 

sixteenth century, New Spain’s authorities heard complaints regarding the Spaniards’ 

abuses on porters.  The Spanish Crown continually pressed the viceroys to develop viable 

alternatives for Spaniards to transport merchandise without the use of native labor. 

As muleteers and carters gained ground during the final decades of the sixteenth 

century, porterage transport continued to operate, often in conjunction with them.  While 

                                                 
37 Hassig, "One Hundred Years of Servitude," 141, 143. 
38 Zavala, El trabajo personal de indios, II: 141. 
39 Ibid., I: 156.  In another letter, Fray Pedro de Gante reiterated Las Casas’ statement; he argued that 

porterage for native merchants presented an economic activity for all involved.  Zavala, El trabajo personal 

de indios, II: 141. 
40 Hassig, Trade, Tribute and Transportation, 204. 
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viceroys issued decrees that prohibited the Spaniards’ use of porters, the old exceptions 

for the Crown’s service remained in place.  In 1591 Viceroy Luis de Velasco II granted 

the muleteer Juan Fernández the license to contract two porters daily on his trip to 

Acapulco, at the standard cost of one tomín (one-eight of a peso) each.
41

  In his transport, 

Fernández carried nitric acid (aguafuerte) used for the assaying of gold from which the 

King’s fifth would be exacted.  The service Fernández provided the crown and the 

“notorious risks” of transporting the acid allowed him to request the porters’ aid in his 

trek.  Aside from these special licenses, by the end of the sixteenth century, porters 

operated primarily in regions that lacked proper roads for mules and carts. 

The Wheels of Commerce 

The demand for efficient modes of transport increased during periods of economic 

prosperity.  At varying times throughout the Spanish Empire, these booms allowed for 

the development of a suitable, professionalized carting industry.  According to historian 

David Ringrose, in order for the carting enterprise to function at full capacity, it needed a 

variety of factors: favorable geographic conditions for wheeled transport; government 

subsidies to support economic growth despite the high costs of transport; demand for 

services free of load limitations; and a “suitable combination of capital, animal power, 

and grazing resources.”
42

  While in Spain and Argentina these factors allowed for the 

development of the industry in the late eighteenth and throughout the nineteenth 

centuries, respectively, in New Spain these were most favorable during the second half of 

the sixteenth century with the flourishing of the mining industry. 

                                                 
41 AGN, GdP 4-289: Licencia a Juan Fernández para cargar tlamemes a Acapulco, 1 March 1591, 81v. 
42 Ringrose, "Carting in the Hispanic World," 33. 
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The medieval Spanish cart (carreta), introduced in New Spain in the 1530s, 

competed with indigenous porters and mule trains for the services of Spanish merchants.  

The demands of the Zacatecas mining boom in the 1550s led to the development of a 

larger wagon-like cart (carro).  The only similarity between the two vehicles was their 

two-wheeled construction.  Their haulage capacity, determined by their wheel type, 

varied significantly.  While the ox-drawn carreta carried a maximum of one thousand 

pounds of merchandise and travelled up to twelve miles a day, the carro hauled between 

four and five thousand pounds of merchandise.
43

  The carreta had small, solid timber 

wheels, which apart from keeping them low and stable also allowed them to traverse 

most of New Spain’s roads; the carros used a metal rim wheel with spokes or cleats, 

which required well-maintained roads. The carro, which eventually became the vehicle of 

preference, required teams of up to sixteen mules.  While their size prevented them from 

navigating through difficult mountainous passes, the wagons turned into “rolling 

blockhouses” to protect merchants and their goods against attacks on the Zacatecas 

route.
44

 

In the wake of the silver rush, the carting of mining supplies far exceeded the freight 

of other merchandise, including foodstuffs.  Lead, salt and mercury became the primary 

raw materials on the Zacatecas-bound trip.  Smelting, the earliest mode of silver 

extraction, required the transport of large quantities of lead extracted from mines at 

Izmiquilpan (Hidalgo), approximately 250 miles from Zacatecas.
45

  The introduction of 

the amalgamation process – which uses mercury and salt to refine the silver ores – in the 

                                                 
43 Ibid., 32-34; 38 (footnote 34). 
44 Powell, "The Forty-Niners of Sixteenth-Century Mexico," 239. 
45 Bakewell, Silver Mining and Society in Colonial Mexico, 147. 
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late 1550s, meant “the wagon-loads full of that dull heavy metal were replaced by barrels 

of equally heavy mercury.”
46

  Mercury, imported from Spain, dictated the booms and 

busts of the mining industry in New Spain and its transport to the mines via carts or 

mules was fundamental to the economic development of the mining centers. 

The risks involved in the carting enterprise required a well-developed defense 

strategy.  Stationary and portable blockhouses, along with the inns, worked to keep the 

travelers safe during their rest stops.  On the open road, however, carters and their 

merchandise came under attack in hostile territories.  According to historian Philip 

Powell, local magistrates (alcaldes mayores) required that the cart trains (cuadrillas) 

travel in well-armed, escorted, fleet-like convoys to reduce the dangers of freighting 

along these areas or be escorted by paid presidio troops when necessary.
47

  The 

establishment of “defensive Spanish towns” along the Zacatecas road, like Celaya and 

León, also sought to quell the effects of the raids on the merchandise-laden carts.
48

 

A team of dedicated men cared for the cart trains on the road.  While the families of 

the carters often travelled with them, a cart train, a typical one consisting of 

approximately thirty carts, needed a group of specialized men in order to function.  While 

the documentation on New Spain’s carters lacks a detailed description of their jobs, 

David Ringrose provides a detailed look at their Spanish counterparts.
49

  Cart trains 

composed of partnerships of multiple owners, “were in charge of a professional manager 

or mayoral, who supervised the operations of the train, arranged for cargoes, and kept the 

                                                 
46 Ibid., 22.  For a detailed description of the mercury supply to New Spain during the first 150 years of 

mining, see Bakewell, Silver Mining and Society in Colonial Mexico, chapter 7. 
47 Powell, Soldiers, Indians and Silver, 65, 149-150. 
48 For a detailed look at the founding of these defense towns, see Ibid., 150-157. 
49 Ringrose, "Land Transportation in Eighteenth-Century Castile," 108-110. 
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accounts.”  The manager often owned only a few carts in the train, if any.  He also 

supervised the work of a foreman (aperador) who maintained the carts, yoked the oxen to 

the cart, and prepared the resting grounds.  A herder (pastorero) herded the spare animals 

and watched the grazing oxen at night.  Apart from them, and depending on the size of 

the cart, a number of laborers (gañanes) were also hired to help along the way.  As will 

be demonstrated, a comparable division of labor also occurred with their muleteer 

counterparts. 

New Spain’s carters, like their peninsular counterparts, enjoyed a series of 

government protections.  Apart from the provisions on grazing lands and the effort to 

regulate provisions and provide a safe house against raids, royal authorities enforced the 

operation of inns within a set of guidelines and a pricelist (arancel) to protect the carters 

from abuses from the innkeepers.  More importantly, New Spain’s authorities provided 

protection against runaway employees who had been paid in advance for their labor.  

While the labor of indigenous workers could not be sold along with a mule or cart train, 

carters could seek the help of the authorities to either force the employee to return or, if 

he had already been hired elsewhere, to work four months without pay in order to pay off 

what he had already earned.  If properly enforced, the law prevented the carters’ financial 

ruin.  Although it is difficult to know whether the law was enforced, in the eighteenth 

century, muleteers used a similar protection against their paid help. 

While the enterprise’s prosperity relied on the mining booms, the mining busts did 

not dictate its history.  Mining cycles depended on the Crown’s control over the 

distribution of mercury.  In times of shortage, the loss of revenue from the mining tax 

(quinto) led to the abandonment of public services, especially road maintenance and 
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construction, which were crucial for carro traffic.  Without the appropriate roads and a 

demand for their haulage, the carro was relegated to the “self-contained great estates.”
50

  

While this conclusion may hold true for the regions near the mining centers,
51

 it does not 

take into consideration the carting enterprise’s contribution to the supply and 

maintenance of Spanish outposts in northern New Spain. 

In the faraway province of New Mexico, the demand for carro transport went 

beyond the mining industry.  The 1609 establishment of New Mexico’s provincial 

government and its missionary enterprise relied on the financial support of the Crown.
52

  

This “charge,” which fell on New Spain’s treasury, installed a triennial carro convoy that 

supplied the missions with the necessary merchandise for the ministry: “wines, tapers, 

oil, and other things necessary for the administration of the Holy Sacraments.”
53

  These 

caravans, however, took almost four years (and sometimes five or six) to reach the 

province because the contractors acquired the supplies through auction rather than direct 

sale, thus delaying the gathering of supplies and increasing their cost.  As the missions 

grew, so did the demand for supplies.  In an effort to remedy the shortage of supplies, in 

                                                 
50 Ringrose, "Carting in the Hispanic World," 49.  Ringrose argues that the “growing depression” of the 

late sixteenth century – due to a decline in mining and the loss of labor supply due to epidemics – were 

major factors that contributed to the decline of the carting system.  “As the mines closed,” he concludes, 

“the industry and agriculture which had developed to supply them, lacking alternative markets, went into 

decline also.  Among these collapsing enterprises were the carters.”  Quote in Ringrose, "Carting in the 

Hispanic World," 48.   
51 Bakewell, however, has demonstrated that the mining industry in Zacatecas and in other mining centers 

in the north experienced multiple booms (usually followed by depressions) throughout the seventeenth 

century.  See Bakewell, Silver Mining and Society in Colonial Mexico, especially chapter 8 on silver 

production.  These boom and bust cycles do not support Ringrose’s conclusions on the decline of the 

carting industry at the end of the sixteenth century nor do they explain the fall of the enterprise as a viable 

transport industry. 
52 France V. Scholes, "The Supply Service of the New Mexico Missions in the Seventeenth Century," New 

Mexico Historical Review 5, no. 1 (1930): 93-94. 
53 Ibid., 98.  In this first of a three-part essay, Scholes provides a translation of the original 1631 contract in 

96-113. 
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1631, the Franciscan friars entered into a contract (asiento) with the Crown whereby the 

treasury paid a fixed amount for the goods, and the friars arranged for the delivery of the 

merchandise and the upkeep and management of the carros.  These contracts offer a 

detailed listing of the merchandise given to each friar and an account of the expenses of 

driving a caravan from Mexico City to Santa Fé.
54

 

The initial ‘Statement of Cost of Wagons’ provides an approximation of the costs of 

ownership, maintenance, and equipping a seventeenth century caravan.  Each sixteen-

mule team carro cost over eight hundred pesos.  To outfit a cart with the necessary 

equipment –including coarse cloths (jergas); horse blankets (mantas); grass mats 

(petates); ropes; sheepskins for collars; cowhides for packing, whips, and halters; sowing 

cords; tire nails; tires– for the year-and-a-half trek cost over four hundred pesos.  The 

caravans were divided into squads (cuadrillas) and each squad received the necessary 

cooking utensils (pots, kettles, cups, trays), water barrels, and tools to repair the wagons: 

axles, spokes, cart beds, yokes, horseshoes, and sixteen mules to “replace those which 

may be lost or may die.”  Apart from these tools, the squads received banners with the 

Royal coat of arms, an overseer (mayordomo) who received an annual salary of four 

hundred pesos, and one hundred and eight pesos for the cart driver (chirrionero), and a 

military escort.
55

  The caravans were granted a one-and-a-half year of travel time to reach 

Santa Fé and return to Mexico City where they would prepare for another expedition.  

These travel allowances, however, were difficult to meet given the constant delays 

                                                 
54 Ibid.  These contracts between the Crown and the Franciscan friars functioned between 1631 and 1664. 
55 The term chirrionero applies to the drivers of a chirrión – a heavy, two wheeled cart – otherwise known 

as a carro; another, more common term for these drivers – derived from carro – is carretero, or carter.  The 

functions and responsibilities of an overseer, or mayordomo, are discussed in the following section on la 

arriería. 
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encountered on both legs of the trip. 

Until the advent of the carting supply service, the lack of a feasible mode of transport 

had kept New Mexico’s commerce at a primitive stage of development.
56

  The carting 

industry became the provincial means of trade during and in between journeys.  Local 

merchants and citizens accompanied the caravans on the outgoing and return trips, 

making use of the armed escort to protect themselves and their merchandise from attack.  

New Mexican authorities also tapped into this market through a provision in the original 

contract that stipulated that the carros remained property of the Crown between trips.  

They appropriated the carts for their personal use and shipped buffalo hides, blankets and 

salt southward to the mines in Nueva Vizcaya.
57

  This personal use of the carts, however, 

created a rift between officials and the friars.
58

  The Crown, which had its own interests 

in mind, sought to remedy the issue by granting the contract to laymen. 

The changeover of the contract revealed the supply train’s profitability.  The 

distribution of alms and the administration of the wagons were now separate enterprises.  

The latter, under strict supervision from New Spain’s treasury, saved the Crown by 

                                                 
56 France V. Scholes, "The Supply Service of the New Mexico Missions in the Seventeenth Century, Part 

II, 1631-1664," New Mexico Historical Review 5, no. 2 (1930): 188. 
57 The governors engaged in the trade of merchandise despite the rules that forbade such practice.  See Max 

L. Morehead, New Mexico's Royal Road: Trade and Travel on the Chihuahua Trail, (Norman and London: 

University of Oklahoma Press, 1958; reprint, 1995), 34. 
58 The discord, according to France Scholes, went beyond the use of the carros: the governors exploited the 

indigenous peoples of New Mexico through the trade in hides, the enslavement of Apaches, the manta 

workshops, or the transport of salt.  For this discussion see Scholes, "The Supply Service of the New 

Mexico Missions, Part II," 188-189.  Internal conflict within the Franciscans in New Mexico also pushed 

for the disbanding of the Order’s hold on the supply contract.  See France V. Scholes, "The Supply Service 

of the New Mexico Missions in the Seventeenth Century, Part III, 1663-1680," New Mexico Historical 

Review 5, no. 4 (1930): 386-392. 
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providing a more cost-effective means of supply to the missions.
59

  The new contractor, 

Juan Manso, an ex-governor of the province, turned the cart trains into a personal 

economic venture where the mission supply service became secondary.  In his first 

expedition, Manso divided the caravan in two: one section, with sixteen carts, satisfied 

the supply of the missions; the other section of similar size transported passengers and 

merchandise intended for the Zacatecas and Parral mines.  On his return trip, instead of 

providing carts for the needs of the friars, he loaded them with salt and other merchandise 

for the mines.
60

 

The Franciscans’ complaints regarding Manso’s personal interests and his 

mismanagement of the cart train marked the end of the supply service to the missions.  In 

1671, the viceroy deprived Manso of another expedition and nullified the contract.  At the 

same time, the settlement expansion into formerly unoccupied areas between the northern 

mining centers and the New Mexico pueblos made the use of the large carros obsolete. 

The high costs of repair and maintenance of the carts and the increased flow of localized 

traffic diminished the demand for the carro and the expeditions from Mexico City were 

no longer needed.  The early eighteenth-century decline of the carting enterprise in the far 

reaches of the viceroyalty signaled a transition into regional trade supported by a mixture 

of small carts (carretas) and an increased use in mule trains. 

While ox- and mule-driven carts were a more cost-efficient method of transportation 

than porters, especially for long-distance commerce, the post-conquest introduction of 

                                                 
59 The Juan Manso contract, established in 1664, cut the Treasury’s expenditures by almost half, from 

29,000 pesos in 1631 to 16,000 pesos for the 1663-1666 triennium.  The terms of the contract are contained 

in Scholes, "The Supply Service of the New Mexico Missions, Part III," 392-393. 
60 Ibid., 395-396. 
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draft animals did not usher in the end of human porters.  Instead, Spaniards adopted the 

porter’s service for their own use and gradually replaced them with their own methods of 

transportation.  Carros and carretas had similar fates: when the maintenance costs was 

greater than the demand for their use, the carting enterprise as a means of long-distance 

trade also fell by the wayside.  The use of porters and carts continued throughout the 

eighteenth century as a localized mode of transport, but not for long-haul trade.  Out of 

the failure of these two modes of transport to provide cheap and adequate freight 

services, Spaniards continued to rely more and more on the peninsular system of mule 

trains, la arriería. 

THE FEET OF COMMERCE 

 

The mule train enterprise developed out of necessity.  While la arriería and carting 

descended from their peninsular counterparts, their adaptation to New Spain’s economic 

system and topography differed from their origins.  The system of transportation in Spain 

complemented the agricultural cycles of the peninsula and the men involved were 

ultimately linked to the land.
61

  In New Spain, however, the Crown imposed a mercantile 

economy that demanded the implementation of fast and efficient modes of transport.  

When porters could not carry the heavy loads or carting was no longer a cost efficient 

means for long- and short-haul freight, the system of pack transport took over as the 

primary means of transportation.  These factors led to the professionalization of the 

muleteer enterprise and, to a certain degree, a move away from the agricultural cycles.  

Unlike carting, which relied on the heavy business of the mining centers, la arriería 

                                                 
61 Ringrose, "Land Transportation in Eighteenth-Century Castile" 101. 
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adapted to shifts in locally produced and imported commodity trading to maximize 

profits. 

The Organization of the Mule Train 

The core operational unit of la arriería was the mule pack.  These packs, hatajos or 

recuas depending on their size,
62

 joined together to form larger caravans or trains for 

protection in the long journeys.  The type of merchandise, road conditions, weather, and 

the duration of the trip determined the size of the packs.  Additional mules, which 

accompanied the packs as food carriers, replacements, or as riding animals (mulas de 

silla), added to the complexity and to the total number of mules in the pack.  In some 

cases, large transportation enterprises owned enough mules to accommodate extra 

animals along the established routes in order to relieve the loaded mules.  Regardless of 

the size of the pack, colonial authorities referred to large empresarios and mid-level pack 

owners together as pack owners or dueños de recua.  Small pack owners, usually of 

indigenous or mixed background, not only requested colonial authorities for the rights to 

own and work with mules, they also petitioned for the right to bear arms, and carry the 

necessary tools – knives, scissors, needles – needed in the packaging of merchandise and 

in the loading and unloading of the animals.
63

  While authorities generally granted the 

petitions for the tools, only muleteers who transported silver were granted the rights to 

                                                 
62 While the terms often appear interchangeably in the documents, historians have defined the hatajos as 

part of a recua.  In her study of the eighteenth century transportation system in New Spain, Clara Elena 

Suárez Argüello defined the recua as the total number of mules owned by an owner or enterprise; the recua, 

she argues, could be divided into sections (trozos de recua) and further on, into hatajos of about fifty mules 

each.  See Suárez Argüello, "Los arrieros novohispanos," 90.  This definition, however, only appears 

suitable for the transportation empresarios who owned hundreds of mules.  Others have set the number 

between twenty and sixty.  See Serrera Contreras, Guadalajara ganadera, 255; Sánchez Díaz, "Mulas, 

hatajos y arrieros en el Michoacán del siglo XIX," 41; and more recently, Amith, The Möbius Strip, 316. 
63 Numerous petitions of this sort appear in the Indios and General de Parte branches of the National 

Archives in Mexico City. 
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bear arms. 

A team of men accompanied mule packs on their journeys.  Small pack owners hired 

one or two extra men to help with the loading and unloading of their packs; larger 

enterprises employed five or six specialized men of the trade and often relied on an 

overseer or majordomo (mayordomo) to supervise the entire operation.
64

  The rank of 

majordomo held a high level of esteem and responsibility; they were the most trusted 

employees of the mule owners.  Majordomos oversaw the work and behavior of the hired 

assistants; protected and guaranteed the delivery of the merchandise; looked for safe 

resting places; watched over the proper care of the mules, and, when required, paid the 

sales tax (alcabala).  Any negligence on behalf of the overseer could be costly: pack 

owners had the legal right to deduct the amount for lost or damaged merchandise or 

missing mules from his salary.  In the case of theft or assault on the road, the authorities 

determined the responsible party by questioning the entire team. 

The division of labor among hired muleteers depended on the size of the mule pack.  

While the majordomo oversaw the different functions of the team, specialized individuals 

assisted with the needs of the mule pack.
65

  Their wages depended on their level of 

specialization and the duties hired to carry out.  The porter or loader (cargador) loaded 

and unloaded the mules.  Through an “intricate network of knotted ropes”
66

 the loader 

fastened the balanced load to the mule and remained vigilant of the loads along the trek 

until he unloaded the mules for the night’s rest.  The loader worked alongside an aviador 

                                                 
64 Suárez Argüello, "Los arrieros novohispanos," 95-97. 
65 The following descriptions are found in Ibid., 97-98; also in Suárez Argüello, Camino real y carrera 

larga, 44. 
66 Morehead, New Mexico's Royal Road, 88. 
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who packed and supplied the tools (avios) employed in the pack, especially those needed 

to safeguard the merchandise. When the pack arrived at the majordomo’s appointed rest 

stop and the loader unloaded the freight from the mules, the sabanero (literally, the man 

from the savannah) loosened and fed the mules.  During the evening’s rest, he kept the 

pack together and in the early morning he round up the mules for departure.  Lastly, the 

herder or hatajador kept the pack together on the road with the help of the lead mule. 

Work with the mule team began at dawn and continued until mid-afternoon.  The 

day’s journey began with the arrangement of the mules into their packs.  The loader 

saddled the mule with a sheepskin (salea), a blanket, and the packsaddle or aparejo, 

which “was fastened around the mule’s waist with a broad hempen belt drawn corset-

tight and around its rump with a wide crupper to keep it from sliding forward.”
67

  The 

packsaddle kept the merchandise from shifting and balanced the loads to protect the 

mule’s back.  A reed mat (petate) covered the loads and kept them from getting wet or 

damaged.  Once assembled, the pack followed a lead mule or mare (mula or yegua 

caponera, respectively) guided by the herder.  After a twelve to fifteen mile trip, the mule 

pack arrived at their designated resting area (paraje) or inn where the loader unpacked 

the mules and checked them for any damage caused by the loads.
68

  The team rested and 

returned to the same work the next day. 

Muleteers employed multiple modes of packaging for the safe delivery of the 

merchandise.  These loads (cargas) depended on the type of goods transported, and 

muleteers received payment based on the number of loads, pieces or, if by weight, 

                                                 
67 Ibid., 87. 
68 Sánchez Díaz, "Mulas, hatajos y arrieros en el Michoacán del siglo XIX," 50. 
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arrobas.  A few examples of these are the linen-lined leather sacks (zurrones or churlos) 

used to transport perishable, dry goods, like cochineal and cinnamon; rudimentary sacks, 

sometimes identified by their provenance as sacos de Tlayacapa, for cacao, wheat, and 

corn, salt, and sugar; special box containers for glass bottles, either empty or filled with 

perfumes, oils, and other liquids, which prevented breakage or spillage during the long 

trek; other wooden boxes for metals like silver coins or lead; barrels for imported or 

locally produced liquors (aguardiente) and wine; casks with triple-layered hide sacks
69

 

for mercury; and bales (fardos or balones) for cotton.  Sacks and bales were often 

referred to as a pack or tercio, two of which made a full load.  Whatever the load, the 

loader balanced the merchandise on the packsaddle to reduce loss and avoid possible 

litigation.  Unless otherwise noted in the contracts, merchants bore the costs of packaging 

the merchandise, which they branded in order to identify it. 

Defining the Tradesmen 

Merchandise distributors fell into two loosely defined categories: itinerant merchants 

(mercaderes viandantes) and the generic muleteers (arrieros).  The upward mobility 

afforded by the trade and New Spain’s authorities lack of proper identification makes it 

nearly impossible to set a fixed name on the professional activities of these men.
70

  These 

two categories, which are further subcategorized below, provide for a general 

understanding of the enterprise of la arriería as a whole.  This principal distinction is not 

based on the number of mules or the social condition of the muleteer, but whether or not 

                                                 
69 Bakewell, Silver Mining and Society in Colonial Mexico, 171. 
70 This issue is prevalent throughout the Spanish empire; it becomes especially muddled in areas where 

carters and muleteers worked side by side.  In his dissertation on the systems of transportation in Spain 

during the eighteenth century, David Ringrose noted that carters “were often referred to as muleteers with 

carts.”  See Ringrose, "Land Transportation in Eighteenth-Century Castile," 121. 
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he had equity invested in the goods he transported.  While the itinerant merchant owned a 

string of mules (recua) and was well invested in the merchandise, the muleteer 

functioned as a hired mule driver with or without mules.  Muleteers and itinerant 

merchants, however, often blurred these divisions and worked whichever opportunities 

arose. 

The itinerant merchant’s primary market was the provincial store and the mining 

centers.  The stores (tiendas) depended on merchandise from the wholesalers 

(almaceneros) of Mexico City or other urban centers like Puebla, Querétaro or 

Guadalajara.
71

  Through mainly borrowed capital, these “keenly profit oriented” traveling 

merchants visited market towns, fairs, and haciendas to sell their goods for either silver or 

local products that they could resell elsewhere.  Although they sought business ventures 

wherever they could be found, itinerant merchants were most prominent around 

prospering mining centers.  Their constant travels gave them an intimate knowledge on 

the “preferences and means of their clientele, where certain goods were lacking, and 

where sales looked promising.”
72

  This acquaintance with local markets and their 

established relationships with city wholesalers placed them at an advantage to work 

themselves up economically and possibly establish their own provincial stores. 

Not all itinerant merchants, however, had the means to establish relationships with 

city wholesalers and become full-time traders.  Like their peninsular counterparts, some 

itinerant merchants were tied to the land and the agricultural cycles.  Their mules were 

needed at the family farm and thus kept them from entering a year-round profession.  The 

                                                 
71 Stanley J. Stein, "Tending the Store: Trade and Silver at the Real de Huautla, 1778-1781," The Hispanic 

American Historical Review 77, no. 3 (1997): 379. 
72 Ibid., 380. 
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access to mules, however primal to the enterprise, was not their only obstacle; established 

credibility and competition from other merchants – whether through lower prices or 

availability of merchandise – also factored into the development of the individual 

enterprise.  Non-Spaniards often complained to the viceroy that local authorities 

restricted their access to the trade through the enforcement of existing laws that 

prohibited their mobility.  Even when indigenous traders received special licenses to 

conduct trade, they found themselves restricted to basic foodstuffs, cotton cloth, locally 

produced ceramics, salt, and other primary materials given the Spaniards’ control of 

imported merchandise and luxury goods.
73

 

These limitations led to a stratified system of itinerant merchants.  In his study on the 

supply of provincial stores, Stanley Stein recognized three categories of traders.
74

  The 

upper stratum, which Stein identified as marchantes and “traveling wholesalers,” 

operated their own mules and established commercial, and at times personal, 

relationships with Mexico City wholesalers.  They often owned multiple mule trains (of 

twelve to fifteen mules) and hired muleteers to help with the daily functions of the 

operations.  These traveling wholesalers trafficked in domestic and imported goods and 

“followed established routes through the provinces, covering hundreds of miles in their 

circuits before returning to settle accounts and resupply.”
75

  A mid-level trader, or 

detallista ambulante, operated with fewer mules (usually one or two) and in relatively 

smaller areas.  The lower-ranked members of the group, classified by colonial authorities 

and contemporaries as vagrants or vagabonds – designated as “hawkers, chapmen or 

                                                 
73 José Lameiras Olvera, "Pochtecas, jinetes colimotes del siglo XVII," Relaciones IX, no. 33 (1988): 136. 
74 Stein, "Tending the Store," 380. 
75 Ibid., 381. 
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pack-peddlers” by Stein – used their profession to move around from one job site to 

another, usually hired to work in another merchant’s mule or cart train. 

A subset of the mid-level itinerant merchants included hacienda owners.  These 

owners (hacendados), which included some members of the mendicant orders, freighted 

their hacienda-produced merchandise to local markets and returned with specie or 

bartered for goods needed at the hacienda.  The packs allowed a certain level of self-

sufficiency, especially at haciendas involved in mule production.
76

  For example, mules 

from the haciendas of the Society of Jesus (Jesuits) covered the need of the Order’s 

haciendas as well as those of the transportation and mining industries.
77

  While mule 

sales contributed to the Jesuit coffers, their packs’ intra-order circuits did not take 

advantage of the return trip and often returned to some haciendas empty.  Mule owners 

dedicated to the transportation industry full-time, like traveling wholesalers or contracted 

muleteers, maximized both legs of the trip by securing a return cargo for their mules. 

In the realm of contracted muleteers, Mexico City-based empresarios were in a class 

of their own.  These merchants, some with nobility titles, often held long-term transport 

contracts with viceregal authorities
78

 – the most coveted of these were for the delivery of 

silver to royal coffers and the ports.  The empresarios rarely, if ever, travelled with their 

packs.  Instead, they hired an overseer to do the work or leased their mules to 

subcontractors who operated the packs under the empresarios’ name.  They conducted 

                                                 
76 Suárez Argüello, "Los arrieros novohispanos," 82-83. 
77 In 1764 the hacienda de Santa Lucia, a Jesuit complex that belonged to the Colegio Máximo de San 

Pedro y San Pablo in Mexico City, owned 136 asses of all shapes and sizes; 7,346 horses and mares; and 

1,329 mules.  See Ibid., 84.  This level of production satisfied the mining industry’s demand for mules, 

which were used in the extraction and amalgamation processes.  See Bakewell, Silver Mining and Society 

in Colonial Mexico, passim; and Serrera Contreras, Guadalajara ganadera, 272-277. 
78 Suárez Argüello, Camino real y carrera larga, 43.  The contracts for the transport of “royal 

merchandise” will be dealt with at length in Chapter Five. 
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their transport operations from Mexico City and earned the name asentista conductor 

given their freight contracts with colonial authorities.
79

  These empresarios, however, 

controlled more than just the shipment of goods; they participated in mule production and 

agriculture in order to provide their transportation enterprise with the necessary food and 

mules.
80

 

Mexico City-based empresarios who owned mule teams in other provinces often 

appointed apoderados, or business agents, to handle their operations.  Through power of 

attorney (carta poder), they had complete control over the administration of the mule 

pack.  While majordomos followed transport guidelines set by the owners, agents 

freighted clothing and grains to the ports and cities, set their own prices, and maintained 

account ledgers as any mule owner.
81

  The agents also had the capability to hire helpers, 

and issue receipts and deeds of insurance necessary for the proper functioning of the mule 

pack.  With the freedom to operate the pack at his disposal also came the responsibilities 

to protect the merchandise and the pack from litigation due to non-payment or loss.  The 

trust and relationship that the agents built with the empresarios and other merchants 

opened the doors to eventually becoming a mule pack owner themselves. 

Mid-level pack owners for hire covered the gulf between hacienda-owned packs and 

Mexico City-based empresarios.  Like their mid-level, itinerant merchant counterparts, 

                                                 
79 The whole designation attached to their name usually included the type of contract they held.  Colonial 

authorities recognized those who “conducted” royal merchandise between the ports and Mexico City as 

asentista conductor de cargas reales, or asentista conductor de azogue for the empresario in charge of the 

mercury distribution. 
80 An example of these in the Mexico City-Acapulco trade can be found in Amith, The Möbius Strip, 331-

332; for the Veracruz case see Abel Juárez, Veracruz y el nuevo orden económico, 1720-1820, (Veracruz, 

Ver.: Instituto Veracruzano de Cultura, 2005), 88. 
81 Two examples of these carta poder can be found in Elisa Vargas Lugo and Gustavo Curiel, Juan 

Correa: Su vida y su obra, vol. III: Cuerpo de documentos, (México, D.F.: Universidad Nacional 

Autónoma de México, 1991), 97-99. 
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these pack owners (dueños de recua) owned between five and sixty mules and resided 

throughout New Spain; the size of their enterprise varied according to region, access to 

well-established routes, and freighting demands.  These men often began their 

transportation business through borrowed money from hacienda owners or Mexico City 

wholesalers, which they paid back in service.  For the hacendados this system guaranteed 

them access to local and regional markets without the added maintenance of a pack.
82

  

For the wholesalers it meant secured shipment of goods to provincial stores, some of 

which functioned as “subsidiaries” for the Mexico City merchant.
83

  The successful 

delivery of merchandise helped the hired muleteer establish credibility with other 

hacienda owners and city wholesalers and expand their transport enterprise.  

Muleteers with fewer than five mules formed the lower stratum of the transportation 

enterprise.  Petty muleteers often started out as hired helpers for the large trains and 

acquired mules either through their work or through the reparto de mercancías policy.
84

  

Regardless of how they were drawn into the business, these men often blurred the lines 

between contracted muleteers and itinerant merchants, and bore the brunt of the “lawless 

                                                 
82 Suárez Argüello, "Los arrieros novohispanos," 87. 
83 Stein, "Tending the Store," 382. 
84 These mules, according to Suárez Argüello, were smaller, and thus carried less, than those of the large 

trains.  See Suárez Argüello, Camino real y carrera larga, 47.  In her analysis on the effects of the end of 

the reparto de mercancías, Margarita Menegus Bornemann found that colonial authorities in 1792 had 

charged between 25 and 40 pesos per mule, which was five to eight times as much as its original price.  

This, she argues, occurred because the reparto mules had been purchased through middlemen at local trade 

fairs rather than at haciendas in the Guadalajara region where they originated.  See Margarita Menegus 

Bornemann, "Economía y comunidades indígenas: El efecto de la supresión del sistema de reparto de 

mercancías en la intendencia de México, 1786-1810," Mexican Studies / Estudios Mexicanos 5, no. 2 

(1989): 209.  This policy, which supposedly allowed for Indigenous members of society to enter the market 

as producers and consumers, has a history of contention.  See also Jeremy Baskes, "Coerced or Voluntary? 

The Repartimiento and Market Participation of Peasants in Late Colonial Oaxaca," Journal of Latin 

American Studies 28, no. 1 (1996); and also, Jason Lee Ward, "Unpacking the Mule: Cultures of 

Consumption and the Repartimiento de Mercancías in Late Colonial Michoacán" (Ph. D. diss., University 

of California, Riverside, 2001). 
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vagabond” stereotype.
85

  Colonial authorities despised the muleteers’ constant travels 

away from their homes, abandoning their families and farms for extensive periods of time 

and the second- or third-lives that they formed with other families.
86

  These petty 

tradesmen, however, acted as their community’s only link to the outside world: they 

delivered locally produced wares and foodstuffs to regional markets; and brought back 

news and conveyed whatever “they had seen and heard.”
87

 

With so many designations, it is easy to understand why colonial authorities grouped 

them all under the rubric of “muleteers.”  Their constant mobility, both in socio-

economic terms and on the ground, makes for a difficult assessment of a particular 

sector’s control of the industry.  The only possible solution is to review the available data 

on passes or waybills (guías) issued to muleteers at various customhouses along the 

roads.
88

 In his book, The Möbius Strip, Jonathan Amith evaluated the 1784 data on the 

guías distributed at the Acapulco customhouse.  He found that almost half of all the 

passes issued by the customs house went to men who owned between one and five mules.  

In the total mule count, however, their beasts accounted for only nine percent of animals 

involved. Thirty percent of the passes were issued to muleteers who owned between six 

and twenty mules; their beasts, however, composed one third of all animals in the 

                                                 
85 The stereotypes of the muleteer as a vagabond are explored in Boyer, "Juan Vásquez," passim. 
86 An excellent view of the family life of these petty muleteers is provided in Richard Boyer, Lives of the 

Bigamists: Marriage, Family and Community in Colonial Mexico, (Albuquerque, NM: University of New 

Mexico Press, 1995). 
87 Quote from Ibid., 182.  The delivery of local wares and foodstuffs, or efectos de viento, was of small 

value and quantity and travelled without official passes (guías).  On this petty trade, see Amith, The Möbius 

Strip, 338-339.  David Ringrose has identified a similar “community muleteer” for Castile, the arriero 

ordinario, who freighted locally produced goods, spices, and delicacies, in low volumes of trade, and 

delivered parcels and letters. See Ringrose, "Land Transportation in Eighteenth-Century Castile," 119. 
88 These guías functioned as freighting contracts between the shipper and the muleteer.  Once the delivery 

of the goods had been completed and the taxes paid on the merchandise, they were of little value and were 

disposed.  Although some guías exist, their numbers are comparatively limited.  The guías are discussed at 

length in the following chapter. 
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transport of merchandise.  Muleteers who worked with hatajos of twenty to sixty mules, 

on the other hand, held fourteen percent of the passes but their mules made up over 

thirty-five percent of the animals.  Meanwhile, the large mule trains of sixty or more, 

while only making up three percent of the total passes issued, employed one quarter of all 

animals used. 

While these numbers only apply to one year, they exemplify the terms by which the 

transportation industry has been understood: petty traders, though large in numbers, 

appear to have contributed little to the overall enterprise while a small number of 

empresarios held of the trade.  No wonder colonial authorities and merchants abhorred 

 

Figure 1: Percentage of Passes v. Number of Mules 

 

the petty-trade muleteers while they glorified the large-scale empresarios.  Unfortunately, 

this view leaves out a sizeable number of muleteers whose work accounted for the 

majority – almost two-thirds – of the enterprise. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Pack transport’s rise as the preferred method of transport in New Spain passed 

through a series of adaptations that led to a highly professionalized work environment.  

While carting remained a viable option, la arriería provided a dependable and affordable 

service for long- and short-haul trade.  The adaptability of the industry to imperial and 

local demands set the stage for its wide-reaching use throughout the eighteenth century.  

The men of the trade, though diversified in their means and access to mules and 

freighting contracts, dedicated their lives to the delivery of merchandise that fueled New 

Spain’s economy. 

The next chapter explores the muleteers’ distributive sectors, their contracts, and the 

authorities’ attempts to regulate their transactions.  In their treks through New Spain, 

muleteers linked haciendas, mills, factories, and mines to local markets, stores and trade 

fairs.  These transactions generally required an official pass, which noted the sender, the 

recipient, the muleteer, and often an itemized list of the merchandise.  Local authorities 

also used these passes to denote the payment of the alcabala (tax) and reduce contraband.  

Towards the end of the century, as commerce and la arriería grew, merchants pressed the 

authorities to enact regulations regarding freight loss.  These regulations, however, had 

less to do with the economic reforms of the century than with with the evolution of the 

novohispano transportation enterprise. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Two – Como es estilo en el comercio: Distribution, Contracts 

and Tradition in the Age of Reform 

 

 

 

In 1677, Viceroy Fray Payo de Rivera wrote to Francisco de Leyba Ysasí, the 

corredor of Veracruz, and instructed him to issue formal guías to the muleteers who 

transported cacao from the port to Mexico City.
1
  The viceroy noted that the guías needed 

to include the name of the muleteer, that of the person to whom the merchandise was 

addressed, and the quantity of the merchandise in the loads.  A properly issued guía, he 

continued, would end the shortage of cacao in the city, and alleviate the problems the 

muleteers faced on the road due to delays and inspections by the local authorities. 

Muleteers, merchants, and local authorities employed the guía as the primary instrument 

of trade, especially for imported goods that arrived at the ports.  Prior to the mid-

eighteenth century, the notices from the viceroy to Veracruz and Acapulco customs 

authorities had been the customary practice that ensured the muleteers a proper 

instrument. Yet, despite their importance in the haulage of merchandise, the issuance of 

the guía often delayed the flow of merchandise, caused damage to the goods in transit, 

and could lead to conflicts and litigation between merchants and muleteers. 

                                                 
1 AGN, GdP 15-106: Viceroy Fray Payo de Rivera to don Francisco de Leyba Ysasí, corredor de Veracruz, 

10 February 1677. The corredor worked together with the notaries to intervene between merchants and 

muleteers to aid in the flow of merchandise. 
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By the late seventeenth century, la arriería had solidified its customary practices or 

estilo del comercio to where muleteers, local authorities, and merchants took much of the 

system’s “traditions” for granted.  Eighteenth century reformers, who sought to codify 

commercial practices for the sake of commerce, could not always differentiate between 

perceived and customary practices in la arriería without the direct involvement of the 

muleteers themselves.  The commercial interest of merchant wholesalers and the creation 

of new merchant guilds pushed for the drafting of regulations on the transportation and 

distribution of goods.  They all recognized that without muleteers the supply chain to 

local markets, stores, and trade fairs ceased to exist and with them the commercial 

circuits of New Spain.  These “reformers,” however, understood that the survival of the 

colony rested not on the distribution of merchandise but on the collection of the sales tax 

(alcabala).  The novohispano administration’s need to improve its system of tax 

collection in the second half of the eighteenth century led to the expansion of 

bureaucratic procedures to obtain guías but changed little in terms of the muleteers’ 

operation.  Any attempts to reform the transport of merchandise did not seek to change 

the long-standing networks and procedures in place since the sixteenth century.  Unlike 

the new administration of government created with the introduction of the Intendancy 

system, these regulations were not part of the top-down approach of the so-called 

Bourbon reforms of the eighteenth century.  Instead, the regulations on la arriería were 

localized, collaborative efforts of merchants, authorities, and muleteers, whose mutual 

dependency sustained the commercial trade networks. 

In the last chapter I demonstrated how la arriería became the principal mode of 

transportation in the eighteenth century, in this chapter I explore the ways in which 
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muleteers conducted their business.  Through a system of formal and informal contracts 

between muleteers and wholesale suppliers in Mexico City, stores in cities and provincial 

towns were assured the safe and prompt delivery of imported and local goods from 

wholesale trade fairs and the countryside.  The three sections attempt to answer how the 

movement of goods throughout the colony, and with it the collection of the sales tax, 

became a priority for colonial authorities who sought to maximize revenues for the royal 

coffers.  The first part maps the distributive networks of the muleteers throughout the 

colony, from the large trade fairs that originated at the ports of Acapulco and Veracruz to 

the markets of the countryside.  The second part seeks to understand how the muleteers 

navigated these points of exchange legally, through the use of the instruments of transport 

generated either by the merchants or by customhouse authorities.  Lastly, part three 

delves into the novohispano authorities’ efforts to codify la arriería through ordinances 

and regulations aimed at the proper usages and issuance of the guías and efforts to 

expedite commercial transactions. 

COLONIAL DISTRIBUTION OF MERCHANDISE 

The ability of the muleteers to connect the various points of commercial exchange 

helped them solidify their place in the novohispano economy.  They arrived at the ports 

of Veracruz and Acapulco ready to distribute Atlantic and Asian merchandise throughout 

the colony.  Those muleteers who had earned the trust of wholesalers in the cities or of 

the royal authorities, transported the silver bound for Spain or Manila.  At the ports and at 

the distribution hubs of their respective trade fairs, muleteers drafted contracts with 

commercial agents that ensured the prompt and secure delivery of the goods.  This 

section highlights the different locales frequented by the muleteers in their treks to better 
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understand their proliferation in the colony’s economy. 

Throughout the eighteenth century, novohispano trade fairs functioned as hubs of 

exchange in the distributive networks of muleteers and itinerant merchants.  There 

existed, however, a marked difference between the trade fairs in the interior and those at 

the ports.  Regional trade fairs, by and large, were competitive, periodic markets of 

varying sizes established at a set location where merchants gathered to conduct their 

business transactions.  Wholesale fairs, on the other hand, functioned as the primary 

venue for the members of the Mexico City merchant guild (Consulado) to conduct their 

operations with trans-Atlantic or trans-Pacific merchandise.
2
 The access to silver and 

other liquid revenues gave the members of the Consulado the necessary cash to control 

the transactions at the wholesale fairs.
3
  These fairs also functioned as the point of 

departure for New Spain’s exports and muleteers arrived at them with the silver, cacao, 

cochineal, sugar, tobacco bound for Spain or the Philippines.  In their return trips, 

muleteers transported the imported merchandise from Europe and Asia back to the cities 

and towns or other regional fairs where they were resold; some goods reached as far 

away as New Mexico.
4
  Until the proclamation of libre comercio (free trade) in 1789, the 

wholesale trade fairs at Xalapa and Acapulco functioned as the primary points of entry 

                                                 
2 The most comprehensive studies of the trade fairs are José Joaquín Real Díaz, Las ferias de Jalapa, 

(Sevilla: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, 1959) and Manuel Carrera Stampa, "Las ferias 

novohispanas," Historia Mexicana II, no. 3 (1953).  See also Pedro Pérez Herrero, "Actitudes del consulado 

de México antes las reformas borbónicas (1718-1765)," Revista de Indias 43 (1983) and Ruggiero Romano, 

Mecanismos y elementos del sistema económico colonial americano, siglos XVI-XVIII, trans. Jaime Riera 

Rehren, ed. Alicia Hernández Chávez, (México, D.F.: El Colegio de México, Fondo de Cultura Económica, 

2004), 326-327. 
3 Jeremy Baskes, "Risky Ventures: Reconsidering Mexico's Colonial Trade System," Colonial Latin 

American Review 14, no. 1 (2005): 38-39. 
4 Carrera Stampa, "Las ferias novohispanas," 337. 
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and departure for New Spain’s merchandise.
5
 

The wholesale fair at Xalapa was a relatively new development for eighteenth 

century muleteers.  The unhealthy nature of the Veracruz port and the powerful 

commercial guild of the Mexico City merchants (Consulado), had forced the transfer of 

trans-Atlantic goods (cargazón) to Mexico City at the expense of peninsular merchants.
6
  

Troubled by the Consulado’s monopoly on trade and the opportunities for contraband 

that the transport of good to Mexico City posed, Bourbon administrators reorganized the 

fleet system, and with it, the location and regulation of the trade fairs.  In 1728, the 

demands of the Cadiz merchants triumphed and novohispano authorities moved the fair 

near the Veracruz port. This move allowed for closer supervision of the commercial 

exchanges between wholesale traders near the port and reduced the possibility of 

contraband of the newly arrived merchandise.  For muleteers in the Xalapa region, the 

changes to the fairs also meant an increase in transport business: they could now make 

multiple trips to the port without having to transport the merchandise to Mexico City, and 

they could make direct transfers from Xalapa to other cities and towns without the need 

to visit the customhouses in Mexico City. 

As news of the approaching cargo arrived at Mexico City, the viceroy ordered the 

publication of edicts (bandos) to alert all novohispano muleteers of the incoming flux of 

new merchandise, and to request their full participation in ensuring the prompt return of 

                                                 
5 The proclamation of Comercio Libre in 1778 eliminated the Spanish Fleet system and allowed for the 

opening of trade for all ports in the Spanish Empire.  See Ibid., 329. 
6 The records at the Archivo General de la Nación (AGN) in México City suggest that carters also 

converged on the port in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century to transport merchandise to 

Mexico City.  As demonstrated in the previous chapter, however, by the eighteenth century, the influence 

of muleteers had overshadowed that of the carters. 
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the fleet and its cargo to Spain.
7
  In the published edict of Viceroy Juan Antonio de 

Vizarrón, which announced the opening of the 1736 fair at Xalapa, he ordered the lead 

muleteer from Xalapa and all those in the exercise of the trade to descend upon the port 

with their mules; for their part, local authorities were to prepare all the necessary 

provisions for the duration of the fair so that merchants and muleteers could go about 

their business.
8
  To expedite the transfer of their imports, peninsular merchants or their 

representatives were to ready the consigned merchandise for its removal to Xalapa in 

order to minimize the number of trips between the port and the fair.
9
 

In the rush of relocating the goods to Xalapa, the viceroy warned the muleteers to 

follow proper procedures to avoid losing their means of employment.  Muleteers were 

cautioned not to leave the port with merchandise, especially any articles of clothing, for 

which they had not received the proper instruments of transport (guías). These 

instruments, issued by the commissioner of the Consulado’s tribunal, contained a detailed 

description of the items, bundles, and boxes of merchandise being transported.  Any 

negligence or omission on part of the muleteers could land them four years of labor at the 

presidio, the merchandise and their mules embargoed.
10

  Muleteers, however, could avoid 

these legal and costly issues by ensuring that the deputy of the merchant fleet and the 

guards and officers at the port’s gates verified the guías prior to their departure from the 

port. 

As customary, these rules did not apply to perishable items.  While the commissioner 

                                                 
7 Carrera Stampa, "Las ferias novohispanas," 324. 
8 Yuste López, ed. Comerciantes mexicanos, 74. 
9 Ibid., 72-73. 
10 Ibid., 74, 76. 
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prepared the guías for other goods, muleteers moved the perishable merchandise to the 

fair for its prompt distribution throughout New Spain.  They received orders to transport 

wax from Campeche, cacao, dried fruits, raisins, almonds, hazelnuts, olives, and capers; 

wine, brandy, and other liquors; pharmaceuticals; and all other products quick to 

decompose to Xalapa where the fleet’s deputy recognized them and sent to their final 

destination where novohispano business agents verified them.  Like the muleteers, the 

guards at the port’s gates were to make scrupulous examination of all the boxes, barrels, 

jugs, kegs, molds, and bundles “without committing the least of frauds, such as 

dispensations or turning a blind eye” for that merchandise would be decommissioned and 

they could be removed from their posts.
11

  The regulation of commercial exchanges at the 

ports guaranteed the royal coffers their due share via the imposed sales tax as muleteers 

and itinerant merchants distributed the merchandise throughout the colony. 

Muleteers linked the wholesale merchants in the cities with the countryside.  

Through a system of individual transactions or collective transport agreements between 

them and Mexico City wholesalers, muleteers moved the cargazón either to Mexico City 

for its sale or redistribution or directly to regional trade fairs and markets.  Unlike the 

wholesale fairs of Xapala and Acapulco, smaller retail fairs held throughout New Spain 

were scheduled on a weekly, monthly, or annual basis, depending on their size.  The 

annual trade fairs of San Juan de los Lagos, Saltillo, Chihuahua and Taos relied on the 

exchange of the merchandise that the muleteers brought from the Xalapa and Acapulco 

                                                 
11 Ibid., 73. 
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trade fairs and from the surrounding countryside.
12

  By the end of the eighteenth century, 

as new fiscal reforms limited the merchant monopolies of the Xalapa and Acapulco fairs, 

the trade fair at San Juan de los Lagos nearly matched their levels of exchange.  Given its 

location, the fair attracted merchants from the Guadalajara, Bajío, and northern mining 

regions to exchange in imported and domestic merchandise as well as live animals, 

especially mules and horses.
13

  In turn, these fairs fed other smaller urban and rural 

markets (mercados) and “Indian markets” (tianguis) throughout the New Spain.  These 

markets varied in size and number depending on the needs of the consumers.  Local 

authorities scheduled these markets on a weekly basis to ensure the community an 

adequate supply of imported and agricultural goods, and to allow itinerant merchants to 

move from one location to the next. 

Further along the muleteers’ distribution chain stood the urban and rural stores, 

usually under the auspices of a Mexico City wholesale merchant.  Through contracts with 

the wholesalers and their rural agents, muleteers and itinerant merchants distributed 

goods to a wide array of stores throughout New Spain.  In the countryside, markets and 

general stores (tiendas mestizas) supplied consumers with basic necessities.  These 

general stores sold foodstuffs (among them flour, sugar, cacao) as well as Mexican and 

imported textiles (such as silks, woolens, stockings) while their suppliers kept up with the 

“selection and inflow of basic store goods produced in New Spain, plus traditional and 

new items from Europe, Asia, and other Spanish colonies.”
14

  Mexico City, on the other 

                                                 
12 In his essay on New Spain’s trade fairs, Manuel Carrera Stampa provides an overview of the significance 

of each one of these regional or retail fairs.  See Carrera Stampa, "Las ferias novohispanas," passim. 
13 María Ángeles Gálvez and Antonio Ibarra, "Comercio local y circulación regional de importaciones: la 

feria de San Juan de los Lagos en la Nueva España,"Ibid.XLVI (1997): 590. 
14 Stein, "Tending the Store," 385. 
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hand, had a highly diversified method of distribution that provided its consumer with the 

needed merchandise.  The entire city, as Ruggiero Romano suggests, functioned as a 

grand market or permanent fair.
15

  The tiendas mestizas and pulperías sold basic food 

supplies (bastimentos) like those listed above, their main difference was in size: the 

former sold at wholesale while latter at retail.
16

 Specialty shops, including cacahuaterías, 

or cacao dispensaries, and taverns also sold a wide variety of items such as candles, 

ropes, and firewood.  The Alcaicería or Parían sold exclusive high-end imports, such as 

fine clothing, screens (biombos), books, mirrors, fans, and other luxuries.
17

  Regardless of 

their specialty, muleteers supplied them all. 

These exchanges generated the needed revenues for the colony.  Each transaction 

required the use of a guía, which in turn guaranteed the proper payment of the sales tax 

charged at each point of exchange.  Failure to pay the tax could lead to the confiscation of 

the merchandise and fines for both the muleteer and the merchant.  The reform to the 

novhohispano methods of tax collection in the 1750s did not alter the means of exchange.  

Instead, as demonstrated in the following sections, colonial authorities co-opted the guías 

to ensure their earnings. 

CONTRACTS AND THE INSTRUMENTS OF TRADE 

Muleteers freighted merchandise via contracts based on New Spain’s commercial 

laws.  Their agreements, however, did not require a formalized or written contract 

between the parties.  Formal contracts drawn before notaries prolonged the delivery of 

                                                 
15 Romano, Mecanismos y elementos del sistema económico, 329. 
16 Antonio Rubial García, Monjas, cortesanos y plebeyos: la vida cotidiana en la época de Sor Juana, 

(México, D.F.: Taurus, 2005), 32. 
17 Ibid., 33. 
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the merchandise and increased transportation costs; instead, verbal or written consent to 

transport merchandise in return for a predetermined fee constituted a freight contract.
18

  

In cases where written statements between muleteers and merchants occurred, the parties 

employed a range of instruments such as fletamento (chartering), cartas de flete (freight 

bills), conocimientos (bills of lading), and the most common of all, the guías and pases or 

waybills.  While colonial authorities often used the terms interchangeably, especially the 

latter two, for muleteers and merchants each instrument signified subtle differences 

within the trade.  This section explores two different instruments used by muleteers as 

they conducted their business: the guía and the conocimiento. 

The guía was the most recognized instrument of trade in la arriería because it 

functioned as a waybill and as a receipt for sales tax paid.  Written consent to transport 

merchandise meant that muleteers signed a customary waybill that detailed the terms of 

delivery including: the goods in freight, their type, quantity and weight; the transport fee 

(flete); the duration of the trip; and the conditions of delivery, payment and routes used.
19

  

Upon delivery, the recipient signed the guía, recorded the information in the ledgers, and 

returned the instrument, now called a tornaguía, to the muleteer so that he could in due 

time return it to either the remittent or the customhouse where he obtained it.  At the 

customhouse, the tornaguía served to demonstrate that the appropriate sales taxes had 

                                                 
18 José María Quirós, Guía de negociantes: compendio de la legislación mercantil de España e Indias, 

(México, D.F.: Instituto de Investigaciones Históricas, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, 1810; 

reprint, 1986), 143, 177.  The Curia filípica mexicana, based on the seventeenth century legal treatise on 

trade and commerce published in Perú, states that these contracts resembled the Roman contracts (locatio 

conductio operis) whereby the muleteer consensually agreed to transport the merchandise for a 

predetermined freight price.  See Mariano Galván Rivera, ed. Curia filípica mejicana: Obra completa de 

práctica forense conteniendo además un tratado íntegro de la jurisprudencia mercantil, Facsimile ed. 

(México, D.F.: Editoral Porrúa, S.A., 1858; reprint, 1991), 628.  On the Roman contracts see Reinhard 

Zimmermann, The Law of Obligations: Roman Foundations of the Civilian Tradition, (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 1996), 384-412. 
19 Suárez Argüello, Camino real y carrera larga, 82. 
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been paid.
20

  Once the transaction had been completed, the remittent did not have to hold 

on to the instrument and thus, despite the volume of transactions that occurred on a daily 

basis, relatively few guías survived.
21

 

The issuance of guías fell on the customhouses or their subordinate offices 

throughout New Spain.  Accompanied by a detailed invoice, the muleteer approached the 

customhouse and requested that the officers issue the instrument, on his or the merchant’s 

behalf.  Upon inspection of the merchandise, officers issued a guía with the name of the 

customhouse (aduana), its corresponding number in the ledgers, the name of the muleteer 

or conductor, his place of residence, a description of the merchandise, their value, the 

remittent, place of delivery, the recipient, the date, and the number of days the muleteer 

had to return the waybill with the appropriate signatures and proof of tax payment.  The 

guía’s origin dictated the amount of information within: those that had been issued at any 

of the principal customhouses of New Spain were often pre-printed and filled in at the 

muleteer’s request; those from smaller, subordinate customhouses were often hand-

written and included more limited information.  Regardless of where the waybills 

originated, customhouse agents had to ensure that the correct information had been 

provided lest they be charged with assisting in the trafficking of goods and frauds against 

                                                 
20 In his essay on regional commerce in San Miguel de Tucumán in the late eighteenth century, Klaus 

Müller provides a brief introduction to fiscal importance of the guías.  See Klaus Müller, "Comercio 

interno y economía regional en Hispanoamérica colonial.  Aproximación cuantitativa a la historia 

económica de San Miguel de Tucumán, 1784-1809," Jahrbuch für Geschichte von Staat, Wirtschaft und 

Gesellschaft Lateinamerikas 24 (1987): 278-282. 
21 A sampling of these guías can be found in the holdings of the Archivo de Mercaderes at the special 

collection of the Biblioteca Francisco Xavier Clavijero of the Universidad Iberoamericana in Mexico City.  

This collection houses the private papers of the Mexico City wholesale merchant, Francisco Ignacio de 

Yraeta, whose company centered primarily on the import and export trade of Pacific and Central American 

goods to New Spain.  Though Yraeta was a member of the Philippine Trading Company (Compañía de 

Filipinas), some of the guías also mention merchandise from Veracruz.  For more on his trade enterprise, 

see Carmen Yuste López, "Francisco Ignacio de Yraeta y el comercio transpacífico," Estudios de historia 

novohispana 9 (1987). 
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the proper collection of the sales tax. 

The agents also reevaluated the merchandise at its final destination to charge the 

proper tax.  If the agents corrected the value of the merchandise, they noted the amount 

on the guía.  On November 20, 1802, the muleteer Miguel Ximénez received four 

different instruments from the customhouse at Veracruz to transport merchandise bound 

for the area near Querétaro.
22

  Ximénez, a resident of Tula, worked as a hired muleteer 

and as an itinerant merchant; he sold his own imported merchandise in Querétaro, San 

Luis de la Paz and San Luis Potosí.  The agents at Querétaro revalued the merchandise in 

all four guías.  The Veracruz guía numbered 4944 listed 53 “pieces” that had been 

initially valued at 1,926.75 pesos, but upon their arrival at Querétaro it received a final 

value of 2,762 pesos, for which Ximénez paid 165 pesos, 5 reales in taxes.  After a 

detour through his hometown to sell a barrel of Castilian aguardiente, he submitted a 

tornaguía on February 21, 1803, 93 days after he received the guía in Veracruz. 

Verifying that the muleteers returned the tornaguía within the given amount was 

another important job of the customhouse agent. When muleteers failed to submit a 

receipt for payment of the sales tax within the specified number of days, local authorities 

held them accountable for tax payments and losses incurred.  In the example above, the 

customhouse agent had granted Ximénez 120 days to make his rounds and return the 

corresponding tornaguía.  His other three guías, which had a final destination in 

Querétaro, had only 80 days to make their return.  Ximénez, however, did not return one 

of them until March 18, 1803; that is, 38 days after the deadline.  While no notations 

appear on the guía regarding the delay, it is likely that Ximénez made his delivery within 

                                                 
22 AGN, Alcabalas 99-1: Comprobantes del libro deal de alcabalas, 1803, 270, 275, 276, 363. 
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time and the receiving merchant, don Francisco Antonio Diez Marina, did not turn the 

tornaguía until the noted date.
23

  Both muleteer and merchant were responsible for the 

prompt delivery of the receipt and it is likely that Ximénez had moved on to deliver other 

shipments without knowing whether the tornaguía had been returned within the time 

limit. 

Muleteers who requested guías from subordinate customhouses received more 

rudimentary and hand-written instruments than those from urban customhouses. On 

March 28, 1803 and again on April 29, 1803, the arriero Anastasio Mendoza of Corralejo, 

in the present-day state of Guanajuato, received two guías from the Hacienda de Tipítaro 

in Michoacán to transport sugar.  The March waybill noted that Mendoza’s 64 mules 

transported 56 loads of sugar, totaling 15,631 pounds.  Similarly, the April instrument 

listed 55 loads of sugar, totaling 16,100 pounds; both shipments were intended for 

Domingo Barasorda, a queretano storekeeper.  Though the issuing authority did not 

specify the number of days required for the return of the tornaguía, noting instead that 

Mendoza had the “customary time,” the instrument still fulfilled its purpose in providing 

the customhouse agents the necessary information for the proper tax charge.  More 

importantly, these basic guías provided the muleteers with the security that the 

merchandise was consigned and thus could not be considered contraband. 

The guías bridged the connections between foreign and domestic production and 

urban and rural consumption.  For example, in 1803, the queretano storekeeper, Domingo 

Barasorda, received 18 different shipments from 16 different muleteers whose guías 

                                                 
23 On the same date, Diez Marina also turned in another tornaguía from the “harriero” José María Arteaga, 

resident of Tequisquiapan, who brought 24 “pieces” including cacao from Maracaibo, paper, and platina 

steel.  Arteaga received the shipment on the same day and from the same merchant as Ximénez. See Ibid., 

366. 
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originated in the nearby haciendas and pueblos as well as from the customhouses at 

Veracruz, Mexico City, and Puebla.
24

  The merchandise included hides, wool, sugar, 

fabrics, wines and other Spanish liquors, tallow, and cacao from Maracaibo.  The 

Veracruz guía, which identified Barasorda as a “mercader viandante” or itinerant 

merchant, provides a glimpse of how Barasorda’s store in Querétaro functioned as 

distribution hub between local haciendas, imported merchandise, and other towns in the 

region.  To reflect some of the changes implemented throughout the century, the guía 

issued at Mexico City noted that the merchandise had originated at the port of Veracruz 

but had made an escala or stopover at the issuing customhouse.  While significant 

changes had been made in the administration of the tax collection system and other 

institutions directly associated with la arriería, few of the changes impacted the 

transactions between muleteers and merchants. 

Customhouse agents also needed to make a distinction between the guías and the 

pases issued to muleteers.  Muleteers received a pase (pass) to transport locally produced 

merchandise valued under 100 pesos. These instruments allowed the muleteers to pass 

through customhouses without any inspection of the merchandise; without having to 

provide the agents with any information as to where the merchandise came from, who it 

belonged to, where it was being shipped or whether any taxes had been paid.  The ease by 

which these could be obtained, often led to abuse and possible tax evasion by the 

muleteer.  In order to halt the misuse of the pase, the Director General of Customhouses, 

Juan Navarro, circulated a letter to New Spain’s customhouses that advised of possible 

                                                 
24 These guías emanate from four bound volumes of these instruments found at the AGN, each with their 

own separate title.  See Ibid; AGN, Alcabalas 98-1: Comprobantes de alcabalas y guías de varias aduanas, 

1803. 
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violations.
25

  He noted that “certain individuals” tended to undervalue their merchandise 

to avoid the formal guía from the customhouse officials.  At Navarro’s behest 

customhouse agents maintained records of all the passes issued to keep a better 

accountability of the goods extracted from the customhouse.
26

  Potentially, that 

information could be used if the itinerant merchant or muleteer repeatedly violated the 

law or if customhouse agents inspected the merchandise and found it worth more than the 

allowed 100 pesos. 

Any litigation regarding delivery of goods relied on the notations of the guía.  While 

trust and reliability formed the basis of commercial agreements, the waybills also 

provided a warranty of service and a legal safeguard for the merchants.  As a written 

agreement between the muleteers and the merchandise owners, the guías protected the 

merchandise against loss: muleteers agreed to deliver the specified loads, in the indicated 

time, and for the listed freight costs.  For the muleteers and itinerant merchants, the guías 

provided a safeguard against nonpayment from the merchants.  In cases where either the 

muleteer or the merchant did not agree, the case went before the Mexico City merchant 

guild. Despite the muleteers’ lack of signature, the guía still held him responsible to 

complete his duties. 

Another example of an instrument of trade can be found in the conocimientos of the 

                                                 
25 Biblioteca Nacional, Mss. 21697-3: Extractos, originales y copias de documentos administativos de 

Aduanas en Mejico, 1783-1788, 28 February 1785.  The pases appeared to have been primarily issued to 

locally produced goods.  In a similar fashion, Navarro also circulated a letter (No. 214) dated May 18, 

1785, regarding silver goods (muñecos, piñas y jugetes) produced at the local mines.  The letter is found in 

the same record of the proceedings cited above. 
26 These ledgers, known as the “libros de viento,” recorded the exchange of locally produced merchandise.  

According to the Real Ordenanza, the Consulado first used the system of two “contadurías”: principal and 

“del viento”.  See Article 88 in Real Ordenanza para el Establecimiento é Instruccion de Intendentes de 

Exército y Provincia en el Reino de la Nueva-España de órden de su Magestad, (Madrid, 1786). 
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Yraeta Company.  Like the guías, the conocimientos (bills of laden) provided all the 

necessary information for the haulage and delivery of the merchandise.  Their main 

difference is that these bills of laden constituted an agreement between the muleteer and 

the merchant, which usually included a detailed list of the items in transport and the 

muleteers’ signature. Potentially, large mule train owners could carry different 

conocimientos pertaining to multiple loads and their respective merchants. 

Image 2: Conocimiento para recuas 

 

In the instrument shown above, José Antonio Sánchez, a pack owner and resident of 

San Cristobal Ecatepec on the outskirts of Mexico City, signed a conocimiento para 
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requas to transport 20 boxes of Asian merchandise to Mexico City.
27

  Sánchez received 

the merchandise at Veracruz on January 15, 180[3] from Juan José de Yraeta, an agent of 

the Real Compañía de Filipinas at the port, to deliver to Gabriel de Yturbe e Yraeta in 

Mexico City.  While Sánchez signed for the merchandise, the conocimiento notes that 

José Blancas transported the merchandise.  The 20 boxes, each numbered and stamped 

with the initials of the Compañía, weighed 139 arrobas and 2 pounds, an approximately 

3500 pounds.  To ease the revision process at the customhouses, the conocimiento also 

listed the weight of each individual box.  If the box weighed within a certain percentage 

of the listed amount, there was no need for further investigation from the royal officials. 

The contents of the boxes were not included in the conocimiento.  The only mention 

is the generic “efectos de Asia” to denote that the merchandise came from Asia via the 

Manila galleon. Instead, the conocimientos made more specific mentions of how these 

had been packaged and prepped for shipment.  In the handwritten portion of the 

instrument, Sánchez noted that he received the merchandise wrapped in burlap and 

protected with mats made of palm fibers and gunnysacks on the outside.
28

  Similarly, in 

the printed section, he acknowledged the receipt of the boxes marked, counted, 

waterproofed, well equipped, all to his complete satisfaction.
29

  In doing so, the muleteer 

accepted the responsibility of the safe transport of the merchandise and made himself 

liable for any loss.  Furthermore, since the remittent had provided the materials needed 

for transport –mats, sacks, burlap– the freight costs did not include any additional charges 

for them. 

                                                 
27 Universidad Iberoamericana, Archivo de Comerciantes 2.11.21: Conocimientos para recuas, 1803. 
28 Ibid., s/n “veinte cajones arpillados con efectos de Asia, abrigados esteriormente en petates y costales…” 
29 Ibid., s/n “marcados, contados, enjutos, bien acondicionados y a mi entera satisfacción…” 
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The conditions of delivery also featured prominently in the conocimientos.  The 

muleteer agreed to move the merchandise from the port to Mexico City in the “regular 

term”, indicating that the load would have the commercially recognized delivery time.  

While no specific timetable existed for the delivery of the merchandise, the estilo de 

comercio guaranteed that the boxes would be delivered within a certain number of days.  

The “regular term” implied that the merchandise was not rushed, which could double the 

freight costs for the remittent.
30

  Sánchez charged 14 reales per arroba, for a total of 263 

pesos, 3 reales, of which he received 80 in advance to help with any costs associated with 

moving the boxes, such as paying the hired help and road tolls.
31

  The muleteer also 

obliged himself, his person, and possessions, as dictated by law and by the terms of 

commerce, to meet the full terms of the conocimiento.
32

  In doing so, he made himself 

liable for any loss of goods.  Finally, a note on the bottom of the instrument notes that the 

merchandise arrived in Mexico City on February 10, 1803 and the muleteer received the 

remaining payment balance. 

Apart from the written or verbal contracts, muleteers also took a customary oath of 

good faith (juramento) that kept custom agents from unpacking the shipments. The oaths, 

however, did not safeguard the arriero when illegal merchandise was transported.  In 

1730, after a lengthy trial against the asentista Lorenzo de León, the Council of the Indies 

fined his wife and heirs 8,000 pesos for his failure to inspect boxes of untaxed silver 

                                                 
30 The rushed merchandise was delivered “a la ligera”, which implied a light load that was delivered in a 

short period of time.  Chapter Five delves into the different terms negotiated by muleteers in the transport 

of merchandise. 
31 In evaluating the conocimientos that make up the collection from which the example is drawn, it appears 

that the muleteers working with the Royal Philippine Company received approximately one third of the 

total freight cost in advance. 
32 Universidad Iberoamericana, Archivo de Comerciantes 2.11.21, s/n “y á su entero cumplimiento me 

obligo en toda forma de derecho, con mi persona y bienes habidos y por haber, segun estilo de comercio…” 
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found in his home.  De León had received these from the agents of the British South Seas 

Company and stored them in his basement until arrangements for their shipment to the 

port could be arranged.  In their appeal, doña María de Tapia, de León’s wife, noted that 

her husband had only followed the “observed custom since time immemorial.”  In the 

commerce of both Spain and the Americas, she continued, muleteers customarily 

received the boxes sealed and accounted for.
33

  De León believed that there was no need 

to inspect the boxes given since tradition called for the remittent to declare all the 

contents in their guías.  Despite her plea, royal authorities denied the appeal and Tapia 

paid the fine that eventually led to the demise of de León family’s transport enterprise. 

New Spain’s muleteers used a variety of instruments that depended on the origin of 

the merchandise and its remittent.  Mexico City merchant wholesalers, for example, used 

a variety of pre-printed guías in the trade.  The muleteers’ eighteenth century Spanish 

empresario counterparts used similar standardized printed agreements with government 

agencies or supply contractors, in which freight costs were the only negotiable factors.
34

  

Hacienda muleteers, on the other hand, often used a simple hand-written note from the 

owner and noted the type of merchandise, its quantities, and the recipient’s name.  

Regardless of the instrument employed, their proper use gave both muleteers and 

merchants the confidence that the merchandise was secure from scrutiny and delay at the 

customhouses. 

                                                 
33 AGI, Escribanía 268C-2: Auto sobre el comiso de la plata sin quintar entre las cargas de Lorenzo de 

León, 1724, Cuaderno 15, 32.  The case, and de León’s life as an asentista, is dealt with at length in 

Chapter 5. 
34 Ringrose, "Land Transportation in Eighteenth-Century Castile," 113-114. 
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LA ARRIERÍA IN THE CONTEXT OF EIGHTEENTH CENTURY REFORMS 

As the crown instituted a series of economic and political reforms, known 

generically as the Bourbon Reforms, primarily to increase its overseas revenues, la 

arriería managed to escape with little intervention to its long established methods of land 

transportation.  In their efforts to revive their “faltering economy,” novohispano 

reformers sought “functional improvement rather than fundamental change” without 

altering the social order.
35

  The improvements to commerce altered the established 

trading systems between metropolis and colony by creating state-run monopolies, 

eliminating the trade fairs, and opening trade within the colonies, intended to increase the 

flow of merchandise.
36

  A potential increase in trade, which for la arriería translated into 

added road activity, did not automatically turn into more revenue for the Royal 

Exchequer.  To do so, novohispano authorities reconsidered the long-standing practices 

of the uses and issuance of the guías and the methods of packaging to protect goods 

during transport.  This section explores the primary attempts by the authorities to 

maximize revenues through the guías generated at the customhouses. 

                                                 
35 Susan Deans-Smith, "The Bourbon Reforms in Colonial Mexico," in Encyclopaedia of Mexico: History, 

Society & Culture, ed. Michael S. Werner (Chicago: Fitzroy Dearborn, 1998), 152. 
36 A selected list of the works consulted in regards to the connection between eighteenth century reforms 

and their impact on commerce includes: David Brading, Miners and Merchants in Bourbon Mexico, 1763-

1810, (Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge University Press, 1971); Castleman, Building the King's Highway; 

Susan Deans-Smith, Bureaucrats, Planters, and Workers: The Making of the Tobacco Monopoly in 

Bourbon Mexico, (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1992); Richard L. Garner and Stefanou Spiro E., 

Economic Growth and Change in Bourbon Mexico, (Gainesville, FL: University Press of Florida, 1993); 

María del Refugio González, "La intervención del Estado en la economía y en la sociedad de México: Sus 

orígenes y desarrollo.  Una propuesta de interpretación," Mexican Studies / Estudios Mexicanos 5, no. 1 
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The guía, which had its origins in maritime trade, had been adapted as the primary 

instrument of transport for la arriería.  Mentions of guías can be found in the commercial 

documentation of New Spain dating back to the sixteenth century.
37

  As demonstrated by 

the example in the introduction, prior to the mid-eighteenth century, however, their use 

and issuance was arbitrary and only for certain merchandise, likely because the obligation 

to issue them had fallen on local officials rather than on a dedicated staff members of the 

customhouses.  Through the establishment of new bureaucratic positions at the 

customhouses to inspect merchandise and issue the corresponding guías to muleteers, 

Bourbon administrators attempted to maximize tax collection and cut fraudulent 

transactions throughout the viceroyalty.
38

  While these changes altered the means of tax 

collection in the colony, they did not affect la arriería directly.  In the end, these 

eighteenth century reforms brought not changes but a reinforcement of the law or the 

customary practice, the estilo del comercio, already in place. 

The initial effort to reform the issuance of guías arrived with the implementation of a 

government-administered system of tax collection.  In 1753, viceroy Juan Francisco de 

Guemes y Horcasitas, Count of Revillagigedo, implemented an ordinance to the Mexico 

City customhouse that retook control of the collection of the alcabala from the 

                                                 
37 Works that demonstrate the ties between maritime trade laws and regulations and those of the overland 

trade include: Manuel Cervantes, El derecho mercantil terrestre de la Nueva España, (México, D.F.: A. 

Mijares y Hno., 1930). 
38 This shift in the administration of the alcabala (sales tax) was not without precedent.  In 1697 the 

novohispano administration established a “contador general” separate from the royal officials.  Under his 

leadership worked two high ranking “oficiales mayor”, an “oficial segundo” and an “asesor.”  Fabian de 

Fonseca and Carlos de Urrutia, Historia General de Real Hacienda, 6 vols., (México, D.F.: Imprenta de 

Vicente García Torres, en el Ex-convento del Espíritu Santo, 1851), II: 21. 
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Consulado (Mexico City merchant guild) and established a standardized tax rate.
39

  

Although the 142-point Ordenanza (Ordinance) covered all the processes and 

administration of tax collection,
40

 it also determined how muleteers conducted their trade: 

all merchandise entering or leaving a city or town would be first deposited at the 

customhouse before the muleteer could proceed.
41

  Without altering the estilo de 

comercio, once muleteers and merchants agreed on the transport arrangements, the 

Ordinance ordered the muleteers to approach the customhouse, pick up the merchandise 

and its accompanying guía, and transport it to the intended customhouse.  The intent was 

not a return to the tlameme system of cabecera-to-cabecera transport or to intervene in the 

contracts between muleteers and merchants, but to increase the role of the customhouse 

from a mere tax collection stop to a highly stratified system of checks and balances to aid 

                                                 
39 The “Ordenanza de la Aduana de México” took effect on January 1, 1754.  On this day, the Consulado’s 

hold on the contracts for the collection of alcabalas (encabezamiento) came to an end.  A flat rate of 8% 

was established on all goods sold and resold, except on those that had a royal exemption, like Spanish wine, 

which had a 6% tax.  See "Ordenanzas de la Aduana de México (1753)," in Nuevo método de cuenta y 

razón para la Real Hacienda en las Indias (México: [s/n], 1785). 
40 Various articles in the Ordenanza established the bureaucratic administration for the new system of tax 

collection under the Royal Exchequer.  Most importantly for the purposes here are the “comisarios de 

guías” established at the ports of Veracruz and Acapulco to register the merchandise headed to Mexico 

City; the Veracruz commissioner was to have four guards at hand.  Ibid., Article 102.  Other administrative 

posts include: Article 76 of the Ordenanza established the positions of “juez privativo, superintendente y 

administrador con toda la jurisdiccion necesaria civil y criminal, contenciosa y económica, á quien 

obedezcan como á su  gefe todos los ministros empleados y depedientes de esta comision…”  Article 89 

also established the position of a “contador principal” who would regulate the sales tax and act as the chief 

accountant, “lleve la cuenta y razon, é intervenga en todo lo que entrare y saliere en la tesorería, y en lo que 

mandare pagar el superintendente, vea, glose, anote, apruebe todas y cualesquiera cuentas de los receptors 

de fuera, ó administradores de ramos de esta ciudad…”  Article 93 also established the posts of “un oficial 

mayor, tres menores, y dos escribientes, entre los cuales distribuya en contador todo lo que hubiere que 

hacer en esta oficina…”  Similarly, the contaduría del viento would have a similar organization. See 

"Ordenanzas de la Aduana," Article 91. If possible, the men occupying these posts were to live in the 

customhouse.  "Ordenanzas de la Aduana," Article 105. 
41 Articles 45 through 47 of the Ordinance stated that the merchandise could be stored at the customhouse 

for up to forty days while the merchant made arrangements with the muleteer or, in case of shortages, 

waited to arrange for its transport.  After the forty days, merchants paid half-real (1/16 of a peso) per 

bundle or box in storage.  Once the goods had arrived at their final customhouse, the owner had thirty days 

to remove it or face the same charges.  Perishable merchandise, on other hand, had to be removed faster 

and the local authorities were authorized to determine the amount of days these could stay at the 

customhouse. 
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in the expedition of guías and, subsequently, reduce contraband trade. 

To ensure the prompt circulation of merchandise, the Ordinance specified how 

muleteers were to make the transport once they received the guías.
42

 As the established 

practice prescribed, when a muleteer picked up the merchandise, either directly from a 

merchant or from a customhouse on the merchant’s behalf, the first order of business was 

to present it before the nearest customhouse agents to receive the guía.
43

  In this 

instrument, customhouse authorities were to include the “loads, bundles, pieces, barrels, 

and all else presented; who remits, to where and for whom.”
44

  The same section ordered 

muleteers to travel in a direct manner to the Mexico City customhouse via the Royal 

Roads, where customhouse guards could inspect the guías. Once a muleteer received the 

guía, neither he nor the merchant could open the bundles or remove anything from them 

until the merchandise arrived at its stated destination.
45

  If any of the bundles appeared 

open and the authorities could not determine via the guía whether the loads had been 

altered, muleteers and their mule packs were detained at the customhouse until the agents 

or remittent had accounted for everything.
46

 

For the checks and balances of the tax payment to work properly, muleteers and 

itinerant merchants needed to submit receipt of their payment via the tornaguía.  Upon 

issuing the guía, the customhouse officials gave muleteers and merchants a 

predetermined amount of days to return the tornaguía and signed a ledger at the 

                                                 
42 "Ordenanzas de la Aduana," Article 48. 
43 In his guide to novohispano commerce, Quiróz noted that this process had become the “costumbre 

general en el comercio.” See Quirós, Guía de negociantes, 171. 
44 Ibid., passim. 
45 "Ordenanzas de la Aduana," Article 50. 
46 Ibid., Article 58. 
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customhouse as a promise to present the completed instrument.
47

  The number of days 

listed did not reflect the freight contract between muleteer and merchant, but rather the 

number of days needed to show proof of payment of the sales tax.  This obligación 

(bond) to return the tornaguía could only be entered by “familiar” muleteers who could 

be recognized by the customhouse agents.  If these agents did not recognize the muleteer, 

the latter had to present a local firmador or signee who could be held liable for the 

tornaguía and for any losses incurred in the transport.  If loss of merchandise or delay in 

the transport occurred, both of which hindered the return of the instrument and possibly 

altered the amount of the tax paid, the muleteer needed to enter a certified statement from 

a local official or priest, lest he be held responsible for the entire tax payment.
48

 

Failure by the muleteer to comply with the guidelines put forth in the Ordinance 

carried a heavy penalty.  Upon returning the tornaguía to the issuing customhouse, the 

officers reviewed the merchandise against the guía, canceled the obligación, and signed 

off on their ledgers thereby closing the transaction.
49

  If the muleteer did not return the 

tornaguía within the allowed time, however, the first offense carried a fine of 500 pesos 

or two years of forced labor; the latter if the muleteer’s means could not cover the 

penalty.
50

  If a second offense occurred, the muleteer could lose his entire mule pack.  

Hired muleteers working as mayordomos, with no mules or pack of their own and with no 

fault of their employers, received eight years of forced labor for their offenses.  In cases 

where the merchant and the muleteer had colluded in a fraud against the Royal 

                                                 
47 Ibid., Article 49. 
48 Ibid., Article 52 
49 Ibid., Article 54 
50 Ibid., Article 56 
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Exchequer, the merchant would also lose the goods in question.  Separate from the 

publication of the Ordinance, the viceroy ordered that the articles described above be 

published in all the cities with high commercial traffic in order to prevent any further 

fraud to the treasury. 

Initially, the 1753 Ordenanza was restricted to Mexico City and its surrounding 

region.
51

  In the two decades following its implementation, novohispano authorities 

began to institute the regulations throughout he colony in order to establish a 

standardized system of tax collection.
52

  As the Ordinance took effect, Viceroy Bucareli 

published a set of accompanying orders (bando) in an effort to aid customhouse agents 

maximize the collection of the sales tax. Of utmost importance to the viceroy was the 

establishment of weekly, biweekly, or monthly correspondence between the 

customhouses, depending on their volume of trade and their distance, to ensure the proper 

return of the tornaguía. As demonstrated, the return of the tornaguía by the merchant or 

muleteer determined the proper payment of the sales tax and ensured that the 

merchandise had arrived safely at its intended location.  The correspondence between the 

customhouses needed to include the names of the muleteer and his consignee, the name 

of the place where it was bound, the accorded term of delivery, the value of the 

merchandise as assigned by the remittent, and any other related notes, all of which had 

been recorded in the guía and in the customhouse ledgers. 

To further prevent any delays in the issuance of the guía, viceroy Bucareli asked for 

                                                 
51 This reflects the jurisdiction of the Consulado de México.  As subsequent encabezamientos concluded in 

other cities, the Ordinance was implemented. 
52 The Ordenanza was first published in 1753; Charles III approved it in 1764 and ordered a colony-wide 

implementation of it in 1778.  See Gazeta de México, 335.  The superintendente, however, could make use 

of his authority to dispatch commissioners and ministers to all corners of the viceroyalty in order to 

persecute muleteers who had violated the law.  See "Ordenanzas de la Aduana," Article 78. 
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the creation of an “index” that recorded the names of the pueblos and haciendas, and their 

respective distances between the local cabecera (capital) and Mexico City.  Through the 

index, customhouse officials had “punctual and prompt notice” when assigning the 

number of days the parties had to return the tornaguía.
53

  This index, to be compiled at 

every customhouse in New Spain, functioned as a timetable that helped the customhouse 

officials determine if the interested party requesting the instrument was truthful in regards 

to the number of days needed to return the guía and avoid the verbiage of “accustomed 

time” used in the estilo de comercio.  By eliminating the “accustomed time,” royal 

authorities hoped that muleteers, especially petty traders, could be held responsible for 

the payment of the sales tax. 

The bando also required customhouse officials to be especially vigilant of itinerant 

merchants and illiterate muleteers who did not have direct ties to well-known merchants.  

The authorities considered them of “proportionally little aptitude” vis-à-vis those who 

could read and observe the established commercial laws. The guía or pase issued to these 

petty traders carried a special “distinction” by which the administrator of guías –the chief 

official in charge of issuing these instruments– and his subordinates redirected the 

tornaguía to the corresponding customhouse.  That is, rather relying on the itinerant 

merchants and “inept” muleteers to return the proof of sales tax payment, customhouses 

officials were now required to note the alcabala payment as part of their correspondence 

with other customhouses. Subsequent bandos and circulares indicate that, in spite of the 

viceroy’s orders, the customary practices of la arriería continued, especially by itinerant 

                                                 
53 A similar system was created for the mail delivery system.  See Sylvia Sellers-García, "The Mail in 

Time: Postal Routes and Conceptions of Distance in Colonial Guatemala," Colonial Latin American 

Review 21, no. 1 (2012). 
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merchants who looked for ways to evade the watchful eyes of the customhouse officials. 

The promulgation of the 1753 Ordenanza de Aduana throughout New Spain appears 

to have had little impact on the return of the tornaguía to the issuing customhouse.  The 

publication of subsequent bandos reveals that customhouse agents and muleteers 

continually disobeyed the orders.  On August 29, 1780, in fulfillment of the Royal Order 

of October 12, 1779, Viceroy Martín de Mayorga ordered the recall of all tornaguías to 

the customhouse of Mexico City or its subordinates.
54

  While the Order was directed at 

the customhouse agents, for the muleteers, failure to obey it would result in the denial of 

any other guía sought.  Viceroy Mayorga’s Orders also introduced a system practiced in 

Castile whereby merchants who wanted to obtain a guía paid the sales tax in advance and 

would be fully credited upon the return of the completed tornaguía.  While it is difficult 

to establish how closely the customhouse agents followed the rule, the pre-printed guías 

that originated at the Mexico City customhouses included a note that referenced “His 

Majesty’s Royal Order of October 12, 1779.” 

What the guías did not account for, however, was the travel arrangements between 

the muleteer and the merchant, especially the terms of allowable loss, freight charges, and 

the time of delivery. Throughout the eighteenth century, novohispano merchants, 

authorities, and muleteers continued their customary practices while they sought for a 

more effective system of transportation that protected the merchandise and those 

involved in its trade.  However limited by the available means of transport, these parties 

wanted to reform the way in which they contracted, packed, loaded and shipped their 

                                                 
54 Bando de Mayorga, 1780.  Viceroy Mayorga had recently learned through the ministers of Mexico City 

Customhouse that the missing tornaguías accounted for over three million pesos of revenue.  This money, 

he argued in his publication, would contribute greatly to the diminishing Treasury due to the campaign 

against Great Britain. 
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merchandise and thus reduce their business expenses.  Eventually, in 1796 the governing 

body of the Guadalajara merchant guild established guidelines that would codify the 

customary terms employed in the transport of merchandise.
55

  The Guadalajara 

Consulado based its regulations on the customary, case-by-case method employed by the 

Mexico City Consulado and empirical observations of the trade in the Guadalajara 

region.  Through their efforts, the Guadalajara Consulado provided the parties the means 

by which to make payments, a defined amount of allowable loss (mermas) and delivery 

times; it also outlined the (illegal) methods used by muleteers to compensate for losses 

and issued the penalties for those who violated its terms.  Thus, while the Guadalajara 

Consulado could not control individual transactions between muleteers and merchants, it 

attempted to set limitations to protect the merchandise. 

The Guadalajara Consulado understood the conditions in which the muleteers 

operated.  They took into consideration the fluctuations in the supply and demand of 

provisions (víveres), shortages of muleteers, delivery times and other factors into the 

crafting of the Reglamento.  These factors, for example, did not allow for the creation of 

a standardized rate or tariff that could be used in the negotiation process.  Instead, the 

Guadalajara Consulado ordered that payments be made immediately upon delivery to 

avoid litigation at its Tribunal.
56

  The payment reflected the current freight costs in 

                                                 
55 The Reglamento is housed at AGI, Guadalajara 363: Reglamento dispuesto por la Junta de Gobierno 

del Real Consulado de esta Capital (Guadalajara) para que provisionalmente, y en el interín lo apruebe 

S.M. o resuelva lo que fuere de su real agrado, lo observen, guarden y cumplan los arrieros y mercaderes 

en los contratos de fletamentos, 15 March 1796.  The Reglamento was published in Serrera Contreras, 

Guadalajara ganadera,  under “Appendix 2” 400-406 and later in Serrera Contreras, Tráfico terrestre y red 

vial, 229-234. 
56 AGI, Guadalajara 363, Article 1. 
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Guadalajara upon delivery or the freight cost average from the previous two months.
57

  

The Reglamento also stipulated that muleteers receive payment on what they had agreed 

to carry, not what they delivered to the merchant.
58

 

In an effort to protect the merchandise, the Reglamento regulated the término general 

–the vague term used by muleteers to define the delivery time in the guías.  Given the 

fluctuations of road conditions, weather, and the type of materials hauled, muleteers 

employed this time-honored term instead of providing a set number of days necessary to 

deliver the merchandise.  The Guadalajara Consulado did not like the term’s arbitrary 

nature because muleteers used it to “stop and delay the trip as they saw fit.”
59

   To 

remedy this issue, the Reglamento fixed the days used to transport merchandise from 

Veracruz (60), Mexico City (30), Queretaro (20) and San Miguel el Grande (20) to 

Guadalajara based on customary terms.  Shipments to and from other towns would use a 

“proportional” time derived from those above.  Even though the Guadalajara Consulado 

sought to codify the time needed to complete a delivery, it still relied on the muleteers’ 

customary practices to define the condition. 

Fixing the in-freight days helped reduce the amount of damage or loss of 

merchandise, but the Guadalajara Consulado was well aware that the nature of the 

transportation system produced a loss percentage (mermas).  Barreled goods (wine, 

vinegar, and mistelas
60

) filled to the rim had a particular way of being measured for loss: 

they were to be delivered marchantes, whereby an adult male inserted his thumb into the 

                                                 
57 Ibid., Article 2. 
58 Ibid., Article 7. 
59 “para hacer paradas y dilaciones que les conviene…” In Serrera Contreras, Tráfico terrestre y red vial, 

485. 
60 A fortified wine, similar to port, vermouth or sherry (vino de Jerez) but left unspecified in the 

Reglamento. 
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barrel and the content needed to cover half of his fingernail.
61

  Other articles also 

prevented tampering with any of the liquors transported, and ordered that the quality of 

the products must match the grade noted in the guía.
62

  If the product had been altered by 

more than ten percent, the muleteer would pay a six-peso fine.  On the other hand, Article 

Nine allowed for zero loss on the transport of sealed, glass-bottled liquors. 

The Guadalajara Consulado also recognized that climatic changes affected the 

transport of merchandise, including losses of perishable items that could be affected by 

the weather, such as cacao and cinnamon.
63

  For cacao, the Reglamento subscribed a four 

percent loss if transported from Veracruz, one-and-a-half percent if from Mexico City 

during the “dry season” – from October through May.  During the “wet season,” 

however, humidity increased the weight of cacao and cinnamon, and thus the goods 

received a zero loss allowance.  This allowed loss was based on observations of 

“honorable and formal muleteers, who during the dry season delivered cacao from 

Veracruz stored in Tlayacapa sacks and wrapped in fine mats with well-tied cords, lost 

less than three percent.”
64

  The allowance for cinnamon transported to Guadalajara from 

Veracruz had a maximum of four percent.  The Reglamento warned against muleteers 

who alleged that the humidity within the warehouses of the port city produced a greater 

loss as the cinnamon dried on its way to Guadalajara.  To counter their claims, the 

Consulado ordered the muleteers to air out (avolear) the linen-lined leather sacks prior to 

                                                 
61 “esto es, que introduciendo por la boca el dedo pulgar de un hombre regular cubra el licor la mitad de la 

uña…” 
62 AGI, Guadalajara 363, Article 8. 
63 Ibid., Article 10. 
64 Ibid. “… cuanto porque los arrieros honrados y formales que han traido cacao de Veracruz en tiempo de 

secas abrigado con petates finos y costales de Tlayacapa, y bien apretadas las lías, no han dado de merma ni 

aun el tres por ciento…”  
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accepting the package for transport.  The same Article also placed allowable percentage 

losses for other goods brought into the Guadalajara region such as glass bottles; sheet 

glass; olive, almond, and rose oil; iron; steel; and wax; and warned that any extra 

merchandise presented by the muleteer should not be bought as it likely was purchased to 

augment the weight of the goods. 

Purchasing extra merchandise at the port of departure appears to have been just one 

of the “tricks” employed by muleteers to supplement the merchandise lost.  For the 

merchants, these extra purchased goods were the least of their worries given the 

Reglamento’s lists of “reprehensible conduct and bad faith” observed in the muleteers, 

including those who extracted cacao, cinnamon, and liquors to sell on their way to the 

city.
65

  Muleteers who profited from extracting merchandise from the loads employed a 

variety of means to alter the loads: they lightened the bushels “through twisted ways;” 

poked holes or tightened the barrel’s hoops to get liquor; mixed sand or dirt into the 

cacao loads, placed it near rivers or lakes so it could absorb the humidity, or outright 

wetted it to increase its weight.  The Guadalajara merchants considered these practices as 

grave acts of corruption that posed health risk factors. 

The Reglamento attempted to protect both merchandise and consumers by providing 

a set of penalties for those who violated its terms.  A muleteer who prolonged the 

delivery, as per Article Three, would pay the goods’ owner one real per box, barrel, or 

bushel for every day it was delayed.  Article Six stipulated that any rain damage, tears or 

mistreatment of the goods would be compensated by the muleteer at “principal cost” 

based on the original price at purchase and any other costs the merchant incurred in 

                                                 
65 Ibid., Article 11. 
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obtaining such product.  Similarly, bottled liquids or empty glass bottles, which carried a 

higher freight cost due to their delicate nature, would also be paid for in full if tempered 

with or broken.  Any alterations to the packages of cacao, cinnamon or other goods – 

other than for drying them– cost the muleteers a fine of twenty pesos by the Consulado 

plus the cost of the merchandise.  Anyone who modified the loads or the contents of 

barrels with sand, dirt or stones, or purposefully wet the goods, would be charged as a 

common, well-known thief (ladrón público) and tried accordingly. 

In 1804, another “provisional” Instrucción was published under orders from viceroy 

Yturrigaray.
66

  These regulations, though aimed specifically at the conductores de cargas 

reales
67

 who transported merchandise to royal warehouses, could also be applied to non-

contracted muleteers who travelled to warehouses outside the conductores’ terms.  The 

Instrucción moved away from listing the illegal activities the muleteers employed to alter 

the merchandise and instead provided a methodological, twenty-one-point instruction for 

the packaging, shipping, and delivery of the Crown’s goods.  In doing so, it placed direct 

responsibility on both the conductor and the warehouse keeper (Guarda Almacén) in 

charge of sending and receiving the merchandise. 

One noticeable difference between the Reglamento of the Guadalajara Consulado 

and the Instrucción of viceroy Yturrigaray is the treatment of muleteers vis-à-vis 

conductores.  While the Reglamento listed the petty ploys used by the muleteers in an 

effort to supplant lost goods in order to warn the merchants against their “reprehensible 

                                                 
66 “Instrucción Provisional que debe observarse para la entrega que se haga en los Reales Almacenes al 

Conductor de Cargas Reales, de víveres y efectos para Acapulco, Veracruz ú otros destinos, conforme á lo 

resuelto en Superior Decreto de 7 de Julio de 1804” filed under AGN, Hacienda 140-4: Instrucción 

Provisional, 1804. 
67 The work of these contractors is discussed at length in Chapter Five. 
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conduct and bad faith,” the Instrucción gave the conductores control of the weighing and 

packaging and the tools to prevent losses.  Presumably, the experience and trust placed on 

the conductores allowed them to make key decisions in protecting the Crown’s 

merchandise.  Perishable provisions (víveres) such as biscuits, seeds, cheese and ham, 

were weighed and packed to the “whole satisfaction of the conductor who would give 

notice of it to the sellers for their payment.”
68

  

The warehouse keeper and the conductor kept a meticulous record of perishables and 

metals alike in a steelyard balance ledger (libro de romaneage) in order to make the 

proper freight payments.  The conductor supervised the weighing and packaging of 

copper, tin and lead; recorded their gross and net weight; numbered the sheets (planchas); 

and indicated the method of packaging to avoid claims of missing or damaged goods.  

The keeper and the conductor cross-referenced their numbers and signed the guía prior to 

departure.  The same procedure applied to perishable items, which were numbered by the 

bushel or box and weighed accordingly.  Upon arrival, the conductor presented his ledger 

to the receiving keeper who paid him based on the gross weight of the merchandise 

delivered. 

This meticulous accounting methodology was not applied to all merchandise 

transported to the Royal Warehouses.  For items like soft toffee (cajeta de dulce), grease, 

wine and vinegar barrels, and oil bottles, the Instrucción referred back to age-old customs 

in the trade.  The vague adage of “as is in commerce, paying for their freight as is 

                                                 
68 AGN, Hacienda 140-4: Instrucción Provisional, s/n. “…se encaxonará á toda satisfaccion del Conductor, 

[…] porque de él ha de dar noticia firmada para pagarla al fabricante…” 
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customary”
69

 as applied in the document, implied that the merchandise had been 

packaged properly and delivered with little to no loss.  To reduce the amount of loss on 

these and other goods previously mentioned, the Instrucción attempted to regulate the 

weights used in Acapulco, Veracruz and other destinations with those in Mexico City.  

With this measure the Crown hoped for a more standardized method in the delivery of its 

goods and a reduction in loss-percentages. 

Just as the Yturrigaray relied on customary measures for the transport of certain 

goods, he also understood that the merchandise suffered inevitable losses in their 

transport.  In his Instrucción, the viceroy also defined the allowable percentage loss 

similarly to those of the Guadalajara Consulado eight years earlier.  The Instrucción set 

the following loss-percentage allowances: Clean copper (cobre límpio) and lead one 

percent; tin one-and-a-half percent; copper sulfides (cobre corriente) two percent.  For 

perishables, it allowed for one-half percent in rice, four in biscuits, two in seeds.  Well-

packaged boxes that contained ham and cheese had no set loss unless the packages had 

been tempered.  These losses were permitted for transport to Acapulco and Veracruz – 

the former being the most frequented – while other destinations within the contract of the 

conductor would be modified proportionally to the distance traveled. 

 

The “provisional” nature of the Reglamento and Instrucción was due to the very 

nature of the trade.  While the primary functions of la arriería remained the same – 

muleteers loaded and unloaded the mules they drove from place to place – the obstacles 

faced by the transporters changed constantly.  Inclement weather, droughts, thefts, river 

                                                 
69 “á estilo de Comercio, pagándose los fletes por carga segun costumbre.” 
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crossings, and unstable roads, caused losses and delays in the transport of merchandise.  

The goal of the reformers became not the implementation of a whole new system of 

codified commercial laws, but to initiate a process by which the practices of the estilo del 

comercio were quantified and codified. 

By the early nineteenth century, muleteers continued to distribute merchandise from 

the ports to the cities and rural markets.  While the novohispano authorities sought to 

interfere with the established practices (estilo de comercio) by which muleteers and 

merchants conducted their trade, in the end, they only succeeded in developing 

regulations that recorded the age-old traditions of la arriería’s commercial transactions. 

The age of reform that swept through the novohispano government and commerce at 

large, had little impact on the day-to-day transactions of the muleteers.   The end of the 

single-issue order for the issuance of guías, substituted by a colony-wide system of tax 

collection, however, increased revenues for the crown and allowed for an expedited form 

of legal transport throughout the colony. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Three – El maltrato a la arriería: All in a Day’s Work 

 

 

 

On February 29, 1772, as Alejo Vélez, a mule pack owner and resident of 

Chilpancingo, neared the town of Ixtla with his laden mules from Acapulco, he received 

notice that members of the community had attacked one of his workers, a ten-year-old 

boy (muchacho).
1
  According to Vélez’s report, the community beat the boy while he 

collected kindling for the night’s stay.  During the attack, Pedro Vélez, a muleteer in 

Alejo Vélez’s team, heard the commotion and attempted to help the boy, but the 

community beat and shoved him, took his knife, and took both of them hostage.  When 

Alejo Vélez learned of their capture, he jumped over fences to aid them, and discovered 

that the residents had tied Pedro and the boy to a tree to whip them.  The community 

attacked Alejo; they tore his clothes, tied him with the others, removed his sash, and used 

the sheath of his knife to beat him.
2
  Alejo also noted that during the attack, the town’s 

mayor (alcalde), fiscal, and aldermen (regidores) had witnessed and encouraged the 

residents to beat him and his crew.  He feared that, the communities’ “notorious excesses, 

which warrant punishment,” could escalate and lead to extortions, risks, and fatalities.
3
 

                                                 
1 AGN, Criminal 262-18: Quereya de Alejo Vélez contra el pueblo de Ixtla por haber herido a unos 

arrieros, 1772. 
2 Ibid., 233v.  Muleteers used theirs sashes to store their money, but Alejo Vélez makes no mention 

regarding lost coins. 
3 Ibid., 234. 
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In his criminal lawsuit against the community, Vélez sought justice and protection 

from further attacks against him, his mule team, and his men. The juez privativo 

conservador
4
 forwarded the case to the alcalde mayor of Cuernavaca and asked him to 

conduct an inquiry into the community’s assault on Vélez.  Unfortunately, the record of 

the proceedings (expediente) ends at this point without any other reference to the 

investigation.  Yet, Alejo’s lawsuit was not a singular incident between a community and 

a muleteer and his team.  Although this particular case lacks the community’s response to 

the attack, when viewed in a broader spectrum of petitions, lawsuits, and complaints from 

and against the muleteers, they reveal the complicated nature of la arriería.  On the one 

hand, la arriería is praised as the economic pulse of New Spain, on the other, the men 

who enabled the movement of merchandise navigated a difficult terrain. 

This chapter explores the intricate character of the muleteers’ experiences on the 

road during the long eighteenth century.  Through their travels, muleteers faced a number 

of obstacles beyond their immediate control like droughts, embargoes of mules, and 

thefts that disrupted the flow of merchandise.  Moreover, local and viceregal authorities, 

hacienda owners, and merchants, all of whom depended on la arriería, sought to control 

the terms of exchange for their own interests.  The waves of revolutionary violence 

(1810-1815) disrupted trade and intensified the risks like road closures, attacks, and loss 

of merchandise.  How did the muleteers react to these obstacles?  What resources did 

they have available to counteract the impediments of travel?  How did local and viceregal 

authorities respond to the muleteers’ pleas for justice?  How did the wars for 

                                                 
4 A juez primitivo conservador had special jurisdictions.  In this instance, Vélez filed a criminal lawsuit 

against an indigenous community within the marquesado, both of which were special jurisdictions. 
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independence alter the movement of la arriería?  To answer these questions, I have 

divided the chapter into two sections that address the muleteers’ concerns vis-à-vis those 

of the hacienda owners, communities, and local and viceregal authorities. 

Through the use of petitions and cases brought before novohispano authorities, this 

chapter delves into the relationships between muleteers and the actors who influenced the 

daily life of la arriería.  Viceregal authorities had the largest authority on the 

development and functioning of la arriería. In their efforts to protect the economic well 

being of the colony, viceroys ruled in accordance with what they believed were New 

Spain’s best interests.  Although the muleteers spent most of their time on the road where 

they confronted local issues, the viceroys’ directives throughout the eighteenth century 

impacted how la arriería operated on a day-to-day basis, with positive and negative 

results. The documents in this chapter –writs, petitions (incitativas de justicia), 

complaints, and reports– demonstrate how muleteers, hacienda owners, and local 

authorities appealed for justice and how viceregal authorities praised the contributions of 

la arriería to the novohispano economy, but differed in their treatment of muleteers. 

These instruments, which were not restricted to a specific area, highlight the 

circumstances of life on the road, the relationships between the interested parties, and 

their effect on la arriería. 

OBSTACLES AND VICEREGAL AID: PASTURES AND DELAYS ON THE ROYAL ROAD 

The incitativas de justicia to the viceroys varied in form, substance, and response.  In 

some instances, viceroys forced the local authorities to aid local pack owners in the loss 
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of their mules that had been lost or sold by their own workers.
5
  The more common 

incitativas, however, helped the muleteers in their transit, especially, in cases where 

hacienda owners or local authorities constrained their pass.  This section explores two 

disruptive factors of life on the road: the fight over pastures and the intrusion of local 

authorities into the flow of commerce.  In both instances muleteers, or their legal 

representatives, pleaded to the viceregal authorities to intercede on their behalf.  For their 

part, the viceroys generally ruled in the muleteers’ favor unless the Royal Exchequer 

stood to lose money.  The incitativas granted muleteers access to pastures, freed their 

mules from embargoes, and aided muleteers in cases of abuse of authority by local 

officials.  With the viceroys’ approval in hand, muleteers could concentrate their efforts 

to ensure that the merchandise they hauled arrived complete and on time. 

The attack on Alejo Vélez’s muleteers and pack train was neither an isolated nor an 

unfounded case.
6
  When combined with other documentation, incidents between 

muleteers and indigenous communities appear to have been commonplace and with an 

underlying logic.
7
  On January 12, 1779, Miguel de San Juan, an indigenous farmer from 

the pueblo of San Juan Topilejo, appeared before the authorities at Xochimilco and 

solicited an inquiry into an attack on his family.
8
  He noted that in November of the 

                                                 
5 Two cases from the 1730s dealt with the sale of mule packs from mayordomos who failed to repay their 

owners, see for example: AGN, GdP 29-319: Incitativo de justicia para el presbítero José Fernández Río 

Frío sobre recuas que prestó, 16 November 1733; AGN, GdP 32-207: Incitativo de justicia para María 

Teresa Frías de Valenzuela sobre venta de mulas, 7 May 1738. 
6 The history of the indigenous defense of their community or their pastures toward the end of the 

eighteenth century is best described in Eric Van Young, "Agrarian Rebellion and Defense of Community: 

Meanng and Collective Violence in Late Colonial and Independence-Era Mexico," Journal of Social 

History 27, no. 2 (1993). 
7 The incursion of muleteers onto indigenous lands appeared since the early stages of the development of 

the trade, despite the laws enacted to prevent such abuses. 
8 AGN, Criminal 233-20: Expediente seguido por Miguel de San Juan por haberle roto la cabeza a un 

arriero, 1779. 
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previous year, two muleteers had let their mules graze on his corn; when San Juan and his 

two sons-in-law tried to scare the mules away, the muleteers drew their knives and 

threatened to kill them.  During the altercation, one of the muleteers received an injury on 

his head and the sons-in-law fled in fear of their lives.
9
  Even though the muleteer 

recovered and continued with his work, San Juan stated, the authorities harassed his 

family and arrested his sons-in-law.
10

  After an investigation into the attacks, the 

authorities at Xochimilco sided with San Juan and ordered that neither the muleteers nor 

the local authorities bother him or his family.  Although it is difficult to determine 

whether Alejo or the muleteers in this case acted maliciously or if they followed 

established customs regarding the forage and kindling needed for their night’s rest, San 

Juan’s grievances against the authorities illustrate a common complaint between 

muleteers and landowners who defended their crops against intrusions. 

Despite the laws that governed the use of public pastures, disputes between 

landowners and muleteers appeared throughout the eighteenth century.  In 1738, Captain 

Cayetano de la Barrera submitted an incitativa for the right to charge the muleteers for 

the forage and water that the mules consumed near his hacienda.
11

  De la Barrera noted 

that Agustín Salinas, the alcalde of Zimapán, had instructed him not to charge for public 

pastures on the Camino Real because the muleteers had threatened to avoid the town if 

they were not relieved of these payments.  To strengthen his case, de la Barrera reminded 

                                                 
9 Ibid., 297-297v. 
10 Initially, the authorities apprehended San Juan’s wife and daughters because the men were not home.  

During their arrest, the local authorities beat the women and one of the daughters, Josefa Pascuala, suffered 

a miscarriage.  San Juan added this detail to his list of complaints regarding the authorities.  See Ibid., 

297v. 
11 AGN, GdP 31-233: Notificación al alcalde de Zimapán no impida a Cayetano de la Barrera el cobro de 

pastos y aguales a arrieros, 30 May 1738. 
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the viceroy that “communal pastures and water were those occupied without a proper title 

and without a direct and determined owner.”
12

  De la Barrera not only had title to his 

land, but he had also built fences, which the muleteers trampled, and troughs to collect 

the water for his animals.  Upon review, Viceroy Juan Antonio de Vizarrón ruled that the 

alcalde had no grounds to deprive the hacienda owner from the collection of the two 

reales and ordered that he be free to charge under the penalty of 200 pesos.
13

  The right to 

charge for pasture and water, however, did not confer in perpetuity via the sale or lease of 

land, which created a sense of confusion among the muleteers and passersby who 

transited the Camino Real. 

An hacienda’s rights to charge for pastures were not negotiable, and muleteers 

sought to exploit this rule to their advantage whenever possible.  In 1773, the widow Ana 

de Uribe, protested that cattle-herding muleteers (partideños) had stopped paying for 

their right to use her lands near the Camino Real after the death of her husband.
14

  The 

abuse, she reported, forced her to either buy seed and straw to feed her own animals or 

spend resources on relocating them to other pastures.
15

  Uribe requested that the viceroy 

grant her the right to prohibit all muleteers from foraging on her lands without due 

payment.  Viceroy Antonio María Bucareli forwarded the widow’s petition to the fiscal 

who determined that she had the right to charge for these services based on prior licenses 

                                                 
12 Ibid., 170. 
13 Similar concessions to hacienda owners prohibited the entrance of mule trains into the land.  See the 

request from Andrés del Moral y Vercotain who sought to protect the salt mines in his hacienda near 

Tehuacán in AGN, GdP 28-30: Para que ninguna persona pueda introducir ganados ni recuas en los salitres 

de don Andrés del Moral y Vercotain, 1731.  The 200-peso fee appears to have been the standard charge for 

the first offense. 
14 AGN, GdP 51-166: Para que Ana de Uribe pueda cobrar pensión por los pastos de sus haciendas, 22 

October 1773. 
15 Ibid., 180. 
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issued to her and her deceased husband.  Although no other record exists to determine 

whether the muleteers continued their abuse on Uribe’s property, other incitativas 

indicate that widespread misunderstandings existed in regards to payment.
16

 

Viceregal authorities complicated matters through exemptions on behalf of pack 

owners and muleteers.  Although established owners like de la Barrera and Uribe 

received dispensation to safeguard their pastures, in the 1730s viceroy Vizarrón 

established guidelines for hacienda owners who introduced new charges on pastures.  In 

1735, pack owner Francisco Camacho complained that landowners on the Camino Real 

had started to charge him for his overnight stays.
17

  Not only were these charges new, he 

noted, they were also unwarranted since his mules remained on the public lands of the 

Camino Real and did not enter the haciendas’ paddocks (potreros).  Furthermore, when 

Camacho refused to pay, landowners and land tenants used force and violence to demand 

payments from his mule team, often taking his mules as reward.
18

  He requested that 

viceroy Vizarrón allow him and his muleteers the right to rest at the accustomed places 

without the charges from the landowners and suggested that those who committed further 

transgressions against him be banished or sent to the presidios.  While viceroy Vizarrón 

did not approve Camachos’ proposed punishments, he ordered that the local authorities 

enforce the established customs regarding the uses of public lands as outlined by law. 

In a similar manner, muleteers petitioned against hacienda owners whose land 

                                                 
16 In 1799, for example, Juan José Galeana requested the right to charge for pastures to the muleteers who 

entered onto his lands and gathered wood to sale it.  See AGN, GdP 77-162: Incitativo de justicia para que 

la justicia de Zacatula la administre a Juan José Galeana sobre perjuicios a sus haciendas por parte de los 

arrieros, 12 February 1800. 
17 AGN, GdP 30-211: Para que por donde trancita la recua de Francisco Camacho no le nieguen pastos, 3 

September 1735. 
18 Ibid., 182. 
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purchase did not include pasture or water rights.  In 1771, Pedro Alcántara Barraza, on 

behalf of pack owner Gerónimo Chichón and all the muleteers on the Xalapa road, 

challenged Domingo Díaz Mier’s right to charge for pastures.
19

  According to Alcántara, 

Díaz had purchased an hacienda and for eight years had excised charges for the 

consumption of his pastures. Díaz also forced the muleteers to use his lands by burning 

down unclaimed pastures and fencing off access to others, which caused delays and 

damage to la arriería, and increased the costs of commerce in general.
20

  Alcántara’s 

legal argument, however, rested on the fact that the rights to charge for pastures had not 

been conferred to Díaz when he purchased the land.
21

   Viceroy Carlos Francisco de 

Croix reviewed the case and conceded to Alcántara’s request on behalf of the muleteers.  

Croix expanded his orders regarding pastures to include all landowners in New Spain.  

Croix’s ruling, however, appears to have had little impact on the discord between 

muleteers and landowners and subsequent viceroys continued to receive similar 

complaints from the muleteers and their representatives who argued that hacienda owners 

and indigenous communities encroached on public lands.
22

 

Natural disasters, such as droughts, intensified the conflicts between muleteers and 

landowners over pastures.  During severe droughts, muleteers opted not to transport 

                                                 
19 AGN, GdP 49-142: Para que las justicias notifiquen a los dueños de tierras no cobre a los arrieros los 

pastos, 27 June 1771. 
20 In a defense of la arrería Alcántara noted that “no se puede poner en disputa que los arrieros y 

traficantes hacen el principal fondo de su existencia, porque sin ellos perecieran las repúblicas o se 

abandonaran con perjuicio del buen gobierno por la necedidad de los víveres y subsistencias.”  Ibid., 124. 
21 Ibid., 124v.  The ley 5, tít. XVII, lib. 4 of the Recopilación states that: “el uso de todos los pastos, 

montes, y aguas de las provincias de las Indias sea común a todos los vecinos de ellas, y ahora son, y 

después fueran, para que los puedan gozar libremente…” 
22 See, for example, the 1802 case reported by muleteers from Uruapan, AGN, GdP 78-91: Decreto sobre 

exención de pago a los dueños de recua por razón de pastos y aguajes, 4 June 1802.  It appears that the 

hacienda owners and indigenous communities failed to respect the viceroy’s orders and the edict was 

republished in 1807.  See AGN, GdP 80-187: Para que las justicias hagan guardar la orden de 1802 sobre 

cargos a los dueños de recua por pastos y aguajes, 1807. 
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merchandise lest they risked their livelihood.
23

  To avoid the damage posed by the 

stalling of commerce, viceroys issued ample orders that enforced the muleteers’ right to 

pasture on communal lands.  Despite the difficulties that land owners faced during the 

drought, for viceregal authorities the circulation of goods took precedent.  In 1785, at the 

behest of the high court (Audiencia) and the fiscal of the Royal Exchequer, viceroy 

Bernardo de Gálvez y Madrid, ordered that “regardless of whichever custom existed, no 

muleteer, conductor (driver), or carter, either of salts or whatever other product, royal or 

private, aught to be charged, requested or demanded of in any part for pastures, waters, 

etc.”
24

  Although viceroy Gálvez made no direct mention of the number of abuses already 

committed, he asked that the local officials who received the orders notify him 

immediately to proceed with the imposition of the fines. 

Road construction also affected the availability of pastures.  New roads attracted 

street vendors, inns (ventas), and settlers who sought to profit from the increased traffic.  

Their encroachment, however, impeded the free movement of the muleteers along the 

road.
25

  In 1795, Felipe Suárez del Castillo, the síndico personero (public defendant) of 

Toluca, complained to Viceroy Miguel de la Grúa Talamanca y Branciforte, the Marquis 

of Branciforte, that the residents let their cattle loose on the pastures along the road, a 

practice that needed to be eradicated because of the damages it caused to la arriería.  The 

lack of available pastures forced the muleteers to “veer off the road to find the necessary 

feed for their animals, which caused delays, costs, and other disastrous results to the pack 

                                                 
23 According to Clara Elena Suárez Argüello, muleteers often turned down payments of up to three times as 

much as the regular freight costs in order to save their mules.  See Suárez Argüello, "Sequía y crisis," 10. 
24 AGN, Bandos 13-80: Circular que previene no se exija cosa alguna a los arrieros, 12 July 1785. 
25 AGN, CyC 17-20: Sobre facilitar pastos a los arrieros que transitan por el camino de Toluca, 1 October 

1795. 
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owners, as has been documented.”
26

  The fiscal denied his request on the grounds that the 

report he had included was too vague; he asked Suárez to specify which towns infringed 

on the road, who the residents were, and at what distance from the road.
27

  This 

information, noted the fiscal, would allow him to make a clearer decision.  Suárez’s 

report, despite its lack of specificity, demonstrates yet another impediment to the 

movement of merchandise: the creation of new settlements along the roads and their 

demands on the land –either for farming or grazing– limited the number of available 

royal lands where their mules could feed. 

The interference from the local authorities added another layer of obstruction to la 

arriería.  In 1736 the alcalde mayor of Quautla detained Manuel de la Cruz and accused 

him of having an illicit relationship with a single woman of the town.
28

  De la Cruz 

worked as the mayordomo who transported fodder (cebo), gunpowder, and other 

merchandise for the mines of Juana Antonia Aranguis.  Aranguis’ legal representative, 

Miguel de Gortari, argued that not only were the accusations against the mayordomo 

unjustified, the detention of the mule pack caused great damage to the “cultivation” of the 

mines that awaited the merchandise.
29

  Gortari requested that the alcalde release 

Aranguis’ mule pack so that other muleteers could haul the goods to the mines.  In 

regards to the alcalde’s accusations, Gortari suggested that a separate investigation be 

launched independent of Aranguis and her mules.  The viceroy approved his request.  

These rulings did not create any type of legal protection against the abuses of the local 

                                                 
26 Ibid., 313. 
27 Ibid., 315-315v. 
28 AGN, GdP 27-37: Para que el receptor o justicia deje pasar la recua cargada con cebo y pólvora, 15 

November 1736. 
29 Ibid., 37. 
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authorities.  Much like the incitativas on pasture, the viceroys’ decisions were based on 

individual cases rather than preexisting laws; throughout the eighteenth century, local 

authorities continued to hinder the work of the muleteers.  This continual interference of 

la arriería seems to indicate that alcaldes who viewed the muleteers as a nuisance or 

competition in their distribution of merchandise would continue to impose their own rules 

and cause delays. 

Local officials especially targeted muleteers who hauled locally produced foodstuffs.  

Far from viceregal oversight, alcaldes exacted tolls either in specie or goods to increase 

their earnings, often at the muleteers’ expense.  In 1751, José Joaquín Villegas 

complained that the alcalde of Cholula bothered him and his muleteers when they 

delivered corn to the grain exchange (alhondiga).
30

  When his men arrived loaded with 

the corn, he stated, the alcalde took two loads for himself without any reason or 

explanation, other than his abuse of his position of power.
31

  Similarly, in 1756, the 

alcalde of Orizaba built a toll station that charged the muleteers who transported corn, 

beans, sugar, cotton, and tobacco between Orizaba and Puebla on a sliding scale based on 

the size of the mule pack.  Mule packs larger than ten mules paid 4 reales, those between 

eight and ten paid 2 reales, and those with seven or fewer mules paid 1 real.
32

 In the 1751 

case, the viceroy ordered the alcalde to present his legal reasoning for the retrieval of the 

loads of corn before a judge. In the 1756 case, however, the viceroy ordered an 

                                                 
30 AGN, GdP 37-52: Notificación al alcalde mayor de Cholula para que se contenga en imponer nuevas 

molestias, 23 April 1751. 
31 Ibid., 77. 
32 AGN, GdP 40-177: Para que el alcalde de Orizaba informe sobre sus gabelas a los arrieros, 24 March 

1756. 
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investigation on the alcalde.
33

   The toll charges, the viceroy argued, affected the pass of 

the muleteers through the region, which threatened the local economy, and thus 

warranted a further inquiry.  Although the outcome of the case against the alcalde of 

Orizaba could not be located, these incitativas reveal the division between the priorities 

of the viceregal authorities and the interests of those at the local level. 

As this section demonstrates, the efforts of the viceregal authorities to aid the 

muleteers in their travails were hampered by local authorities and landowners who sought 

to protect their own interest.  These obstructions delayed the shipment of merchandise 

and increased transportation costs, both of which persuaded muleteers to find alternate 

routes or see other means of employment to avoid bankruptcy.
34

  The alternatives posed 

potentially devastating results for the colony.  If the muleteers sought other livelihoods 

the circulation of merchandise stopped and no laws or edicts could force them to 

reconsider.  Yet the demand for transport compensated for the inconveniences faced on 

the road and muleteers entered into transportation agreements in spite of the difficulties.  

No clearer is this than in the following section where the waves of revolutionary violence 

between 1810 and 1815 increased the number of obstacles to trade, including attacks 

from both insurgent and royalist troops. 

COMMERCIAL NEUTRALITY: LA ARRIERÍA DURING NEW SPAIN’S WAVES OF 

INSURGENCY, 1810-1814 

The hostilities generated by Mexico’s wars for independence compounded the risks 

faced on the road.  Insurgent leaders, who sought to profit from the commercial interest 

                                                 
33 AGN, GdP 37-52, 77; AGN, GdP 40-177, 157v. 
34 When alcaldes and landowners colluded to impose charges or delay the movement of the merchandise 

the muleteers sought alternative routes to avoid those towns.  Cases of alternative routes are explored in the 

next chapter. 
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of the royalist-aligned merchants of Mexico City, viewed the slow-moving caravans 

laden with goods as an easy target.
35

  Royalist troops, for their part, harassed mule trains 

on the suspicion of aiding the enemy, even when the shifting landscape of revolutionary 

violence made identifying the “enemy” difficult for the muleteers who were not involved 

in the wars. To combat the attacks on mule trains and revive commerce during this 

period, viceregal authorities reintroduced the old convoy system.
36

  Armed convoys, 

which began with the outbreak of the independence wars in 1810, facilitated the safe 

delivery of royal and privately owned merchandise between Mexico City, the mining and 

agricultural regions, and the Veracruz port.  The attachment of improvised militias to a 

large train composed of carts and mules, however, added to the complexity of the risks on 

the road.  On the other hand, insurgent leaders issued “passes” to protect muleteers during 

their passage through rebel-held areas.  This section explores the hardships encountered 

by the muleteers during this period of revolutionary violence by contrasting two different 

caravans in 1814, one supervised by the Consulado, and another in which the muleteers 

banded together to transport merchandise in an area held by the rebels. 

The revolutionary violence did not deter muleteers from fulfilling their jobs, some 

continued to work without the assistance of militias to protect them on the road.  

Muleteers who transited in rebel-held areas without the aid of an armed escort, however, 

                                                 
35 In his Historia de Méjico, Lucas Alamán noted that a caravan of 1,000 mules could extend up to one 

league, approximately 2.6 miles.  See Lucas Alamán, Historia de Méjico desde los primeros movimientos 

que prepararon su independencia en el año de 1808 hasta la época presente, 4 vols., (México: Imprenta de 

J. M. Lara, 1849-1852), III: 181. 
36 Convoys were used since the 1520s to defend Spanish merchant vessels.  For the study of the men 

involved in these convoys see Pérez-Mallaína Bueno, Spain's Men of the Sea, and Powell, Soldiers, Indians 

and Silver, 65-66. 
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risked attacks from insurgents and suffered the distrust of the military.
37

  To help 

circumvent abuses, avoid delays and losses, and protect their mules from embargoes, 

muleteers acquired passports from the authorities.   In areas controlled by the insurgents, 

muleteers also obtained passes from rebel leaders (cabecillas).  As the following 

discussion from the rebel controlled area on the western Bajío demonstrates, far from the 

oversight viceregal authorities and the Consulado muleteers employed all available 

means to fend off attacks on their mule teams.  When muleteers traversed regions 

controlled by royalist troops and insurgents, they requested passports and obtained passes 

in order to secure their livelihood. 

On August 22, 1814, royalist forces in Cotija seized a caravan of twelve pack owners 

and their men who they believed had sided with the local rebel forces.  Although most of 

the pack owners stated that they were aware of the restrictions of travel to areas held by 

insurgents, some noted that they had received conflicting information regarding travel.  

Benito González, an español from Cotija, who travelled with thirty-nine mules, a horse, 

and five companions, testified that he had no prior knowledge of the orders that 

“prohibited communication and commerce with rebel-held areas.”
38

  Regardless, he 

obtained a pass from José Trinidad Salgado, the cabecilla, which allowed him and his 

men to fend off a group of attackers near Zapoltitic.  Pack owner Juan Antonio Zepeda, a 

compañero of González, noted that Salgado had required them to obtain the passes and 

that neither he nor any of the men in the caravan collaborated in the insurgency.
39

  All the 

                                                 
37 The following is from a case located in the Archivo Histórico del Poder de Justicia del Estado de 

Michoacán, hereafter AHPJEM, Penal Colima-1: Contra varios procedentes de Cotija, lugar ocupado por 

los rebeldes, 1814. 
38 Ibid., s/n. 
39 Ibid., s/n. 
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pack owners claimed that they held the rebel passes to free themselves and their mule 

packs from the attacks of insurgents on the road to Colima. 

Whether the muleteers acted against the travel restrictions or not, their greatest 

mistake was in obtaining passes from both sides of the war.  The language of the Salgado 

passes indicated to the royalist authorities that the muleteers had cooperated with the 

insurgent leader to deliver salt to Querétaro.  In the end, the authorities agreed to release 

the pack owners after each one paid a fee equal to half of the value of their possessions.
40

  

These charges, however, signaled the end of some of the men’s employment in la 

arriería as it is highly unlikely that the muleteers would have the available cash to bail 

out their mule packs.  On the other hand, if they could not meet the payments the mules 

became part of the royalist troops and could be used to continue fighting the insurgents. 

Armed escorts for muleteers who hauled crown-owned merchandise had existed 

prior to the wars for independence.  As I demonstrated in Chapter One, the earliest 

examples of convoys for land-based transportation were those used during the Chichimec 

Wars in the mid-sixteenth century that served the New Mexico-bound carters and 

muleteers.
41

  In the late seventeenth and throughout the eighteenth century, viceroys 

issued “writs of escort” on behalf of contracted muleteers (asentistas) who transported 

merchandise for the Royal Exchequer. The contracts elevated the asentistas to a select 

status among the officers of the Royal Exchequer; their writs guaranteed them and their 

muleteers armed escort from one jurisdiction to the next and imposed heavy fines to local 

                                                 
40 The authorities determined the price of their packs through an inventory, which included the number of 

mules, aparejos, rope, and sacks.  The mules were valued according to their class: mulas de carga at 25 

pesos, mulas de silla at 20, and caponeras at 6 pesos each. 
41 Powell, "The Forty-Niners of Sixteenth-Century Mexico,"; Ringrose, "Carting in the Hispanic World,". 
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officials who failed to comply with the orders.
42

  Unlike the writs, the convoys deployed 

at the outbreak of the independence movements became the primary means to deliver the 

needed merchandise to mines and centers of commerce from where they were 

redistributed to peripheral towns and markets. 

The early convoys sought to propel the caravans of muleteers and laden mules 

momentarily that had ceased operations during the early months of the insurgency.  In 

November 1810, after retaking Guanajuato from the insurgents, General Félix María 

Calleja ordered the escort of a stalled convoy, which contained 62 silver bullion bars 

bound for the royal mint and to individuals in Mexico City.
43

  Callejas’ successful 

campaigns in the Bajío and his efforts to safely deliver the bullion enabled a sense of trust 

between the royalist troops and the general population.  In an August 1811 convoy, 

Calleja oversaw the delivery of 1,422 bullion bars, 1,141 of them from Guanajuato and 

281 from Zacatecas; of the Guanajuato bars, 662 belonged to the royal coffers and 479 to 

private individuals.
44

  The arrival of these convoys at Mexico City also allowed for the 

escort of troops, merchandise and people who were leaving the capital.  In June 1812, for 

example, composed of 5,430 tercios of merchandise belonging to the Royal Exchequer; 

6,276 of these belonging to individuals; 79 coches or passanger cars; 632 mules some as 

back up (remuda) and others carrying baggage; 130 laden donkeys; and 5,920 people, 

including troops, muleteers and passengers bound for Tierra Adentro.
45

  These convoys 

allowed the royalist forces in Mexico City to maintain constant communication and trade 

                                                 
42 For a detailed explanation of their work see Chapter Five. 
43 Alamán, Historia de Méjico, II: 65. 
44 Ibid., II, 310. 
45 Ibid., III, 202. 
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with different regions, including money and merchandise shipped out of New Spain via 

the port at Veracruz. 

In 1814, the Consulado of Mexico City collaborated with the viceroy to finance a 

round trip convoy to transport royal and privately owned merchandise between Mexico 

City and Veracruz.  The agreement between the viceroy and Consulado was two-fold: 

first, the Consulado would appoint a commissioner to act on behalf of the guild while on 

the road, defend the rights of la arriería, and keep a record of the experiences of the 

expedition.
46

  Secondly, through the convoy commissioner, the muleteers would elect 

from amongst themselves two legal representatives (apoderados) for the duration of the 

convoy.  The apoderados would oversee all matters of negotiations and act as 

intermediaries between la arriería and the commissioner.  The designation of a 

commissioner and the apoderados was a result of the failure of the prior year’s convoy to 

deliver paper for the tobacco monopoly.
47

  The muleteers of that convoy lost the 

merchandise, either through its sale, loss, abandonment at Puebla, or because some of the 

muleteers who had been contracted to deliver the paper did not show up at Veracruz for 

its pick-up.  These actions cost the muleteers 8,000 pesos.
48

  The Consulado blamed the 

losses on the fact that too many muleteers had been involved in the transport of the paper 

in the previous year.  As part of their duties, the apoderados would select the best and 

                                                 
46 In his statements Commissioner Juan Montoto uses the term la arriería to identify both the system of 

transportation and the men who constitute it.  He defined his position in a set of documents appended to his 

Informe, found in AGN, Consulado 92-2: Informe del comisionado don Juan Montoto y escrito de los 

dueños de recua, 1814.  This subsection relies primarily on his written report to the Consulado. 
47 The delivery of paper in 1813 was to be made from Veracruz to Mexico City.  Suárez Argüello argues 

that the tobacco monopoly took advantage of the muleteers “return trips” in order to minimize 

expenditures.  See Suárez Argüello, "Sequía y crisis," 387. 
48 AGN, Consulado 92-2, 10v.  The amount was likely subtracted from the total paid to the muleteers for 

their delivery of the paper. 
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largest mule packs and distribute the paper among them to reduce loss. The viceroy also 

hoped to secure the muleteers by ordering the Consulado of Veracruz to pay them for 

their services upon arrival and, provide an advanced payment if they had been selected to 

transport the paper. 

The caravan set off for the port of Veracruz on January 20, 1814, laden with silver, 

local foodstuffs (grains, flour, sugar, aniseed), and ammunition from Mexico City.  Prior 

to their departure, the muleteers had elected their apoderados, agreed to the terms of the 

shipment, and recognized the duties of the commissioner.  Included in the shipment was 

the agreement to transport half of the two thousand resmas (reams) of paper at no cost, 

and provide the necessary mules for the services of the military divisions that escorted the 

convoy.
49

  Although the free transport of paper appears contradictory to a transport 

business model, the muleteers likely agreed to these terms in order to secure a return trip 

since muleteers could never foresee the number of return loads available to transport.  

Additionally, an assured load of merchandise belonging to the tobacco monopoly 

probably reduced the number of mules that could be demanded of the muleteers for 

military service. 

At Puebla muleteers from other regions joined the convoy. Lieutenant colonel 

Saturnino Samaniego allowed the incorporation of the new mule trains so long as they 

obeyed the agreement established between the government and the apoderados.
50

  

According to the commissioner, Juan Montoto, most muleteers agreed to join the convoy 

and signed a contract (papeleta), as per Samaniego’s request.  Although Montoto makes 

                                                 
49 Ibid., 10. 
50 Ibid., 11v. 
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no mention of how many new mule packs joined the convoy, he was forced to split the 

convoy into sections to better manage the crews.  Montoto separated the two mayor 

divisions, led by chief overseers (mayordomos mayores) José María Guerrero, Ignacio de 

la Puente, Antonio Mariño and Juan Carrasco, into nineteen smaller subdivisions (trozos), 

each with their own color pennant (banderola) and an overseer (mayordomo de trozo).
51

  

The mayordomos de trozo received a set of instructions that identified his group; these 

included the color and number assigned to each trozo, the orders to keep his section 

together and impede any other muleteers from incorporating their mules into the trozo, 

and to seek the help of the mayordomos mayores when they could not contain their 

section.
52

  Montoto also organized the trozos by the type of merchandise the muleteers 

transported: the first four sections transported silver bullion, the fifth carried gunpowder 

and provisions, the remainder of the trozos carried grains, cochineal, and clothing.
53

  

Montoto also warned the mayordomos de trozo to prevent any “excesses” when they 

arrived at the campsites, avoid the trampling of any muleteers, and to report to the 

mayordomos mayores any incidents during the day’s trek. 

Montoto’s instructions, however, failed to take into account that not all mule packs, 

muleteers, and overseers had the same experience in the trade.  For Montoto, these 

differences became clear in the first days of the trek as “inept” muleteers lost 

merchandise or their mules could not carry certain merchandise.  On the road between 

Mexico City and Puebla the mules of the overseer Antonio Hidalgo dropped boxes of 

                                                 
51 Ibid., 53v.  Montoto incorporated a twentieth trozo after muleteers from the sierra region joined the 

convoy at Xalapa. 
52 Ibid., 54-54v. 
53 Ibid., 53v-54. 
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gunpowder and lead plates; those of overseer Juan Rosales, which also carried 

gunpowder, fell behind because they were unsuitable for the loads.
54

  At Amozoque, the 

commissioner forced the muleteers Fray Bernardo Lago and Francisco Fernández to stay 

behind because their assistants had fled.  Montoto reinforced their mule packs with men 

from other trozos, to no avail: at the Hacienda de San Bartolomé, Fernández reported to 

Montoto that he had lost three loads of flour and one of soap, and that the men the 

commissioner had lent him had returned to their respective packs.  Montoto forced 

Fernández to return to Puebla to report his losses to their owners.  As noted above, the 

instructions to the mayordomos de trozo ordered them to oversee the arrival of packs at 

the rest stops and their loading in the mornings to avoid loss.  Montoto, however, 

reported that in the early days of the convoy, the muleteers in different trozos trampled 

over each other’s mules and merchandise during the arrival and departure of the 

caravan.
55

 

Large caravans presented an easy opportunity for guerrilla-style attacks.  The 

insurgents coveted the abundant selection of merchandise that the convoy carried to and 

from the port at Veracruz, which they could trade for ammunition or resell at nearby 

towns.  The insurgents’ first attack, near the Barranca de Juanes, targeted the tail end of 

the convoy.  Their booty included ten carts loaded with eighty sacks of sugar, nine loaded 

mules, and fifty-six pesos de oro that belonged to the mule pack of José Ordieres; two 

and a half loads of sugar from Laureano González’s mules; and another from José 

                                                 
54 Ibid., 52. 
55 Montoto reported the loss of a load of flour as the convoy departed for Amozoque due to the “fluttering” 

(revoloteo) and trampling of the muleteers.  Ibid., 54v. 
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Yncera’s pack.
56

  At a later attack, six muleteers lost a total of twenty-six sacks of 

sugar.
57

  At Paso de Ovejas, near Veracruz, between 150-200 insurgents attacked the 

front section of the convoy and took with them fifty loads of cochineal (grana), clothing, 

soap, flour, and corn.
58

  Although the insurgents’ attacks disrupted the convoy, the losses 

incurred in this leg of the trip accounted for a fraction of the losses on the return. 

The Mexico City-bound convoy offered the insurgents a greater opportunity to 

disrupt trade and commerce for the loyalist Mexico City merchants and authorities.  The 

convoy’s mules, laden with imported merchandise, became the insurgents’ primary 

target.  At Santa Fé a priest approached the convoy and relayed the news that guerrillas 

from Huatusco and San Andrés had amassed and planned an attack on the train.  Montoto 

asked for protection from the military officers and the governor at Veracruz to no avail.  

Two days later, on March 4, the insurgents attacked the convoy, which resulted in the 

death of “passenger Pedro Soler, the assistant of lieutenant Manuel Casanova, and two 

muleteers.”
59

  Although Montoto recovered some of the merchandise after the attacks, in 

all, the insurgents captured 379 pieces of merchandise (géneros y abarrotes), 321 loads 

of pasture, and 279 mules.
60

  The Tierra Caliente region, between Veracruz and Xalapa, 

experienced the largest number of skirmishes between the loyalist troops and the 

insurgents. 

The muleteers, however, also suffered harassment and loss from the loyalist troops.  

                                                 
56 Ibid., 52v-53. 
57 The attack occurred between the Puente de Tesmeluca and the Venta de Tablas, near Puebla.  Juan 

Carrasco lost six sacks (tercios) of sugar and two barrels of oil; Domingo de Zuñiga lost eight sacks of 

sugar; Olayo Guerrero lost six sacks of sugar; Juan Gonzales two sacks of sugar; and José Martinez four 

sacks of sugar.  Ibid., 52v. 
58 Ibid., 57. 
59 Ibid., 61v. 
60 Ibid., 62-63v.  See the Appendix for a list of the merchandise lost in the Tierra Caliente skirmishes. 
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Although it is difficult to quantify the damages to the mule train if the militias had not 

accompanied them, one could argue that their excesses proved a heavy burden on the 

muleteers.  On the outbound trip loyalist militias concentrated their attacks on the mules 

and silver of the convoy.  As part of the convoy agreement muleteers provided the escort 

with the necessary provisions on the road, and lent their mules for the transport of 

military equipment and to carry the pasture for the troops’ horses.  Near Xalapa, the 

mayor de órdenes José Trabesi requested 229 mules for the transport of forage and 

equipment.
61

  Although Montoto initially denied Trabesi’s request on the grounds that the 

mules were needed as a back up for the transport of the merchandise, the commissioner 

caved in order to avoid further abuse from the militias. Unlike the concentrated attacks 

from the rebel guerrillas, the soldiers of the military escort reached for the goods 

throughout the entire trip, often immediately after a rebel encounter or during the night 

when the muleteers rested.  After an ambush near the Puente del Rey, pack owner José 

Antonio Espinoza lost three mules, including one that carried a load of silver worth six 

thousand pesos.
62

  Although Espinoza offered a five hundred-peso award to whomever 

helped him find the mules and the boxes of silver, he located the beasts only tied to a tree 

and without their valuable loads.  Espinoza suggested to Montoto that the royalist troops 

had been involved, and Montoto noted that the mules went missing in a royalist-

                                                 
61 Ibid., 55v. 
62 Ibid., 56.  In an earlier instance, Montoto reported that seven soldiers disguised themselves as patrol 

troops to extract a cajón de plata worth six thousand pesos.  The attacks often left the mules unguarded as 

the muleteers sought cover.  In a separate attack at Salamanca in April 1812, Alamán tells how the 

muleteers fled during an attack and the mules were either killed or ran away.  SeeAlamán, Historia de 

Méjico, III, 179-180. 
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controlled area during the attack.
63

  As the convoy neared Veracruz, the militias raided 

the muleteers’ food supply, including their unleavened bread (bizcocho and galleta) and 

beans. 

The militias also desired the imported merchandise that the muleteers freighted on 

the return trip. After an incident, Bartolomé Fernández Cieza’s tried to recover some of 

the bundles of clothing (tercios de ropa) but found that the troops had opened the tercios 

and extracted 332 pieces of cheesecloth and six pieces of Brittany cloth (piezas de 

bretaña).
64

  Apart from their demands of foodstuff for their animals and the thefts of 

merchandise, the servicemen especially sought access to the imported spirits.  As the 

convoy exited Puebla, the overseer Julián Sánchez lost two barrels of wine; José Quezada 

another two barrels and a tercio of paper; José Baes two barrels of wine and another of 

aguardiente; Fermín Aguirreolea a barrel of sherry; and Vicente Carbajal a tercio of 

cod.
65

  These excesses, especially lost or stove in barrels of wine, became so 

commonplace that Montoto simply referred to them as “military occurrences” 

(occurrencias militares).
66

  As with the outbound trip, the abuses increased as the convoy 

reached its destination. 

The return trip also increased the number of military abuses regarding the mules.  

                                                 
63 AGN, Consulado 92-2, 56v.  Near Veracruz, Ignacio de la Puente lost a load of silver.  Two days later, 

lieutenant colonel Pedro Sarzosa recovered 1,903 pesos among his soldiers, which belonged to de la 

Puente.  Sarzosa admonished the soldiers, but despite his pleas and those of de la Puente, the soldiers 

suffered no other punishment for their actions.  See 57v, 58v-59. 
64 Ibid., 63v.  Brittany cloth is fabric made from cotton or a cotton and linen blend that had varying types 

and styles. 
65 Ibid., 67v. 
66 The term ocurrencia also implies a sense of witticism.  In Montoto’s use of the term, it appears as if he is 

neither impressed nor amused by their actions.  The entry for March 8 reads: “The convoy arrived at El 

Lencero without any further news except the ocurrencias militares where some [of them] began to open 

tercios during the encounters.”  Ibid., 65. 
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Although the muleteers had agreed to lend their mules for the transport of military 

equipment and forage for their horses, Montoto complained that the troops often took 

them indiscriminately.  On March 12, as the convoy rested in Xalapa, Travesi again 

insisted that Montoto provide him with thirty mules for bagajes, which forced some 

muleteers to leave behind some of the merchandise.
67

  While in Puebla the Commandant 

General sequestered the convoy to deliver three thousand loads of tobacco to Orizaba.  

When Montoto refused, the Commandant General intimidated the mayordomos mayores 

to accept the terms of the delivery.  The muleteers enlisted for delivery received payment 

for their services; those who did not, had their mules embargoed for the transport of 

ammunition, provisions, and equipment for the troops who accompanied the caravan to 

Orizaba.
68

  When Montoto or the mayordomos mayores could not find mules for the 

troops, the officers ordered their “indiscriminate” removal, which caused delays and loss. 

Montoto’s views of the muleteers changed in light of the aggressions towards them 

from insurgents and royalist troops.  Although he had been appointed by the Consulado 

to protect their commercial interests, the repeated offenses from commanding officers led 

Montoto to act as an ombudsman for la arriería.  Early in the trip Montoto complained of 

the poor quality of mules and inept muleteers who lost merchandise, fell behind in the 

convoy, and trampled each other at departure.  In his report of the return leg, Montoto’s 

sentiments included the muleteers’ willingness to carry merchandise for others, as well 

their cooperation in recovery efforts after an attack.  At an incident near Plan del Río, a 

group of muleteers helped Miguel Espinoza retrieve part of his merchandise; in the end 

                                                 
67 Ibid., 65v.  As noted above, Travesi had made a similar request at Xalapa on the outbound trip. 
68 Ibid., 67.  The round trip from Xalapa to Orizaba lasted 13 days, from March 25 through April 6. 
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he lost a mule laden with two tercios of cacao.
69

 Montoto remained positive about his 

experiences with the muleteers despite the protests of a few muleteers who did not agree 

with the terms of the paper delivery and who blamed the commissioner for being left out 

of the list. 

The delivery of paper, not the abuses from the militias and insurgents, caused the 

greatest discord among the muleteers.  In spite of the agreed-upon terms between the 

muleteers’ legal representatives and the Mexico City Consulado prior to the convoy’s 

departure, a group of muleteers, led by pack owner José Luis de Garamendi, demanded 

that they be included in the shipment of paper on the return trip.
70

  The initial agreement, 

at which Garamendi had been present, stated that the paper would be distributed among 

the largest and best-equipped mule packs to avoid losses and paid at 140 pesos per load.  

The representatives, along with pack owner José María Guerrero, also agreed to make 

themselves responsible for any paper lost during the return trip.
71

  Garamendi’s mule 

pack, and many of the smaller packs, did not meet the requirements to participate in the 

transport of paper.  Garamendi saw this exclusion as a Montoto-orchestrated conspiracy 

(complot) to prevent them from earning their rightful share.
72

  He decided to renegotiate 

the terms of the transport with the Veracruz Consulado, which ruled that it had no 

jurisdiction in regards to the paper’s distribution, only the terms of the freight.  

Garamendi, who hoped that his mules would be reconsidered, offered to transport the 

                                                 
69 Ibid., 64. 
70 Ibid., 59-60v. 
71 Ibid., 59.  “… convenidos en los 140 [pesos] con calidad de ser de su cuenta todos los riesgos que se 

corrían con el comercio, de cuía responsabilidad devía quedar libre la masa de la arriería.”  Montoto 

appointed Guerrero as the official distributor of the paper amongst the other pack owners and during the 

negotiations with the Veracruz Consulado, Guerrero argued vociferously against Garamendi’s claims. 
72 Garamendi launched a separate suit against Montoto.  See AGN, Consulado 93-31: Información sobre la 

contrata de la conducción de papel, 1814. 
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paper at 80 pesos per load, which the Consulado accepted.  The new terms led to further 

discontent on behalf of Montoto and the pack owners. 

Upon their arrival at Mexico City, the pack owners sought full compensation at the 

agreed-upon freight cost for paper.  Guerrero penned a letter to the viceroy in hopes that 

he would recognize their right to charge the 140 pesos per load.
73

  In it, Guerrero agreed 

to Montoto’s statements regarding the past convoys and the quality of the mules and the 

muleteers.  “Not all mules that make up the convoy,” he wrote, 

are of equal aptitude to carry a load; this proposition holds up without any 

need for proof, but suffice to say that not all of them are worth the same; 

many packs (atajos) and donkey packs (chinchorros) fall behind or get held 

up resulting in mislaying or losses.  To this we can add that not all muleteers 

are of equal reliability, either through their limited wealth to insure the losses 

or through the quality of their attendants.
74

 

 

Montoto’s execution of the agreement to distribute the paper only to reliable pack 

owners, he continued, proved beneficial since they lost only four out of one thousand 

bales (valones) of eighteen reams of paper each compared to the fifteen out of the three 

hundred that Mateo Palacios’ muleteers had transported on “various mule and donkey 

packs.”
75

  This efficiency, they hoped, warranted the high price, which the viceroy had 

accepted prior to their departure, and that they would be compensated accordingly. 

Montoto urged the Consulado to act quickly in regards to Garimendi’s accusations.  

In the face of a series of possible allegations, including Garamendi’s claims and those 

from muleteers who had not yet received payment for their services, Montoto warned 

against a possible growing list of complaints that would turn the tribunal of the 

                                                 
73 AGN, Consulado 92-2, 30-35v.  In the record of the proceedings the letter, signed by the pack owners 

José Antonio Espinoza, José María Guerrero, Ignacio de la Puente, Andrés de la Sierra, and José María 

Martínez, is titled “Escrito de Arrieros.” 
74 Ibid., 31v-32. 
75 Ibid., 33v. 
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Consulado “into a seminar of interminable litigations to the detriment of many.”
76

  The 

inability to rule on these cases created a host of trials involving Montoto regarding 

payment of mules, merchandise lost, and services from both merchants and muleteers 

alike.
77

  To aid the process, the Consulado agreed to pay the load of paper at 115 pesos, 

regardless of whether the muleteers had been part of the initial contract or not.
78

  The 

total compensation distributed to the muleteers amounted to 92,261 pesos.  For the 

satisfaction of the Consulado and to prevent further litigation regarding the paper, 

Garamendi, Guerrero, and the two apoderados approved the list of beneficiaries. 

The convoy from Mexico City and Puebla to the Port at Veracruz was only one of 

the many caravans that transported merchandise in 1814.  As the convoy between Mexico 

City and Veracruz completed its course, two other convoys entered Mexico City from the 

interior –one of the from Querétaro, the other form Tulancingo and Pachuca– providing 

the capital with the necessary food supply, agricultural goods, and filled the city’s coffers 

that had been emptied for the Veracruz convoy.
79

  The first of these arrived from 

Querétaro in mid-January with silver and gold, Chinese-made merchandise, one hundred 

and thirty thousand head of sheep, four thousand bulls, three thousand mules, fourteen 

thousand arrobas of wool, and large quantities of seed and passengers.  The Chinese 

goods, which generally arrived through the port Acapulco, had been escorted to 

Querétaro via the port of San Blas because of Morelos’ occupation of Acapulco.  The 

second convoy arrived with four thousand seed-laden mules. 

                                                 
76 Ibid., 19. 
77 Many of these claims are located within the record of the proceedings of the Garamendi case.  See AGN, 

Consulado 93-31, passim. 
78 Ibid., 484. 
79 Alamán, Historia de Méjico, IV: 219. 
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The period of revolutionary violence increased the attacks on la arriería. The risks 

posed to mule trains during New Spain’s independence struggle far outweighed the 

previous demands of the indigenous communities, hacienda owners, and local authorities.  

As this chapter demonstrated, prior to the period of violence, these latter groups sought to 

usurp la arriería for their own needs.  The muleteers, however, knew that they could 

request the aid of viceregal authorities, whose primary interest was the flow of 

merchandise throughout New Spain.  Viceroys issued writs and approved incitativas de 

justicia that enabled the flow of the merchandise throughout New Spain.  Though not 

always pro-muleteers, the instruments maintained a balance that ultimately promoted the 

commercial exchange.  The assaults to la arriería during the revolution, however, 

demonstrate that muleteers who transited through rebel areas suffered grievances, 

regardless of whether or not they had a military escort.  The merchandise escorted within 

New Spain’s regions as well as to the port of Veracruz was a constant source of 

temptation for militia member or insurgents who hoped to supplant their income. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Four – Por la mayor utilidad del comercio: Muleteers and the 

Fight Over Road Construction 

 

 

 

Y en verdad Señor, que con lo que havemos contribuido de Pisaje en 

tantos años, y lo que paga el Comercio al Consulado de Mexico por el 

derecho de Haveria, podia estar el Camino Calzado ó empedrado de 

Plata.
1
  

 

 

 

In 1779 the merchant guild (Consulado) of Mexico City wrote to the Secretary of 

State, Mariano Luis de Urquijo, to notify him of its plans for the construction of a new 

road from Mexico City to Veracruz, via Puebla and Orizaba.
2
   The construction, they 

explained, would be divided into three sections: the first leg of twenty-eight leagues 

between Mexico City and Puebla; the second, of the same distance, between Puebla and 

Orizaba; and lastly, a thirty-four league section between Orizaba and the port at 

Veracruz.
3
  The construction would be financed from toll collections (peaje) and 

investments from members of the Consulado de México.  Once the first section had been 

completed, the construction would move to the second, and so on, in order to maximize 

the use of the tolls collected along the way.  In its letter, the Consulado lamented the lack 

                                                 
1 AGI, Estado 40-30: Arrieros solicitan camino desde Veracruz a Jalapa y Perote, 19 July 1796. 
2 AGI, Estado 37-38: El Consulado de México sobre camino desde México a Veracruz, 28 June 1799. 
3 Ibid., 1v. 
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of journeymen for the construction of the road, whom they could only hire during the 

agricultural “off-season.”
4
  The agricultural cycles, it noted, limited the number of 

available working hands and increased the number of years required to complete it.  This 

new route to Veracruz, through Puebla and Orizaba, would allow the Mexico City 

Consulado to increase its control over the circulation of merchandise to and from places 

as far away as Oaxaca. 

The economic development of the last quarter of the eighteenth century spurred the 

Consulado’s demands for road composition.  The movement of goods throughout the 

colony, however, was made possible not through the network of roads but through the 

work of the muleteers.  Studies of novohispano road composition stress the importance of 

transport to road construction and vice-versa, but have failed to explicitly link the two 

together.
5
  In his work on the roads as “tentacles of empire,” Bruce A. Castleman 

explores the commercial interests of viceregal authorities and the members of the 

consulados of Mexico City and Veracruz regarding the route of the new Royal Road.
6
  

The veracruzano merchants hoped to persuade the viceregal authorities to permit the 

construction of a new road via Xalapa, while the Mexico City merchants pushed for a 

southern route through Orizaba to reinforce their local commercial interests.  Most 

recently, Castleman focused his research on the “social history of road-construction 

laborers” and the local concerns that affected the labor and wages of those involved in 

                                                 
4 Ibid., 2. 
5 In their work on the development of roads in New Spain, Peter Rees and Sergio Florescano Mayet study 

the flow of traffic as an independent aspect of the road.  See Rees, Transportes y comercio, and Florescano 

Mayet, El camino México-Veracruz. 
6 Castleman, "Tentacles of Commerce." 
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road building.
7
  While Castleman considers that commercial exchange is integral to the 

study of the roads, he gives us little, if no, insight into the relationship between la 

arriería and road building.  

La arriería had a mutual relationship with the roads.  Muleteers joined the chorus of 

viceregal authorities, consulado members, towns, indigenous communities, and hacienda 

owners, who called for the repair or construction of new roads and who sought to benefit 

from the increase in commercial transactions along existing and proposed routes.  

Moreover, since the 1750s muleteers had been forced to contribute a toll (derecho de 

pisaje) whose funds were destined primarily for road composition.  This chapter delves 

into these vested interests to shed light on how la arriería formed part of these different 

influences over road building decisions.  How did muleteers contribute to the finance of 

the roads?  What role did muleteers have in the creation and planning of new roads?  

How did certain economic or political interests use la arriería in order to advance their 

own commercial interests? 

Through the use of petitions and other cases related to road building this chapter 

seeks to answer these questions.  Muleteers used their toll contributions and their control 

over la arriería to propose changes to the routes that would allow them to transport 

merchandise from one region to another more efficiently.  The collective knowledge of 

the roads and the novohispano commercial networks granted the muleteers a voice in the 

debates over road construction during the last quarter of the eighteenth century.  I 

organized this chapter into two sections: the first addresses the collusion of interests and 

the conflicts over toll collections; the second explores how different groups appropriated 

                                                 
7 Castleman, Building the King's Highway. 
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la arriería for their own interests. 

In the 1770s, muleteers and other interested groups began to petition for road 

improvements.  The rise in commercial transactions during the last quarter of the 

eighteenth century had increased the demand for better, more efficient transport.  Better 

transport, however, was only possible with improved roads that reduced obstacles and 

minimized loss.  One principal obstacle to the development of new roads was the 

competing interest of the Mexico City and Veracruz Consulados, the latter created in 

1795, which created tensions in regards to the financing and the creation of routes.  The 

former controlled the road through Orizaba and wanted to see it become a road suitable 

for carting transport, and the latter oversaw the transactions through Xalapa.  At the local 

level, indigenous communities and hacienda owners also weighed in on the designation 

of new routes, particularly when their land or their interests were at play.  This 

dissonance between the merchant guilds and the viceroys who stood with them, 

combined with the efforts of communities and hacienda owners, provide the context of 

this chapter.  Muleteers not only had to traverse the difficult roads, but they had to play 

along with the opposing parties in order to have better roads for their mules. 

MULETEERS, TOLLS, AND THE NEGOTIATIONS OVER THE NEW ROUTES 

The introduction of eighteenth century economic reforms increased the pressure for 

passable roads that could handle the rise in traffic flow.  One proposed alternative was the 

creation of roads capable of cart transport, which lowered freight costs as more 

merchandise could be hauled at once.
8
  Although “a rough and patchy system was 

                                                 
8 Suárez Argüello, "De caminos, convoyes, y peajes," 224-225. 
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adequate to meet the goals of the Spanish extractive empire,”
9
 viceregal authorities 

recognized the positive effects that better roads provided the novohispano economy at the 

local level.  Until the 1770s, however, viceregal authorities had conveniently followed 

the old practice of relegating road building to local authorities who could negotiate with 

hacienda owners and manage the labor force more efficiently.  Given the insufficient 

resources available to the local authorities, in 1759 the viceregal authorities introduced a  

Image 3: Map of the Mexico City-Veracruz Roads 

toll charge (derecho de pisaje) on the royal roads that linked Mexico City to the port of 

Veracruz and other cities in New Spain.  The new toll, which charged 1.5 reales per 

loaded mule and 1 real per riding mule (mula de silla), had as its primary objective the 

building of roads.  Initially, the toll was only charged at the gates of Veracruz as the 

muleteers made their way throughout the rest of New Spain via the Xalapa or Orizaba 

roads.  In the 1770s, the deplorable conditions of the roads forced the authorities to 

                                                 
9 Castleman, Building the King's Highway, 3. 
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extend the Veracruz toll charges to the gates at Xalapa and Orizaba.
10

 

For their part, muleteers appeared content with the toll so long as the money 

collected contributed to the maintenance of the roads.  When the authorities failed to 

repair needed crossings, the muleteers sought action.  In October 1789, the muleteers of 

Tierra Caliente, the coastal region between the port of Veracruz and Córdoba, wrote to 

the Ayuntamiento or municipal council of Orizaba to protest the deplorable state of the 

roads.
11

  Although their concern centered primarily on the failure of the Córdoba 

authorities to collect the toll and make the necessary repairs, they also provide examples 

of the risks faced on the road.  They noted that they had been “delighted” to pay the tolls 

that the Orizaba authorities, with their tireless zeal, employed in the building of bridges 

and roads to “free [them] of the hardships, labors, and imponderable inconveniences 

[they] suffered.”
12

  The muleteers hoped that their toll payments would improve the 

unevenness of roads, which damaged their mule trains and caused “immense loss to the 

mule pack owners and delayed the shipment of merchandise.”
13

  Their hopes, however, 

                                                 
10 According to Súarez Argüello, the toll charge was a total disaster given the lack of proper authorities to 

oversee its collection and due implementation.  The collector at Veracruz kept no records of its collection, 

and when his widow presented his account books, he was found to be seven thousand pesos short; the 

collections at Xalapa and Orizaba, given the muleteers’ complaints, fared no better.  See Suárez Argüello, 

"De caminos, convoyes, y peajes," 226-227. 
11 AGN, CyC 3-3: Expediente promovido por los arrieros de Orizaba sobre pisaje y composición de 

caminos, 1790.  The letter appears to have been written by the licenciado José Antonio Suárez Melo, but 

signed by twenty-nine muleteers, twenty five signed and added a paraph, the distinctive flourish after their 

name, two signed by proxy, and two by a representative because they did not know how to sign. 
12 Ibid., 55v.  “…cuya contribución fue para nosotros tan gustosa como que por ella nos veíamos redimidos 

de las penalidades, trabajos e imponderables incomodidades que sufríamos, pues en poco tiempo el celo 

infatigable de este Ilustre Ayuntamiento dio suficientísimas pruebas de su amor al beneficio común, y 

puntual observancia de las leyes en la fábrica de hermosos puentes, y buen formadas calzadas en los parajes 

de mayor necesidad.” 
13 Ibid., 56.  “…esperábamos no solo veer en breve allanados todas las quiebras de el Camino, sino 

vencidos también los escollos, y extorsiones, que con imponderables quebrantos, y perjuicio de las recuas 

causan la fragosidad, y aspereza de las serranías que llaman de Maltrata, en que apenas pueden evadirse de 

precipitarse desde las cumbres a sus centros con inmensa perdida de los dueños de las Mulas, extravío, y 

dilación de la Carga que conducen.” 
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had been made a “mockery” of with the relocation of the toll charges to the city of 

Córdoba in 1781. 

The transfer of the tollbooth from Orizaba to Córdoba not only altered where and 

how muleteers paid, it also led to additional impediments to traffic flow.  The move to 

Córdoba was intended to account for the transit of regional merchandise that did not 

reach the tollbooths at Veracruz or Orizaba.  Instead, the reassignment of the tolls to 

Córdoba only served to foment the long-standing rivalry between the villas of Orizaba 

and Córdoba.
14

  In the same letter the muleteers complained of the various 

inconveniences caused by the move: some pack owners had to double-back to Córdoba 

after depositing the merchandise at Orizaba to pay their dues; others paid double duties 

because the Córdoba authorities charged regardless of whether the mule train had the 

villa as its final destination.
15

  Although these impediments restricted their traffic, the 

muleteers argued that without the proper toll at Orizaba, the roads would once again fall 

into disrepair.  Their greatest concern stemmed from the fact that the Orizaba authorities 

only charged for the loaded mules that departed from the town with tobacco and other 

locally produced goods, as opposed to the period before the transfer when all mules that 

arrived from Mexico City or Veracruz paid the toll.
16

 

In their demands that toll collection return to Orizaba, the muleteers provided 

examples of the disrepairs the road had suffered.  Although the muleteers referenced the 

                                                 
14 Unlike Xalapa, which stood as the primary villa on the northern route, the relative proximity of Córdoba 

and Orizaba had always pinned the two cities against each other, even if the former sat at the foot of the 

Sierra Madre and the latter near its summit. 
15 Initially, the villa of Córdoba had been granted the right to charge the toll on the merchandise that 

eminated from it as well as merchandise that arrived at its gates from the tierra caliente region, but the 

Córdoba authorities usurped the right to collect the toll on all merchandise that passed through it’s garita 

(checkpoint). AGN, CyC 3-3, 57v. 
16 Ibid., 58. 
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difficult pass of the Maltrata ravines, they made special mention of the Escamela bridge 

that connected Orizaba and Córdoba, an indispensable pass to muleteers and passengers 

who traversed between Tierra Caliente and Orizaba, and from it, the rest of New Spain.  

The bridge had a cavern that threatened it and those who crossed it.  The cavity, they 

noted, had been repaired at low cost by the Orizaba authorities, but had fallen into 

disrepair.  It was in such bad condition that loaded mules tumbled and drowned, and 

muleteers, who rushed across it to avoid nightfall before reaching Orizaba, fell into its 

precipice.  Their example justified the reason for their letter: the Córdoba authorities had 

delayed all repairs as they waited for viceregal authorization to use the money when those 

from Orizaba had used the money at their discretion, especially “when the risks and the 

prevention of their high repair costs were so evident.”
17

  In their closing statement, the 

Orizaba muleteers requested their authorities to intercede on their behalf.  They hoped 

that the authorities would notify the viceroy that the toll contributions sat idly at Córdoba 

while the bridges and roads fell into disrepair. 

For their part, the Orizaba authorities stood by the muleteers’ claims.  Although their 

response addressed both the urgency of the Puente de Escamela and the collection of the 

tolls, they focused first on the former in order to prevent delays in transport.  In their 

meetings and in their representation on behalf of the muleteers, the Orizaba council 

members highlighted the importance of the bridge to the commercial and public interests 

of the colony.  They recognized that the lack of repairs, the incessant rains, and the 

constant traffic had continued to damage the bridge; its railings had deteriorated and the 

                                                 
17 Ibid., 58v.  “…mayormente cuando los riesgos son tan evidentes como los relacionados y de la 

aceleración se evitan mayores costos.” 
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cavity had grown.
18

 

They also used the bridge and the muleteers’ letter to remind the viceroy that while 

the toll collection had been under their care, they had constructed new roads and bridges, 

leveled slopes, repaired embankments, removed precipices, and facilitated traffic. The 

work of the Orizaba cabildo, they continued, had kept the muleteers “joyous and grateful 

to the project,” but the relocation of the toll collection at Córdoba had destroyed all of 

their efforts in the composition of the roads.
19

  Under the new administration the structure 

had fallen into such disrepair that no muleteers dared cross it with laden mules; whose 

merchandise could not only get wet, the mule itself could fall and drown.
20

  Despite the 

muleteers’ pleas, in February 1791 the bridge collapsed due to the lack of repairs, only its 

arch and embankments remained. 

Only after the bridge fell did the viceregal authorities take action.  Although they 

provided no reasons for the delay, the authorities ordered its repair after they received the 

news.
21

  The benefits that the bridge provided to the novohispano economy, and to la 

arriería in particular, could not be ignored.  The fiscal noted that “the need to repair the 

Escamela bridge, the public service provided by the repairs of a pass so necessary for la 

arriería, and the damages that would be avoided by its restoration” had been well 

presented in the muleteers’ letter and merited the intervention of the viceregal 

                                                 
18 Ibid., 62v. 
19 Ibid., 63.  “… con cuyo hecho como instantaneamente los arrieros contribuyentes disfrutaban más y más 

comodidad, estaban gozosos y agradecidos al proyecto.” 
20 Ibid., 65-65v. 
21 The reasons for their inaction likely varied.  On the one hand, as mentioned earlier, the responsibility of 

road construction and composition fell on the local authorities; on the other, there existed a larger 

conversation about a new carting road to Mexico City.  In his study of the reconstruction of the bridge 

Bruce Castleman noted that he found no explicit record for its repairs; he noted that the bridge had 

appeared in a 1784 report from the military engineer Captain don Miguel del Corral in which he identified 

and recommended “hazardous structures” for repair. See Castleman, Building the King's Highway, 58-59. 
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authorities.
22

  He recommended that the viceroy appoint the intendant of Veracruz to 

oversee the reconstruction of the bridge.  In August 1792 the administrator of the 

alcabalas reported to the viceroy that eighteen months and 10,387 pesos later, the bridge 

had been completed. 

The pleas on behalf of la arriería extended beyond the Orizaba authorities.  In a 

letter that the Ayuntamiento of Orizaba appended to the initial complaint from the 

muleteers, Bernardo María de Mendiola, the administrator of the tobacco monopoly, 

highlighted the benefits that better roads brought to la arriería and tobacco production, 

the essential industries of the region.  Mendiola noted that the abundance of rain had 

increased the fear of the road’s precipices and known delays to the point that the 

muleteers were in short supply and charged high freight prices for the delivery of 

tobacco.
23

  Mendiola hoped that his warning about the shortages of muleteers, which 

could lead to the bankruptcy of the state-owned tobacco monopoly, would help the 

Orizaba authorities press for the return of the toll collection.
24

  The city council 

forwarded Mendiola’s letter to the fiscal in Mexico City who already had the record of 

the proceedings (expediente).  In the accompanying letter the Orizaba authorities 

reminded the fiscal of the wrongdoings committed against the muleteers at Córdoba in 

the collection of the tolls.
25

  Their request, however, garnered no immediate response 

                                                 
22 AGN, CyC 3-3, 70. 
23 Ibid., 82-82v. 
24 Ibid., 82.  “Yo por lo que a la Renta toca, deseoso de oviar en tiempo los quebrantos que le pueda 

ocasionar el retardo de la sindicadas remesas, y el que ya experimenta en la alteracion de fletes, que sin 

duda alguna serian mas moderados en otras circunstancias; suplico a V.M. como a quien toca promover 

quanto es de publica utilidád…” 
25 The Orizaba authorities noted that the Córdoba collectors charged the toll from all mules that arrived at 

its gates, including those who arrived from Tierra Caliente even if Córdoba was not their final destination, 
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from the authorities in Mexico City, who likely deemed it a local issue. 

The lack of action from the viceregal authorities regarding the tollbooth at Córdoba 

did not deter the muleteers from petitioning again.  In November 1794, five years from 

the first letter regarding the composition of the roads, a group of muleteers who transited 

through Orizaba and Córdoba hired Rafael García y Miranda to represent them before the 

novohispano authorities.
26

  Unlike the 1789 letter, whose signees were all residents of 

Orizaba, the new one included dueños de recua from eleven other towns, some as far 

away as Texcoco, Otumba and Yxmiquilpan.  Despite their different origins, all the mule 

train owners had worked as “conductores de tabaco” –tobacco transporters– for the royal 

monopoly.  Three years later, and in the same record of the proceedings, a new group of 

muleteers voiced the same concerns regarding the tolls at Córdoba to the viceroy.
27

  They 

reminded the viceroy of the deplorable conditions of the road, which they blamed on the 

toll collectors at Córdoba, and of the repairs and improvements made while Orizaba had 

control of the toll collection.  Although their pleas had been previously ignored, this time 

the muleteers saw the opportunity to be heard as Viceroy Branciforte shifted the 

conversation regarding road building to the Veracruz road via Orizaba.
28

  The influential 

work of the Mexico City Consulado on the Toluca Road had earned them a working 

relationship with Branciforte, who also favored the Consulado’s interest in a paved road 

to Veracruz via Orizaba.    The viceroy forwarded the letter to the Intendant of Veracruz, 

                                                                                                                                                 
which was against the law.  The cordobés toll collectors could only charge for the mules that entered the 

villa from Veracruz or those from Tierra Caliente whose intent was to sale their merchandise at the villa. 
26 AGN, CyC 18-5: Reparación de caminos, 1794. 
27 Ibid., 53v. 
28 The composition of the Toluca route had been planned as the revenue-generator for the Veracruz route.  

For more on the discussion at the viceregal level on the Toluca road, see Castleman, Building the King's 

Highway, 20-25. 
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Antonio de Cárdenas who, in turn, informed the Córdoba city council of the muleteers’ 

complaint. 

The Córdoba authorities pushed back against the accusations.  In his letter, the 

Intendant requested that the town council provide him with a report that outlined the 

needed repairs, their costs, and the cash that could be collected during the repairs.
29

  The 

council members agreed that the Mexico City to Veracruz “road [via Orizaba and 

Córdoba] was impassable and deteriorated, without the need to delve into specifics, as is 

public and known throughout the kingdom;” estimated that the costs would be 90,000 

pesos, of which, 54,000 had been collected at the rate of 6,000 per year; and that it could 

take up to two years to complete the works.
30

  Their response, however, also sought to 

discredit the muleteers who signed the latest petition as dueños de recua, which implied 

that they all had a mule train.  The signatures, noted the Córdoba authorities, had been 

borrowed from other dueños de recua and used to hide the fact that some of the men on 

the list were not mule pack owners; those who were pack owners transported corn from 

their farms or haciendas.
31

  “Those who call themselves mule train owners,” the council 

members continued, “were residents of Orizaba who had always tried to obfuscate the 

glories of Córdoba.”
32

  In questioning the position of the muleteers, the cordobés 

authorities implied that the men who signed the petition were regional, small-scale 

muleteers from Orizaba who transported only locally produced goods as opposed to 

                                                 
29 AGN, CyC 18-5, 55. 
30 Ibid., 56v-57. 
31 Ibid., 57.  “… ¿Ya ve V.S. las veinte y una firma que subscriben el antecedente ocurso? Pues las más de 

éstas se prestaron por amontonarlas, y exforrar[sic] lo más sujeto hay entre ellas, que en su vida a sido 

dueño de una mula, no los que las tienen, es para tráfico de caminos reales, sino para la condución de 

maíces de sus ranchos o haciendas.” 
32 Ibid., 57v. 
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dueños de recua who had the credit or the connections to transport merchandise between 

Mexico City and Veracruz, a response likely tied to the rivalry between Orizaba and 

Córdoba since their foundations. 

The Córdoba authorities also sought to prove that Córdoba offered a better toll 

collection for the region’s benefit.  Although they recognized that the orizabeños had 

repaired a total of two leagues near the town’s gates, they noted that, given its location, 

toll charges collected at Córdoba provided a “useful passage for the state, treasury, 

industry, commerce, agriculture and even religion.”
33

  Similarly, they cited the 

regulations that governed the toll collection at Córdoba to contest the muleteers’ decade-

long claim of the “unjust” charges on the packs’ riding and extra mules, including those 

that transported corn.  Lastly, to answer the muleteers’ latest clamor in regards to use of 

the toll charges for the repairs of the passes at Maltrata and Acultzingo, the Córdoba 

authorities replied that their toll collection had been intended for the repairs in their 

jurisdiction, not those of other towns.  Their defense stood.  After a series of audits, and 

fourteen years after the initial petitions from the Orizaba muleteers, viceregal authorities 

ruled that the cordobés council had acted in a manner favorable to la arriería.
34

 

The Orizaba route, however, was not the only road that connected Mexico City to the 

port at Veracruz, nor was it the only one in need of repairs.  The competition between 

those who preferred the Orizaba route and those who favored the Xalapa route intensified 

during the last quarter of the eighteenth century.  The muleteers who traversed the road 

through Xalapa hoped that their route would receive the attention that the Orizaba road 

                                                 
33 Ibid., 57v-58. 
34 Ibid., 63. 
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had garnered.  In 1796, thirteen xalapeño muleteers wrote Queen Luisa through a vía 

reservada letter intended to reach her directly.
35

  Although not explicitly stated, in 

addressing the letter to the Queen, the muleteers hoped that she would influence Manuel 

Godoy, the royal advisor and brother-in-law of Viceroy Branciforte, who had “declared 

that the Xalapa route would benefit only Xalapa itself.”
36

  Branciforte favored the 

Orizaba route and had named the road, El camino de Luisa, after the Queen.  In their list 

of concerns, the muleteers wrote that they had paid the toll at Veracruz for over forty 

years and although there had been some upkeep to the road, the recent lack of repairs and 

the traffic of fifty thousand mules per year had made the roads impassable.
37

  The 

muleteers also added that the losses they incurred on the road included bundles of 

clothing and sugar sacks that fell into the puddles formed by the rains.  Their more 

pressing concern, however, stemmed from the fact that “certain individuals” –meaning 

the members of the Mexico City Consulado– had contracted with the viceroy to open a 

new route through Córdoba and Orizaba at the expense of the muleteers.
38

  They could 

not comprehend why anyone would choose to build a new road if the Xalapa road already 

existed, which according to them had existed prior to the conquest, and only needed 

repairs. 

In their hopes to persuade the Queen, the muleteers reported their own experiences 

on the Orizaba route.  The muleteers preferred to travel on the Xalapa route, but many of 

them had also transited through Córdoba and Orizaba and encountered many of the 

                                                 
35 AGI, Estado 40-30. 
36 Castleman, Building the King's Highway, 21. 
37 AGI, Estado 40-30, 1v. 
38 Ibid., 2. 
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dangers on that road.  From the list of hazards described in their letter, it is hard to 

imagine how they –or any muleteers for that matter– managed to survive the trek through 

the Orizaba road.  They noted that some muleteers had lost two or three mules due to a 

venomous grass (yerba) or spider whose web tore off the mules’ hooves; that the Orizaba 

farmers dedicated themselves to the cultivation of tobacco and sugar, which increased 

prices of a scarce corn supply; and that the Córdoba road, with its many rivers and 

mountain passes, hid “deserters, contrabandists, and murderers.”
39

 To these obstacles, the 

muleteers added the recent deaths of three thousand cordobeses due to yellow fever 

(vómito negro).  In their assessment of the Xalapa road, the muleteers encountered none 

of these impediments to transport, which allowed them to provide a better service.  It is 

difficult to determine the veracity of their statements regarding the Orizaba road since 

their objective was to describe every possible bad experience on that road. 

The primary intent of the muleteers was not only to win the royal favor on behalf of 

the Xalapa route, but also to provide information on how that route could be more 

efficient to la arriería.  Despite their support for the road through Xalapa, they stated that 

the proposed route from the Consulado of Veracruz, which oversaw the construction of 

the new carting road through Xalapa, was flawed.  Drawing from their own experiences, 

which they claimed gave them an “inch-by-inch understanding of the road,” the 

muleteers suggested that a bridge be built at the Paso de Gallinas, near Antigua Veracruz, 

                                                 
39 The muleteers were not sure which of the two damaged their mules, especially since they could not pin-

point to a specific grass, but knew of the spiders.  Here their note: “…ademas que el camino por Cordova 

que ya hemos transitado muchos de los Compañeros, nos cuesta perder en cada viage dos ó tres Mulas a 

causa de haver en el Yerba venenosa que se cria entre el pasto segun piensan algunos aunque nadie la 

conoce, y lo mas cierto es que segun hemos oservado[sic] unas arañas que alli abundan ban largando por el 

Zacate del Campo una baba de tal veneno que con solo pisarlas las Bestias se le cahe la pezuña.”  Ibid., 2-

2v. 
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that shortened the duration of the trip by six leagues. Their proposed route, they argued, 

provided advantages for everyone, including the Royal Exchequer through reduced 

freight costs in the delivery of military supplies and armaments to Fort San Carlos at 

Perote.
40

  The muleteers hoped that this point would strike a chord with the viceregal 

authorities who were aware that the strategic location of the fort at Perote had proved 

difficult to maintain with heavy artillery due to the bad conditions of the roads.
41

  The 

first phase of the Orizaba route, between Mexico City and Puebla, had begun by the time 

the muleteers’ letter reached Spain.
42

  The lack of an appended response by any 

competent authority indicates that their petition might not have received its due course. 

While the vital link between Mexico City to Veracruz took precedence over all other 

roads due to its economic contributions, treacherous roads in other provinces posed a 

threat to interior commerce.  Impassable roads in the provinces led to shortages of 

muleteers and increased freight costs that could prove detrimental to the locally produced 

goods.  In 1801, José Bernardino de Herrera, the administrator of the royal monopolies at 

the port of Tamiahua, reported on the deplorable conditions of that road and its effects on 

the supply of tobacco to Mexico City.
43

  The conditions of the road were such that no 

loaded mule could traverse it without the risk of it falling off a cliff given the constant 

                                                 
40 “… por ser el unico y mejor transito para nosotros que los tenemos bien experimentados y casi medidos 

á palmos…” Ibid., 3v. 
41 Castleman stated that “the roads were tough enough obstacles [for mule-borne freight] in themselves, 

and outffiting the fortress built at Perote must have been very difficult.” See Castleman, "Tentacles of 

Commerce," 356. 
42 Although road construction began in February 1797, their letter arrived too late to make an impact. 
43 AGN, CyC 22-1: El Administrador de rentas reales de Tamiagua sobre el mal estado de los caminos, 

1801. 
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slopes, precipices, and banks.
44

  These dangers, Herrera noted, made it impossible to hire 

muleteers.  Of the twelve men he consulted, both mayordomos and pack owners, none 

wanted to transport a box of tobacco to the capital due the impassability of the road and 

the dangers that the load faced.  In a more detailed letter, he blamed the local authorities, 

who had been designated to police the roads and ensure the clear passage of traffic, for 

the abandonment of the road and their dismal state.
45

  By the time of his report, Herrera 

noted that given the years of inaction by the local authorities, they could no longer be 

trusted. 

In places where muleteers did not contribute to a toll fund, however, the demands for 

road composition did not have priority before viceregal authorities.  The administrator at 

Tamiahua proposed a system whereby hacienda owners, ranchers, and indigenous 

communities whose land fronted the road became involved in the repairs and the 

muleteers who transited the roads reported on their progress.
46

  The roads would become 

passable again, Herrera argued, if the neighbors spent the two weeks after the wet season 

ended clearing away the debris from the storms.  The muleteers and other traffickers who 

depended on the road, had to submit information on whether the roads had been fixed and 

who had failed in their obligations.  Their summaries needed to be submitted on an 

annual basis in order to maintain the roads at an optimal level; those who refused to 

                                                 
44 Ibid., 2: “que no permite conducirse un mula cargada sino fuese exponiendola al precipicio de 

desbarrancarse con carga y todo; por que las cuestas, voladeros, y bancos que a cada paso se presenta son 

continuos y sin arbitrio a huir de ellos p.r no haverlo.” 
45 Herrera appended the second letter to the first one in the same record of the proceedings.  The police, 

under the Intendancy system, had been charged with the task of supervising the road.  For more on this see 

Article 64 of the Ordenanza para Intendentes. 
46 AGN, CyC 22-1, 4v.  Although this system might be new to this region, a similar method for clearing the 

roads had been proposed in the 1880s for the Veracruz road via Perote and Xalapa. See Castleman, 

"Tentacles of Commerce," 353. 
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cooperate could be subjected to fines.  To gain a broader perspective on the situation, the 

viceregal authorities ordered other subdelegados
47

 of to report on the road conditions. 

In their replies, the local authority echoed the impassable road conditions and noted 

the difficulties faced in their repairs.  The subdelegado of Huachinango, Sebastián Ortiz, 

understood the roads of his jurisdiction.  He described the mountain passes as “highly 

uneven (áspero) and broken, with no few precipices” and swollen rivers that become 

even more difficult during the wet season.
48

  Closer to Tamiahua, the Camino Real had a 

continuous traffic of laden mule trains, in both directions, that trafficked with plenty of 

work and risk; the loads only weighed between ten and twelve arrobas.
49

  The region also 

experienced “light rains” from October until March that formed muddy potholes 

(sartenejas) and forced the muleteers to carry their merchandise on their shoulders, often 

for long distances.
50

  To reduce these dangers, he continued, the roads needed money and 

help from the community; the latter did not have sufficient manpower to maintain their 

sections.
51

  The Intendant of Puebla, who governed the region, ruled that the high costs 

described by the subdelegado warranted a system like the one proposed by Herrera, 

which required yearly repairs after the wet season. For this, he authorized the 

subdelegado to force the indigenous communities, hacienda owners, and ranchers to fix 

                                                 
47 Subdelegados were the local functionaries who with the introduction of the Intendancy system replaced 

the alcaldes mayores. For a detailed description of their duties, see Brading, Miners and Merchants, 74-90. 
48 AGN, CyC 22-1, 8v. 
49 Mules that carried only between ten and twelve arrobas each were not at their full capacity, which 

implied an increase in freight costs since more mules were needed for the transport of merchandise. 
50 AGN, CyC 22-1, 9v. 
51 Under this system of maintenance, the burden fell on the indigenous communities to maintain their own 

sections of the road.  When the system had been proposed for the Veracruz road via Perote and Xalapa, the 

authorities there could count on the use of draft labor and the tolls; the Tamiahua road, however, had no 

established tolls and the populations of the indigenous communities could not provide enough laborers to 

clear and maintain the roads.  On the Veracruz road, see Castleman, "Tentacles of Commerce," 353. 
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their corresponding section without any excuse. Those who failed to meet the 

requirement would be subject to a 50-peso fine.  Without the input of the muleteers in 

this matter, however, it is difficult to determine how the orders were implemented and 

their effectiveness in the composition of the road. 

In other provinces, however, muleteers cooperated with the authorities to determine 

the routes that would be beneficial to la arriería and to local commerce.  Unlike in the 

examples above where the muleteers either acted alone in their petitions or the towns 

fought over which routes worked best, some local authorities sought the benefits of both 

their locality and of la arriería in their petitions to alter the road.  In 1795, Francisco 

Antonio Yturbe, the sub-collector of the alcabala (sales tax) at Coahuayutla, notified his 

superior of potential frauds committed by the muleteers from Valladolid, Querétaro, 

Salamanca and other places on their way to the port of Acapulco on the Pacific coast.
52

  

He noted that the muleteers avoided the road to Coahuayutla, where they could obtain 

travel essentials like room and board, water, and fodder, in order to sell their merchandise 

at an “infinite number of rancherías (small ranching communities)” in the surrounding 

region.
53

  Since Coahuayutla was not the muleteers’ final destination, and the road 

through the town had become impassable, the muleteers searched for alternate routes.  

The muleteers, Yturbe complained, fulfilled the needs of these communities without a 

guía (pass) and avoided tax payments.  In order to prevent the muleteers from travelling 

to other localities, aid Coahuayutla’s commerce, and enforce the tax collection, the 

                                                 
52 AGN, CyC 20-1: Sobre nueva direccion del Camino Real de Coahuayutla, 1795. 
53 Ibid., 2. 
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collector requested that the authorities redirect the Camino Real through the town.
54

 

Yturbe’s petition impressed his superiors who forwarded the letter to authorities at 

Acapulco.  As Yturbe’s petition moved through the bureaucratic process, José María 

Salcedo, the Alcabala administrator at Acapulco, quoted the administrator at Tecpan, 

Rafael Garzón y Esquerra, who confirmed that the road once passed through Coahuayutla 

and who undoubtedly saw an “increase of the alcabala collection if they prevented the 

muleteers from using the present road.”
55

  Moreover, the road that the muleteers used had 

no authorities who could watch over them, verify their guías, or impede the introduction 

of the merchandise that they distributed in that territory.  In view of Garzón’s statement, 

Salcedo passed the petition to the Royal Administrator at Mexico City for his and the 

viceroy’s review.  The latter relied on the recommendations of the fiscal of the Royal 

Exchequer, Lorenzo Hernández de Alva, who recognized the added benefits that the new 

route afforded to both la arriería and his office.  The cautious fiscal, however, asked that 

the local authorities conduct further investigations into the matter.
56

 

In order to provide a better understanding of the road, the authorities requested the 

help of the muleteers who transited through the region.  As part of his investigation, José 

Joaquín Maldonado Díaz Leal, subdelegado of Tecpam, interviewed three muleteers: 

Francisco García and José Manuel Alonzo from Uruapan; and Ermenegildo Galeana, the 

overseer of the mule pack of Juan José Galeana, from Tecpam.  García, a fifty-five year-

old español and pack owner, reported that the old road to Coahuayutla had been 

                                                 
54 Ibid., 3. 
55 “No hay duda que habrá acrese en los derechos de Alcabalas evitando a los Arrieros el paso que hoy 

usan; porque como estan perfectamente entendidos que no hay quien les cele, e impida sus introduciones, 

las verifican de quanto quieren, y repartiendo en las muchas Rancherias de que se compone aquel 

Territorio…” Ibid., 4v. 
56 Ibid., 8. 
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impassable, but had the potential to provide the muleteers with the necessary provisions 

they needed.
57

  Alonzo agreed.  The forty-six year-old pardo libre and pack owner who 

transited the same road three times per year noted that, if the authorities fixed the muddy 

potholes near a creek at the entrance of Coahuayutla, they would have no excuse to avoid 

the town.  Galeana, a thirty year-old español, had no complaints about the Coahuayutla 

road and noted that if the alternate routes to circumvent Coahuayutla were condemned, 

both the town and la arriería would benefit.  All three men agreed that the new route 

would lengthen their treks by a distance of less than half a league, which they did not 

mind given the benefits offered by the town.  After his review of the petition and the 

statements from the muleteers, the fiscal ruled that the local authorities should undertake 

the composition of the Coahuayutla road, but that the old road would remain for those 

who chose to transit through it.
58

 

Although some muleteers saw the collection of the tolls as beneficial to the 

composition of the roads, the toll charges created tensions between collectors and 

muleteers who often claimed exemption from payment.   In 1796, as the Toluca road 

entered its final phase of construction, three men were involved in a scuffle with the toll 

authorities at Cuajimalpa.
59

  The men, identified in the viceroy’s weekly correspondence 

only as “indios” from the town of Atlapulco, transported coal for the Casa de Moneda 

(Royal Mint) in Mexico City.  On February 4, 1796, Viceroy Branciforte ordered an 

                                                 
57 Ibid., 9v-10. 
58 Ibid., 15-15v.  The fiscal noted “con prevención que no con este pretexto ha de cerrarse el antiguo, el que 

quedará igualmente corriente y franco a los caminantes que tendran livertad de transitar por el que estubiere 

mejor y más les acomode.”  This is likely in deference to the law 2, Título XVII, Libro 4 of the 

Recopilación, which prohibited the closure of roads. 
59 AGN, CyC 20-4: Varias minutas relativas al camino de Toluca, 1795.  According to this correspondence, 

the carboneros (coal transporters), who worked for a royal enterprise, and the conductores de balijas (mail 

carriers) both received exemptions from the tolls. 
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investigation into the “various Indians who had assaulted and insulted the toll collectors 

to avoid payment.”
60

  Six weeks later, however, the authorities at the Casa de Moneda 

requested that the men be set free.  To ameliorate tensions, the viceroy ordered that the 

carboneros of the mint be allowed to pass freely and without delays.
61

  The minor 

exchange, however, revealed a long-standing animosity between the authorities at the 

tollgates and customhouses and the muleteers who passed through their gates.  A 

proclamation that freed these muleteers from the tolls did not suffice. 

The animosity between the coal muleteers and the gate officials went beyond the 

tolls.  In 1805 four indigenous men from the town of Santiago Tianguistengo, led by one 

Juan de Ybarra, complained to Viceroy Yturrigaray that after having paid their toll at 

Cuajimalpa, the guard chased after them, beat them, and accused them of stealing 50 

pesos.
62

  The guard, the muleteers claimed, had caused them great dishonor (vituperio) in 

his accusations.
63

  In their complaint the muleteers wrote that twenty days had passed 

since the incident and they were still detained without proof.  As in the previous example, 

the crown needed the free movement of the carborneros and acted to avoid delays in the 

delivery of the coal.  The viceroy forwarded their petition to the Mexico City Consulado, 

which had a contract (asiento) for the collection of the tolls, and to the protector de 

naturales, a crown-appointed lawyer for the protection of the natives. 

The investigation into the toll collectors revealed a different story from the one 

presented by the muleteers.  The toll contractor, Mariano del Castillo, stated that on the 

                                                 
60 Ibid., 88. 
61 Ibid., 66, 129. 
62 AGN, CyC 21-18: Solicitud de naturales contra el contratista del peaje del camino de Toluca, 27 

September 1805. 
63 “fue a muncha vituperio y golpes que a todos nos dio […] lo que no puede ser dable por que ni pensado 

concientemente…” Ibid., 340. 
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day in question a toll assistant (mozo) from Lerma had delivered 150 pesos, which had 

been wrapped in an ayate and left unattended at the front desk.  When the guard returned 

to his desk, the money and muleteers had disappeared.  The guard chased after the 

carboneros and brought them before the authorities who discovered the money amongst 

their belongings; the men were set free the following day.
64

  During their detention, the 

authorities had watched after their mules without the customary charge of medio-real 

(one half of a real), a charge applied to all mules that needed to stay at the customhouse 

overnight.  Since the authorities had recovered the money, they did not file any criminal 

charges against the carboneros.  Castillo noted that the muleteers had complained out of 

malice and rancor, rather than for any real grievance against the authorities.  The 

protector closed the case after reading Castillo’s report and did not investigate the 

muleteers’ complaint.  Although it remains unclear why the coal muleteers had launched 

such accusations against the guards, it is clear from these two cases that a certain 

discontent existed between muleteers and toll collectors. 

Another tension between muleteers and local authorities arose from the use of 

“unofficial” roads opened to evade tax and toll collection.  Although muleteers and other 

traffickers employed long-established routes, they often colluded with local authorities or 

hacienda owners to create new paths that could benefit both parties.  In 1803, José 

Barreiro, the governor of Acapulco, learned that an hacienda owner and some muleteers 

had colluded in the creation of a new road through the Hacienda de Chapolapa.
65

  

According to Barreiro’s report, the muleteers and José Larrumbe, the hacienda owner, 

                                                 
64 Ibid., 342-342v. 
65 AGN, CyC 22-2: El Governador de Acapulco contra José Larumbe, 1803. 
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opened a new bridle path through the latter’s cornfields to avoid the road fees.  Although 

no muleteers were tried as a result of the investigation, nor could the authorities 

determine how long the muleteers had used the new path, Barreiro charged Larrumbe 

with a 71.5 peso fine.  That amount, he argued, covered the costs of the investigation and 

to seal the road from further use.  The losses incurred by the evasion of payments led to 

the establishment of a guarda volante (roaming guard) in 1807, who would ensure that 

the muleteers conducted their business through the Camino Real.
66

  The guarda would 

especially supervise the roads under the watch of the Veracruz Consulado where 

muleteers transported flour and other merchandise subject to municipal taxes.  The guard 

received payment from the same taxes that the muleteers sought to evade: toll collection, 

alcabala and municipal tax.
67

 

POR EL BIEN DE LA ARRIERÍA: COLLUSION AND USURPATION IN THE NAME OF 

COMMERCE 

Local authorities appropriated la arriería for their own benefit.  Difficult passes, as 

we have seen, provided a space for local authorities to request the help of their superiors.  

In 1757, Antonio Primo de Rivera, the alcalde mayor of Xalapa, notified Viceroy 

Marqués de las Amarillas that an hacienda on the Camino Real blocked the pass of the 

muleteers.
68

  The huts and fences of the Hacienda del Jatillo, owned by Manuela Hurtado 

de Mendoza, stood too close to the embarcadero where the muleteers forded the river.  

The bottleneck created by this pass damaged the merchandise, caused delays, and led to 

fights between the muleteers.  According to the alcalde’s report, the fights had led to 

                                                 
66 AGN, Alcabalas 329-4: Defraudación de derechos en el camino de Jalapa, 1807. 
67 Ibid., 33v. 
68 AGN, CyC 6-1: Autos sobre deborar el rancho y cercas de la carbonería de doña Manuela Hurtado de 

Mendoza, 1757. 
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“furious wounds” on the miserable mules.
69

  Primo de Rivera’s report alerted the 

viceregal authorities who, in turn, requested that he conduct a legal investigation into the 

matter.  The fiscal, Marqués de Aranda, notified the alcalde that if he discovered that the 

huts and fences of the hacienda caused such damages, they could be demolished and the 

owner compensated from the peaje funds.
70

  Primo de Rivera also had to notify the 

hacienda owner of the pending investigation so that she had time to gather their defense. 

In his investigation, the alcalde solicited the help of three muleteers.  Although the 

alcalde questioned the muleteers individually, their replies varied little in substance.  All 

three men agreed that the inconveniences at the crossing forced delays, tumbled the 

mules and their packs, and put the muleteers in awkward situations, which could turn 

violent.  Alonso Rajadel, a forty year-old mule pack owner from Perote, stated that the 

narrowness of the road forced the muleteers to retreat to the nearest town with their 

loaded mules and that they would all benefit from a wider loading area if the huts and 

fences were removed.
71

  In his declaration, Joaquín Antonio, a forty-two year-old pack 

owner from Tulancingo, added that often the line of mules extended to the plaza of 

Antigua, the nearby town, and that the “damages that stemmed from such setbacks 

caused loss of merchandise and injured the mules because other mule packs were also 

introduced without any extra space for them to move; only the removal of the huts and 

fences to a competent distance would help with these grave inconveniences.”
72

  Nicolás 

                                                 
69 Ibid., 1v. 
70 Ibid., 2v. 
71 Ibid., 8v. 
72 “… Se les originan varios atrasos así en las demoras como en algunas averías o pérdidas de mulas 

cargadas por la introducción que conocen otros atajos tienen con el motibo de la ninguna capacidad que 

tienen para separarse que sólo quitando o retirando a competente distancia las cercas y jacales se les 
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de Carreón, a thirty year-old pack owner from San Juan de los Llanos echoed the other 

two muleteers in his statements concerning the pass.  According to the fiscal’s notice, 

these statements warranted removal of the fences and the demolition of the huts, pending 

prior notice from the owner.  To complete his investigation, the alcalde ordered that the 

huts and fences be appraised.  Nicolás de Lara and Mateo de Espinoza, both pardos 

libres, valued the land at 107 pesos, 5 reales.
73

 

The hacienda owner, Manuela Hurtado de Mendoza, presented Primo de Rivera’s 

ulterior motives for his initial complaint as part of her defense. Hurtado de Mendoza 

wrote that despite the muleteers’ “voluntary” representation, which confirmed Primo de 

Rivera’s statements, they were all guided by the alcalde.
74

  She noted that when the 

largest mule trains, like those of Juan Francisco de Vértiz, arrived at the pass, the 

muleteers had enough space to work because the huts were not on the road.
75

  The real 

cause for the alcalde’s investigation, she added, was a long-standing feud between her 

and Primo de Rivera who had issued a license to sell aguardiente and other provisions at 

a makeshift hut between the Camino Real and her hacienda.  Hurtado de Mendoza 

blamed her servants’ drunkenness on the proximity of the hut to her hacienda and 

petitioned Francisco Crespo Ortiz, the governor of Veracruz, to have the shack removed, 

much to the chagrin of some muleteers.  Hurtado de Mendoza requested that the viceroy 

order a new investigation into the benefits provided by her hacienda to the muleteers who 

did not buy alcohol from the shack.  A supporting letter (adjunto) from the governor 

                                                                                                                                                 
escusaran tan graves inconvenientes.”  Ibid., 9v.  Joaquín Antonio’s last name, in both the notaries’ 

handwriting and in his own signature, was undecipherable. 
73 Despite not being able to sign because they did not know how, the appraisers were identified in the 

document as residents of Xalapa, “practical and intelligent.”  Ibid., 10v-11v. 
74 Ibid., 13v. 
75 Vértiz’s mule train, according to the owner, equaled “many mule packs (atajos).”  Ibid., 13v. 
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accompanied her petition.
76

  In it, Crespo Ortiz stated that Henrique Primo de Rivera, the 

alcalde’s brother had set up the shack on the road.  The governor was confident that an 

inquiry into the muleteers at Veracruz would reveal that the hacienda’s huts served not as 

an impediment to the river crossing but as a rest area for the muleteers.  After the fiscal 

reviewed the alcalde’s investigation and the response from Hurtado de Mendoza, he 

ordered that no action be taken on the shacks and fences until the muleteers had been 

questioned at Veracruz. 

To support her case, Manuela Hurtado de Mendoza presented seven muleteers who 

were familiar with the pass near her hacienda.  Like the men Primo de Rivera had 

presented to validate his case, those that the hacienda owner brought forth agreed on the 

benefits that the huts provided to la arriería.  Unlike them, however, not all of the men in 

the second inquiry were mule pack owners; two of the interviewees identified themselves 

as mayordomos of a pack.  Joseph Vivanco, a twenty year-old mule pack owner, his 

brother Matías, of twenty-four years of age, and his twenty-eight year-old mayordomo 

Miguel de Casas, all residents of Puebla, concurred that neither the huts nor the fences 

needed to be removed.  The only inconvenience on that part of the road, they noted, was a 

patch of brush (monte) that if removed, could provide more space to handle their mules.
77

  

For his part, Nicolás de Cavañas, the thirty-two year-old mayordomo of the mule pack of 

Pedro de Vértiz and resident of Mexico City, varied slightly in his response.  He noted 

that in his exercise as a muleteer, he had transited the road between Antigua and Veracruz 

                                                 
76 Ibid., 15-15v. 
77 “… Ni es necesario quitarlas de aquel paraje porque nada impiden a las recuas, y solo si se hace preciso 

que un poquillo de monte que hay entre las dichas casas y el Camino Real se quite y desmonte.”  Ibid., 22v-

23v; quote on 22v. 
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many times with an “opulently” loaded pack, and never found the shacks to impede the 

pass of the pack; some of the corrals and fences near the road, however, could be moved 

to provide better access.
78

  The other three pack owners concurred with the benefits 

provided by the shacks and noted that they also provided housing (albergo) and the 

necessary supplies or foodstuffs, including tortillas.
79

 

The overwhelming support from the muleteers saved the huts from being 

demolished.  Despite the alcalde’s initial plea and investigation, aimed at aiding la 

arriería in its pass across the river at Antigua, the evidence provided by the hacienda 

owner demonstrated that her huts and fences did not impede the flow of traffic.  The 

governor, who had been well aware of the issues between the hacienda owner and the 

alcalde, reviewed the information and ruled that the huts did not cause any delays.
80

  The 

only impediment to traffic, he noted in his letter to the viceregal authorities, were the 

fences that protected the sown fields (sembradíos), which stood too close to the road and 

could be moved elsewhere within the hacienda.  The Marqués de Aranda, the fiscal, ruled 

that Manuela Hurtado de Mendoza had presented a solid case and her property would 

remain in place. The fiscal ruled in her favor because of the governor’s letter in support 

of her cause and because she had presented a number of credible muleteers who backed 

her story.
81

  In regards to the clearing of the brush on the road, the Marqués de Aranda 

found that it warranted its own investigation. 

                                                 
78 Ibid., 24v-25. 
79 These three pack owners were: Pedro Yllescas, a thirty-seven year old; Joseph de Espinoza, of thirty-five 

years of age, both from Texcoco; and Francisco González, a thirty-seven year-old from Apan.  Yllescas 

noted that he had transited the road many years, but now he did it with some mules of his own, though not 

many.  González added to his testimony that his mule pack had previously belonged to Sebastián Torres.  

Their testimonies are found in Ibid., 25-27v. 
80 Ibid., 28. 
81 “… Ya por la calidad de los testigos, o ya por el mayor número de ellos.” Ibid., 29v. 
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Collusion in the name of la arriería, however, did not always include the voice of 

muleteers nor was it always favorable to them.  In 1795, Francisco Antonio Becerra, the 

teniente de justicia of Perote, complained to Pedro Ponce, the Intendant of Veracruz that 

the deplorable conditions at Perote were due to the recent creation of an alternate road 

that allowed the muleteers to circumvent the town.
82

  On this new road, he continued, 

muleteers could purchase all the necessary foodstuffs and provisions –especially corn for 

their mules– from the hacienda owners whose lands bordered the road.  Although the 

shortcut provided the muleteers no real advantage in terms of the duration of their trips, 

according to Becerra, the traffickers used it to avoid the embargo of their mules.
83

 The 

embargoes occurred for two reasons: the forced transport of military equipment (bagajes) 

or during a crisis in which muleteers refused to provide service –primarily in times of 

drought.  The latter forced the authorities to intervene through the mandatory 

requisitioning of mules to transport needed merchandise. 

According to Becerra, the muleteers’ evasion of Perote affected the residents’ 

commercial exchange and deprived the poor of the basic foodstuff that hacienda owners 

sold to the muleteers rather than transport it to the town for its consumption there.  In his 

letter Becerra hoped that the intendant would order the closure of the road and force the 

passage of pack trains through Perote.  Ponce ordered Narciso Codina, an engineer, to 

survey the new road and investigate Becerra’s claims.  The investigation led to four years 

of bitter accusations between the hacienda owners who lived near the route and the 

merchants and authorities at Perote. 

                                                 
82 AGN, CyC 20-12: Expediente sobre reducción del antiguo camino de Perote, 1795. 
83 Ibid., 222-222v.  For a detailed description on the effects of the embargoes see Suárez Argüello, Camino 

real y carrera larga, 92-97. 
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The engineer’s inspection of the road varied little from Becerra’s initial report.  

Although Codina consulted no muleteers in his assessment of the trail, he concluded that 

the road provided no real benefit to la arriería, only to the hacienda owners who had 

built the road six to seven years prior to the present investigation.
84

  The engineer 

informed the intendant that Ygnacio Mariano Bedoya built the road without any prior 

approval, through lands that belonged to other hacienda owners, and alerted the muleteers 

of it for their use.  Upon his review of Codina’s report, Antonio de Cárdenas, the asesor 

of the Intendancy, recommended that Becerra conduct an investigation with “four or six 

reliable and impartial people, who had a practical knowledge of the roads, and who could 

verify the damages caused to Perote from the new road.”
85

  In his inquiry, Becerra 

questioned two hacienda owners and four merchants from Perote.  Given his directed 

questions, the merchants were unanimous in their responses: that the Perote road was the 

only Royal Road through which the troops, silver shipments, muleteers and passengers 

transited; that the town’s commercial transactions had dwindled since Bedoya opened the 

new road; that the muleteers took the alternate route to protect themselves from the 

embargoes; and that the poor suffered because the muleteers purchased for their mules 

the corn harvested in the surrounding haciendas and destined for Perote.
86

 

The vested interests of the hacienda owners revealed their relationships with la 

arriería and the roads.  Despite their direct involvement as owners of the haciendas 

through which the new road passed, the owners distanced themselves from the issues that 

                                                 
84 AGN, CyC 20-12, 223. 
85 “… Reciba información con 4 o 6 sujetos fidedignos e imparciales, y de conocimiento práctico en 

aquellos caminos y depongan los perjuicios, que de su nueva apertura resulta al vecindario de Perote…” 

Ibid., 225. 
86 Ibid., 228-230, 231-233v. 
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Becerra investigated.  Juan Leoncio Muñoz, owner of the rancho “Cerrito del León,” 

stated that he had lent his ranch to Bedoya, but that the shortcut (corto tránsito) had 

existed as part if the Camino Real since the conquest of Veracruz; muleteers and other 

passersby from the “innumerable pueblos” of the region had opened and transited through 

it ever since.
87

  José María Sánchez, who leased a small plot of land near the rancho, 

replied that the road had always existed, but that Bedoya and Juan Pedro Necochea, 

Leonicio Muñoz’s nephew, had cleared it to lead the muleteers through their land.  In 

doing so, Sánchez continued, Necochea had fenced him off, which had led to many 

quarrels between them.  Both hacienda owners agreed that the pass also helped the 

muleteers avoid the embargoes at Perote.  After his review of the Codina and Becerra 

investigations, Cárdenas suggested that the intendant order the road closed, and the 

muleteers and hacienda owners fined if they continued to use the road.
88

 

The orders to close the road reveal just how out of touch the authorities at Veracruz 

were with the muleteers’ requirements on the road.  Although Necochea’s response 

validated his reasoning for the road, it also exposed his knowledge of la arriería as the 

muleteers passed through his land.  After Becerra notified him that as an hacienda owner 

he needed to redirect the muleteers through Perote, he replied that he could not obey such 

orders because the muleteers arrived at their resting places (parajes) near his hacienda at 

a late hour, which prevented the muleteers to find their way back to Perote.
89

  Codina also 

argued that the lay of the land, which he described as “extremely flat and free of trees,” 

                                                 
87 Ibid., 226v. 
88 Ibid., 327v. 
89 “… llegan a horas que no pueden seguir a otra parte ni retroceder a este pueblo…” Necochea also noted 

that the muleteers used the parajes or resting areas near his paddock (potrero) because they provided 

access to pasturage free of charge.  Ibid., 238v. 
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gave the muleteers free range and rendered the closing of the road useless.
90

  Despite the 

initial evidence, which absolved Necochea of the charges that he had created the road and 

influenced the muleteers to use it rather than to pass through Perote, the asesor at 

Veracruz filed a criminal and civil case against him for the addition of a new road 

without the legal approval and for the damages caused to the town, respectively.
91

  

Cárdenas also charged Bedoya, who had since moved to an hacienda near 

Chalchicomula, in the jurisdiction of Puebla. 

The hacienda owner’s legal argument to maintain an alternative route included a 

defense of la arriería.  Although intended to defend his client, Manuel Lino Raggio, 

Necochea’s legal representative, focused his response on the importance of la arriería to 

the commercial transactions of New Spain, in order to highlight the abuses of the 

embargoes for the transport of bagajes, and explain why alternate routes were beneficial 

to the muleteers.  “The interests of only a few residents of Perote,” wrote Lino Raggio 

is to sell their own provisions and damage the useful occupation of la 

arriería, the feet of inland commerce, which transports the merchandise 

and fruits of the kingdom to the ports where they are shipped to the 

overseas provinces of the monarchy, as well as those that arrive to this 

[province], which, without them, reciprocal commerce would be 

impossible.
92

 

 

As part of his representation, Lino Raggio cited ancient and recent law to support his 

                                                 
90 “El mandar cerrar estos caminos abiertos sin ninguna autoridad sería medio oportuno a tener el terreno 

otra disposición, pero como es sumamente llano y sin bosque, por qualquiera parte podrían los arrieros 

dirigir su jornada y dejar burlada aquella providencia…” Ibid., 244v. 
91 Ibid., 252v-253. 
92 “Este es el formidable aparato que se han propuesto algunos vecinos únicos interesados en el consumo 

de sus semillas para perjudicar tan gravemente la utilísima ocupación de arriería, ocupación que es los pies 

del comercio interior con que se conducen las mercaderías, frutos así del Reino para el embarque en este 

Puerto a Provincias ultramarinas de nuestra Monarquía como los que vienen de ellas para estas, y sin cuyo 

auxilio fuera quasi imposible este recíproco comercio.”  Ibid., 254-254v. 
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client’s and the muleteers’ use of alternate routes.
93

  By its nature, his defense of la 

arriería sought to protect commerce: in his push to grant muleteers free transit, he noted 

that an increase in tariffs or embargoes of their mules and services would increase the 

price of their freight.  These increases ultimately affected the quantity of products 

purchased by consumers.  On the embargoes, he reminded the authorities of the 

Ordenanza de Intendentes, which stated that intendants needed to ensure that the bagajes 

did not damage the towns; if the town had suffered because the muleteers avoided the 

embargoes, the blame fell on the Perote authorities who needed to find the mules in their 

jurisdiction.
94

 

When the Veracruz authorities disagreed with Lino Raggio’s defense, Necochea 

wrote to the viceroy directly.  Despite the former’s acknowledgement of his client’s use 

of the road, Cárdenas ruled that because Necochea had maintained the road after Bedoya 

opened it, he was responsible for the “violent divestment” of the mule packs from Perote 

and the town’s subsequent commercial decline.
95

  For his part, Necochea claimed that the 

record of the proceedings (expediente) filed against him “was null and void, since it had 

been brought to action through an occult intent, wrapped with the utmost venom and 

bastardy.”
96

  The interested parties, he noted, were those of Codina, his merchant father-

in-law Gerónimo Alcalde, and Francisco Villa, an hacienda owner who testified against 

him in Becerra’s investigation.  Alcalde and Villa had land on the Perote road and had 

                                                 
93 He cited primarily Justinian’s Viam publicam populus non utendo amittere non potest (Law 2, Book 43, 

Title 11); and Ley 2, Título XVII, Libro 4 of the Recopilación.  The latter, issued by King Phillip II in 1568, 

granted muleteers and passersby the freedom of roadways throughout the Kingdom. 
94 AGN, CyC 20-12, 257.  Also, Article 272 of the Ordenanza para Intendentes, 367. 
95 AGN, CyC 20-12, 260. 
96 “…El mismo que embuelto con el mayor veneno y bastardia, es nulo y falso cuanto han promovido con 

mano e intención oculta.” Ibid., 272. 
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orchestrated a plan to force the sale of their seeds, pasturage and water to the muleteers.  

When their plan failed, they influenced Becerra to file a suit against the muleteers’ right 

to pass through the alternate route.  Necochea also noted that the route through his land 

was only one of seven in the region that the muleteers used to buy and sell merchandise.
97

  

Moreover, he continued, the establishment of the road had led to an increase in 

agricultural production in the region, which augmented the contribution of tithes and 

sales tax (alcabala).
98

  He requested that the viceregal authorities conduct an 

investigation into his claims.  Although the fiscal disapproved of Necochea’s direct 

response to the viceroy, which did not follow procedure, he investigated the case and 

ruled in his favor. The viceroy issued an order that the muleteers and passersby had the 

liberty to pass through any roads in New Spain.
99

   

 

These two sections demonstrate that la arriería had become an integral part of the 

novohispano economy that it allowed for merchant guilds, local and viceregal authorities, 

and the muleteers to fight for their own interests in order to gain an economic advantage 

over others.  Muleteers contributed the road tolls established in an effort to improve the 

roads and increase commercial activities.  Road construction, especially between Mexico 

City and Veracruz, however, created a contentious atmosphere for all involved.  

Muleteers learned to navigate the legal and commercial networks in order to benefit from 

the different proposals regarding road construction.  This meant that they often had to 

collude with other interested parties to see added benefits in the construction and 

                                                 
97 Ibid., 272v. 
98 Ibid., 274. 
99 Ibid., 289. 
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maintenance of the roads. 

The study of la arriería allows us to examine certain aspects of the colonial 

economy, including road building and its effects on transport, during the age of reform.  

The discussions on road construction generally include the members of the merchant 

guilds and the authorities, either local or viceregal, who sought to improve the roads for 

the transport of goods throughout the colony.  But goods could not be transferred without 

the muleteers.  The roads were the means by which the muleteers conducted their 

business, when the roads became impassable, the muleteers either petitioned that the 

roads be fixed or they located alternate routes to the their destinations.  For the most part, 

muleteers appear at ease with the introduction of the toll charges so long as their 

contributions led to the composition of the road.  Although it is likely that some 

muleteers, as Castleman writes, employed “tricks to avoid payments […] along a series 

of unimproved pathways and road that they had used for years without charge,” many 

others recognized that paying that toll enabled them to be active participants in the 

construction of new roads.
100

  As some of the examples demonstrated, la arriería often 

entered the discussion regarding routes, even when muleteers were not present.  This 

chapter places la arriería as the focus of novohispano road building.  The inclusion of la 

arriería in the discussion reveal that viceregal authorities took into account the 

muleteers’ voices, whose professional services gave them a certain authority regarding 

road building. 

                                                 
100 Castleman, "Tentacles of Commerce," 359. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Five – Bearing the King’s Load: Entrepreneurship and the 

Contracts for Royal Merchandise 

 

 

 

In 1796, Viceroy Miguel de la Grúa y Talamanca, Marquis of Branciforte, wrote to 

Don Diego de Gardoqui, Finance Minister to Charles IV, telling him of the need to renew 

the contract for the haulage of royal merchandise, which had not been renewed since 

1767.
1
  Pedro de Vértiz, a Mexico City resident and member of the City’s commercial 

guild had held the last of these contracts, known as the asiento de cargas reales, between 

1762 and 1767.  As the viceroy indicated, Vértiz had worked as the official crown 

contractor (asentista conductor) during his five-year tenure and had continued to do so 

unofficially until 1796 at the behest of officials at the Real Hacienda (Royal Exchequer).  

During this time, freight costs had nearly doubled.  Vértiz, however, continued to charge 

the Royal Exchequer the same amount as in his 1762 contract, much to his company’s 

detriment.  In fact, it was this increase in the freight costs that led Vértiz to consult with 

the viceroy for the renewal of the contract. 

In his letter, the viceroy praised Vértiz’s invaluable sacrifice during his twenty-eight 

years without a contract.  The viceroy noted that Vértiz, in his “loyal and loving service 

                                                 
1 AGN, CR 183: El Marqués de Branciforte da cuenta de la determinación sobre la condución de cargas 

reales, 27 March 1796. 
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to the King,” had neared bankruptcy in his effort to maintain low freight costs for the 

Royal Exchequer.
2
  Despite Vértiz’s efforts, however, freight costs had continued to 

fluctuate since his contract had been approved, and no other bidder had come forth to 

counter the latter’s price.  On his part, Vértiz blamed the grievous and intolerable freight 

costs on the progress made in the mining industry and the increased activity in the sugar 

and flour industries, where many mules were employed in the mills.
3
  The use of mules 

for other industries had raised the animals’ prices and, subsequently, increased freight 

costs.  Thus, the viceroy continued, “no vassals, with such relevant merit as that of Vértiz 

and his family, should suffer the injustices and inequalities brought by the constant rise in 

loss he had experienced over the years.”
4
 He proposed that Vértiz should continue to 

transport the merchandise at a new price, closer to the current freight prices, until a new 

freight contract could be auctioned off. 

Vértiz’s invaluable services to the King, however, were not new.  Throughout the 

eighteenth century contractors had provided a stable and secure means of transport for the 

Crown.  In their contracts with Real Hacienda, the contractor’s muleteer enterprise 

freighted Crown owned merchandise – including mercury, paper, gunpowder, and most 

importantly, silver – between the royal warehouses in Mexico City and the ports of 

Veracruz and Acapulco.  They also employed an extensive network of guarantors 

(fiadores), business representatives, and muleteers who allowed them to maintain the 

trust of royal officials.  As important as the services provided by the contractors were to 

                                                 
2 Ibid., 127. 
3 Ibid., 127. 
4 Ibid., 127-127v. “que años los havia compréendido Vertiz y experimentando los efectos bien en su 

perjuicio, y que por ultimo previa su total ruina, si continuaba un giro de crecida y constante perdida; por lo 

que sufria la justicia ni la equidad, que unos Vasallos de tan revelante merito como Vertiz fuera victima con 

toda su familia de un servicio…” 
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the Real Hacienda, it was their constant, below-average freight costs that made them the 

perfect contractors.  These contracts, auctioned off to the lowest bidders, offered the 

crown stability in freight costs as the muleteers’ market fluctuated. 

In return for their services, contractors enjoyed the privileges of being a royal 

contractor and job security in an increasingly competitive market.  These privileges, 

however, constituted adaptations of rights and licenses granted to previous contractors 

and mule-train owners prior to the establishment of the asiento de cargas reales in the 

1690s.  As the novohispano market adjusted to external threats, fluctuations in silver 

output, and a deregulation of trade in the second half of the eighteenth century, 

competing transport enterprises vied for the right to bear the king’s loads.  At the same 

time, the contractors’ established position with the officers at the Real Hacienda allowed 

them to retain their hold on the contracts.  The contractor’s good standing with royal 

officials could carry special privileges and, in the case of Vértiz, the direct involvement 

of the viceroy in the renewal of his contract.  In 1797, the viceroy overturned the decision 

to grant the contract to a merchant house that had outbid Vértiz, despite the lower prices 

it could provide the Real Hacienda.
5
 

Prior to the establishment of the asientos de cargas reales in the 1690s, viceroys had 

granted licenses and issued writs of escort to muleteers and mule-train owners for the safe 

transport of the Crown’s silver.  While viceroys recognized the primordial importance of 

secure silver transports for the royal coffers, the contractors gradually developed the 

contracts into a multifaceted enterprise that encompassed the varying types of Crown-

                                                 
5 AGN, GdP 76-84: Aprobación del remate de cargas reales en don Pedro de Vértiz, 14 December 1797. As 

the head of Real Hacienda, the viceroy had power over all aspects of the agreements between mule-train 

owners and the Crown. 
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controlled merchandise.  Throughout the eighteenth century, the asiento de cargas reales 

provided the Royal Exchequer control of freight prices, stability in the muleteers who 

transported the merchandise, and security in its guarantors.  As the contractors 

maintained the freight costs for silver shipments relatively constant and certainly below 

market costs, they negotiated the terms of delivery, loss allowance, and other cost 

effective measures to increase their revenues. 

This chapter explores the different contracts awarded between 1690 and 1804.  

Although only six different Mexico City empresarios (businessmen) held the contracts 

during this time, the asientos were renewed a total of nine times, for over eighty years 

altogether.  Through these renewals this chapter explores the organization, process, and 

granting of each contract.  In an attempt to better comprehend the contract system, I 

examine the processes that led to the establishment of the system to explain how 

contractors bid for the asientos. How were these contract negotiated?  Who was involved 

in the negotiation process?  How did the contracts benefit the Royal Exchequer and the 

empresario-asentista at the same time?  How did the system change throughout the long 

eighteenth century?  Each of the following sections delves into these questions, which in 

turn allow for a closer study of the men at the apex of la arriería.  Through their 

management of a large network of mules and muleteers, their association with merchant-

wholesalers and other empresarios of Mexico City, and their close collaboration with the 

power structure of New Spain, the contractors formed an integral part in the functioning 

of the colonial economy. 

ROYAL CONTRACTS AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE ASIENTO DE CARGAS REALES 

In its most essential form an asiento was a supply contract between the Spanish 
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Crown and its subjects.
6
 This broad term allowed for a wide range of contracts that 

ensured the Crown access to revenues, its due share of profits, or in the case of the 

asiento de cargas reales, a reduction of transport costs.  How these contracts were 

created depended on the local circumstances and could even be included as part of the 

negotiations of a peace treaty.  In New Spain, the collection of taxes and the need to 

provide the safe movement of provisions from one place to another both represented a 

form of contract.  To understand the operations of these contracts, this section explores 

how different royal contracts contributed to the royal treasury and the possible 

developments that led to the establishment of the freight contracts. 

Authorities in New Spain entered into asientos to administer the supply of revenues 

and merchandise at the Royal Exchequer.  Royal officials at the Royal Exchequer 

managed thirty-five ramos (branches) of industry as part of the Crown’s revenue-seeking 

measures.
7
  Hapsburg and Bourbon colonial administrators established monopolies on the 

production, supply and distribution of mercury, gunpowder, alum, playing cards, 

saltpeter, sulfur, liquors and tobacco.  The liquid assets of these contracts covered their 

own particular expenses and overheads, and contributed to the common treasury of both 

Spain and its colonies.  Those assets extracted from tobacco, playing cards and mercury 

monopolies had the original intent of being destined solely for their use in Europe but 

                                                 
6 The 1726 edition of the Diccionario de la lengua castellana defines the asiento as a “contract or 

obligation of something: such as the contracts of slaves and the contracts of tobacco.” Real Academia 

Española, "Asiento," in Diccionario de la lengua castellana (Madrid: Imprenta de Francisco del Hierro, 

1726).  The asentista, or holder of the asiento, was thus “one who contracts with the King, or the Republic, 

regarding the royal coffers (rentas reales) or other things: such as provisions for the armies, armadas, forts 

and other dependencies.” Real Academia Española, "Asentista," in Diccionario de la lengua castellana 

(Madrid: Imprenta de Francisco del Hierro, 1726). The use of both terms and their meanings continued 

throughout the eighteenth century. 
7 Fonseca and Urrutia, HGRH, I: x-xi.  The Instrucción that established the monopoly of tobacco outlined 

the purpose of the revenues from the ramo.  See Deans-Smith, Bureaucrats, Planters, and Workers, 15. 
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likely served to reinforce the Monarchy’s imperial needs in the Americas.
8
  To collect the 

funds throughout the viceroyalty, officials at the Royal Exchequer in Mexico City relied 

on either the direct administration of the ramos or the asientos, which were either fixed 

rental agreements or individual contracts. 

The administration of the different branches or contracts was not static and changed 

according to the level of involvement sought by the Crown.
9
  By maintaining or 

relegating control of the monopolies, officers at the Royal Exchequer controlled revenue 

expenditures in order to maximize profits.  This pragmatic approach, however, also 

reveals the limitations of what the crown could and could not control.
10

  Monopolies in 

which the Crown sought greater control of the enterprise, such as tobacco, remained 

under direct control.  Here, through the co-optation of an existing private industry 

controlled by small-scale urban artisans, and planters and peasants in the countryside, the 

Crown created “new vested interests which included Mexican merchants, tobacco 

planters, and manufactory workers who developed and shared a mutual interest with the 

colonial state in the monopoly's survival.”
11

  When the Crown recognized its limitations 

in a certain ramo, it maximized its revenues through contract with individuals or 

corporations both in Spain and in the colonies who could oversee the supply or 

administration of that branch of industry.
12

 

                                                 
8 Carlos Marichal, Bankruptcy of Empire: Mexican Silver and the Wars between Spain, Britain and France, 

1760-1810, (Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge University Press, 2007). 
9 See Chapter 2 for an in-depth look at issuance and administration of the guías, instruments of transport 

used by the muleteers in their transactions. 
10 In her study of the tobacco monopoly established in 1764, Susan Deans-Smith refers to the monopoly as 

“a study of limitations of the colonial state.” In Deans-Smith, Bureaucrats, Planters, and Workers, xiv. 
11 Ibid., xv. 
12 In his study of the administration of the Real Hacienda, Michel Bertrand noted that the asentistas 

composed the private sector of a tripartite administrative system.  See Michel Bertrand, "En torno a una 
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In times of cash shortages, contractors (asentistas) provided the much-needed 

financial support.  In the early sixteenth century, the Spanish Crown financed war efforts 

via contracts with Spanish merchants who could “supply a fixed sum of money to the 

paymaster-general of the Army of Flanders or his agent.”
13

  In the Netherlands, 

merchants devised short-term loans or “bills of exchange” whereby “each contract 

presupposed that the state possessed secure and proximate sources of income to pledge to 

borrowers.”  In return, asentistas received interest payments and the commercial 

advantage to “export silver currency from Spain,” which was otherwise illegal at the 

time.
14

  Despite the outcomes, the contracts allowed the crown to overcome the problems 

faced in the finance of the war and reduced the distance between available funds and the 

troops.
15

 

Royal contracts were also employed as a means to overcome issues regarding the 

supply of African slaves.  Prior to the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713, Portuguese and French 

contractors had held the right to transport slaves to Spanish America either through 

individual contracts or slaving companies.
16

  As a result of the Treaty, however, King 

Phillip V entered into a contract with Queen Anne of Great Britain for the importation of 

slaves into Spanish territories via the British South Seas Company, known in Spain as the 

                                                                                                                                                 
problemática de la administración colonial: la Real Hacienda de Nueva España (1680-1770)," Anuario de 

Estudios Americanos XLVI (1989). 
13 Geoffrey Parker, The Army of Flanders and the Spanish Road, 1567-1659: The Logistics of Spanish 

Victory and Defeat in the Low Countries' Wars, 2nd ed., (Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge University Press, 

2004), 124.  For a broader discussion of how these contracts operated see Ibid., 123-131. 
14 Ibid., 128. 
15 Cash supply was also important when the mercury mines need funding.  For an explanation of the 

asientos created to provide liquidity at Almadén see Bakewell, Silver Mining and Society in Colonial 

Mexico, 168. 
16 Gonzalo Aguirre Beltrán, "The Slave Trade in Mexico," The Hispanic American Historical Review 24, 

no. 3 (1944): 44. 
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Real Compañía de Gran Bretaña.  Phillip V viewed it as a “mutual and reciprocal 

Advantage to the Sovereigns and Subjects of both Crowns” and signed over the rights to 

trade 144,000 piezas de indias at 4,800 per year, for thirty years.
17

  In return, the 

contractors agreed to pay 200,000 escudos (400,000 pesos) in two equal payments two 

and four months following its approval; and 33.33 pesos per pieza de indias, to be paid 

every six months in advance in Madrid.
18

  Through the slave asiento the Spanish Crown 

guaranteed its colonies a constant supply of slave labor and a source of revenue for its 

Royal Coffers.
19

 

In New Spain, the collection of the alcabalas or the tax on the sale, exchange, or 

circulation of merchandise was the most important of the contracted monopolies.
20

  

Initially, the Mexico City Council (cabildo) contracted with the Crown to collect these 

taxes for a lump fee that was determined at the monopoly’s auction.  In turn, the cabildo 

farmed out the tax collection in order to minimize its losses; its main participant was the 

Consulado de México, the City’s merchant guild.  By 1694, the relationship between the 

                                                 
17 The Assiento, or Contract for Allowing to the Subjects of Great Britain the Liberty of Importing Negroes 

into the Spanish America.  Sign'd by the Catholick King at Madrid, the Twenty sixth Day of March, 1713., 

(London: John Baskett, 1726), 3.  The piezas de indias, as defined in the contract, were “of the regular 

Standard of Seven Quarters, not being old or defective, according to what has been practiced and 

established hitherto in the Indies.”  The Assiento, 4. 
18 The British asentistas only had to pay for the first 4,000 of the 4,800 allotted piezas de indias.  In the 

contract, Phillip V considered the remaining 800 piezas a gift to the contractors “in consideration of the 

Risques and Interest that ought to be made good to the Assientists, for the Money advanced, and Payment 

in this Court of the duties for the said Fourth thousand Piezas.” The Assiento, 6. 
19 A select study of the slave trade in Spanish American is provided in the following books: Joseph E 

Inikori and Stanley L. Engerman, eds., The Atlantic Slave Trade: Effects on Economics, Society, and 

Peoples in Africa, the Americas, and Europe (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1992); Barbara L 

Solow, Slavery and the Rise of the Atlantic System, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991); John 

Thorton, Africa and Africans in the Making of the Atlantic World, 1400-1680, (New York: Cambridge 

University Press, 1992). 
20 Guillermina del Valle Pavón, "Gestión del derecho de alcabalas y conflictos por la representación 

corporativa: la transformación de la normatividad electoral del Consulado de México en el siglo XVII," in 

Comercio y poder en América colonial: Los consulados de comerciantes, siglos XVII-XIX, ed. Bernd 

Hausberger and Antonio Ibarra (Madrid: Ibero-Americana, 2003), 531. 
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cabildo and Consulado had become frayed, and the Crown, through the intervention of 

Viceroy Conde de Galve, granted the asiento to the Consulado.
21

  In order to meet its 

annual payment of 280,000 pesos to the Royal Treasury and administer the collection of 

the taxes, the Consulado hired crews of workers, guards and commissaries who watched 

over all economic transactions.
22

  In return, the Consulado kept a fondo de sobras 

(surplus fund) from the excess taxes collected. 

Freighting contracts had a fundamental difference in their creation.  The asiento de 

cargas reales like its carting predecessors, the Cabaña Real de Carreteros in Spain and 

the asiento de carros for the supply of the New Mexico missions in the seventeenth 

century, were introduced to reduce costs for the Real Hacienda.
23

  Here, potential 

contractors outbid each other in order to provide the Crown with the lowest possible 

freight costs for shipment.  While keeping delivery costs down, the asiento allowed 

officials at the Mexico City Royal Warehouses (almacenes reales) to streamline the 

shipment of merchandise to warehouses and dispensaries at the ports of Veracruz and 

Acapulco.  Eventually, the contracts included a monopoly on the delivery of royal goods 

to and from the ports, and within a one hundred-league radius around Mexico City.  As 

the bidding process began, future contractors negotiated the terms and conditions of 

delivery to make up for their cuts in freight charges. 

                                                 
21 Guillermina del Valle Pavón, "Los excedentes del ramo "Alcabalas". Habilitación de la minería y 

defensa del monopolio de los mercaderes de México en el siglo XVIII," Historia Mexicana 56, no. 3: 

Redes sociales e instituciones (2007): 972-73. 
22 According to Guillermina del Valle Pavón, this was the annual amount paid by the Consulado to the 

Royal Treasury in the three accorded contracts (asientos alcabalatorios) established between 1709 and 

1753.  Ibid., 971. 
23 Another important transport contract not explored here is the system of mail delivery.  For more on its 

evolution from an individual merced to its incorporation as a state-run monopoly, as well as the privileges 

enjoyed by the contractors, see Walter B. L. Bose, "Origenes del correo terrestre en Mexico.  Los Correos 

Mayores (1579-1765)," Pan American Institute of Geography and History 23 (1947): 55-103.  For how 

distances were determined in the Guatemalan mail system see Sellers-García, "The Mail in Time." 
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In Spain, the creation of a carter guild led to a symbiotic relationship between carters 

and the Crown.  Members of the Cabaña Real de Carreteros enjoyed special privileges 

for their services rendered to the Crown in times of need.
24

  During the war effort in 

Granada in the 1490s, or the exponential growth of Madrid at the dawn of the seventeenth 

century, the carters had provided the cities and towns with the necessary provisions or the 

porterage of military equipment to conflict zones.  In turn, the Crown offered the carters 

an expansion of their legal positions and privileges, such as the reduction in toll fees and 

special grazing rights that often angered local authorities.  By doing so, “the crown 

assured itself of a more accessible and permanent source of transportation, should it be 

needed again.”
25

  Eventually, the power of the carters’ guild, and the recognition of their 

work by the Crown, led to the establishment of a special court to protect the long list of 

concessions and extensions of their rights.  In 1629, the cabaña real included both carters 

and owners of large mule trains.  By the mid-seventeenth century, however, as the 

centralist authority of the Count of Olivares (1621-1643) deteriorated, giving way to local 

officials who had resented the privileges of the carters, and the peninsula experienced a 

“reduction of the urgency of the demand for transportation” of merchandise, the carters’ 

privileges began to erode.
26

  While the carters did not lose all of their privileges, their 

reduction freed the carters from royal obligations and could contract with whomever they 

pleased.
27

 

In New Spain, the settlement and expansion of the northern provinces led to the 

                                                 
24 David R. Ringrose, "The Government and the Carters in Spain, 1476-1700," The Economic History 

Review 22, no. 1 (1969): 45-57. 
25 Ibid., 48. 
26 Ibid., 55. 
27 In his study, David Ringrose identified the carters as “royal captives” who enjoyed the privileges but 

also had to deal with the request of the crown. 
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creation of an asiento de carros to supply the presidios and missions.  Whereas in the 

peninsular case, the members of the cabaña real received all the privileges accorded to 

the institution, novohispano carters received them only if they contracted with the crown 

directly and individually.  In 1631, Viceroy Rodrigo Pacheco y Osorio, in conjunction 

with the members of the Audiencia and treasury, ordered the creation of a contract with 

the New Mexico-bound friars to supply the missions under their care.  According to the 

procurator-general of the Order of Friars Minor (Franciscans), the primary need for the 

creation of an asiento was to overcome the delay in supply of “wine, tapers, oil, 

ornaments, and other things necessary for the friars who are serving in that Custodia.”
28

  

The issue would be remedied, he noted, with a contract between the Royal Exchequer and 

the friars for the purchase of the provisions –rather than purchasing them at auction in 

Mexico City, as per customary tradition– and control of the care and management of the 

wagons.  With the viceroy’s approval, the friars entered into a contract with the Royal 

Exchequer’s office to supply the missions every three years and through their thirty-three 

years of service, the caravans became an important link between Mexico City and the 

New Mexico missions.
29

 

By the early 1660s, despite the efficiency of the asiento’s administrators, officers of 

the Royal Exchequer sought to continue the supply of the missions at reduced costs.
30

  

While the Superiors of the Order recognized the value of the previous administrators of 

                                                 
28 Scholes, "The Supply Service of the New Mexico Missions," 96. 
29 Scholes, "The Supply Service of the New Mexico Missions, Part II," 186. 
30 While the reduction of the asiento’s costs was important to the Royal Exchequer’s office, a conflict 

between the administrator and the Superiors of the Order helped push the change of administration.  Fray 

Juan Ramírez, the procurator-general who had controlled and managed the carros since 1656, had come 

under scrutiny from the Superiors who accused him of “irregularities” and pressed the viceroy for his 

removal.  See Ibid., 207. 
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the asiento, they believed that, given their vows, no friar should have control of “things 

temporal,” especially, the large sums of money required to supply the missions.
31

  To find 

a suitable contractor, royal officials looked to private entrepreneurs who could continue 

to supply merchandise to the missions.  As the previous contract expired, the viceroy, 

royal officials and members of the Order agreed to auction off the crown-owned wagons 

and devised a new system of administration for the asiento de carros.  Juan Manso, ex-

governor of New Mexico made the only formal bid, which included significant cost-

savings for the Crown. 

Contracting out to an entrepreneur, as beneficial as it was to the Treasury, proved 

detrimental to the missionary effort in New Mexico.  Manso’s contract included a 

reduction in the number of wagons, a decrease in payment for his services, and provided 

the necessary hired help to assist the friars in their journey and the military escort when 

needed, all at his own cost.  Apart from his payment, Manso also received the mules, 

supplies, and wagons necessary from the Crown, but was to return them at the end of his 

nine-year contract.
32

 

Although Manso provided savings of nearly twenty thousand pesos per trip to the 

Treasury, he failed to fulfill the original intent of the asiento; instead of supplying for the 

missions, he sought personal gain through the contract.  He used one half of his caravan 

to transport the merchandise to the missions and the other to transport merchandise and 

provide freight services for individuals, especially to carry salt from the fields in New 

                                                 
31 Scholes, "The Supply Service of the New Mexico Missions, Part III," 390. 
32 Ibid., 392. 
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Mexico to the mines at Parral.
33

  Manso’s shortcomings with the contract led to a series 

of investigations and litigations against him, which led to the revocation of his contract. 

After the authorities revoked Manso’s contract, the Order received an annual lump 

sum for each friar and lay brother in New Mexico (330 and 230 pesos each, respectively) 

from which the friars could supply the missions.
34

  The bickering between the friars over 

the supply service in the 1660s, Manso’s failure to provide them with the necessary 

means to continue their mission, and the droughts that affected the region in the 1670s, 

led to a weakening of the friar’s influence and eventually, to the Pueblo Revolt of 1680.  

Despite the erosion of the carters’ privileges in Spain and the conflicts created by 

privatization of the carting enterprise for the supply of the New Mexico missions, royal 

officers in Mexico City realized that contracts with entrepreneurs provided them with 

added security of transport and a constant supply of ready mules. 

Prior to the creation of the asiento for the supply of crown owned merchandise to the 

ports in 1690, royal officials contracted out to pack owners on a one-time basis.  While 

the original freight contracts could not be located, an existing series of orders from the 

viceroy to the local authorities to escort the pack owners between Mexico City and 

Veracruz present the workings of the contracts with the individuals.
35

  These “writs of 

escort” began as petitions to the viceroy from the pack owners who requested the full 

cooperation of the local authorities in the conveyance of the mule train.  Of primary 

concern to muleteers, the members of the Mexico City merchant guild, and the viceroy 

                                                 
33 Ibid., 395-96. 
34 Ibid., 397. 
35 The documents –a series of twenty-seven “writs of escort” from the viceroys Antonio Sebastián de 

Toledo, marqués de Mancera, and Fray Payo de Rivera– are found in volumes 12-15 of the ramo “General 

de Parte” at the Archivo General de la Nación in Mexico City. 
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were the dangerous road conditions and the failure of local officials to provide proper 

escort for the mule trains.  The writs gradually changed to include the fees charged for 

failure to meet the requirements and, eventually, to demand from the authorities proof 

that they had escorted the mule trains. 

The earliest writ, granted on behalf of the pack owner Diego de Estrada, both drew 

on preexisting practices and became the basis on which the subsequent orders were 

issued.  According to Viceroy Antonio Sebastián de Toledo, Estrada transported the 

silver for the payment of the fortifications at San Juan de Ulúa at Veracruz and should 

receive the customary protection that previous viceroys had granted.
36

  The order noted 

that the “known risks on the road caused by thieves” prompted his predecessors to order 

the local authorities (justiçias de su magestad) to provide safe convoy of the silver from 

their respective district (partido) to the next.  The local authorities, which also included 

the alcaldes mayores, needed to provide Estrada and his mayordomos with the “people 

and arms necessary to provide custody and security through all the jurisdictions they may 

pass.”
37

  The early writs made no mention of a fine or penalty for the authorities if they 

failed to comply. 

Not all local authorities appear to have cooperated with the muleteers.  In his petition 

to the viceroy in 1669, pack owner Juan Hidalgo referenced the previous writs issued and 

asked that the authorities be fined 300 pesos for failure to properly escort his mule train.  

                                                 
36 AGN, GdP 12-358: Orden de comboy para Diego de Estrada, 28 September 1668.  Local authorities had 

received other orders, like those that allowed muleteers and their assistants to carry knives, scissors, and 

needles necessary for their operations.  While no records of previous writs granted on behalf of pack 

owners were located, it is likely that the Viceroy was referring to the escort services provided to the asiento 

de carros to New Mexico. 
37 “con la gente y armas neçesarias de manera que por todas las jurisdicciones passe con la custodia y 

seguridad necesaria.” Ibid. 
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Instead of conveying him to the next district official, Hidalgo noted, some authorities had 

abandoned him and his men at the limits of their jurisdiction, which put Hidalgo and his 

men at risk.
38

  The viceroy approved his request, and noted his orders applied to the 

present and future transports of royal silver to the port.  He also granted Hidalgo’s 

petition to be given a duplicate of the writ of escort so that he may carry it along the road.  

Hidalgo’s petition, however, is found not as an individual entry but as part of Diego de 

Estrada’s petition two years later in which he asked that the same orders be issued on his 

behalf.  The viceroy ordered that the same terms and conditions of conveyance applied to 

Hidalgo be granted to Estrada.  As local authorities failed to comply with the orders, 

these writs became the basis by which viceroys extended the escort service to the mule-

train owners and their majordomos who transported silver for the Crown, the Consulado 

and private individuals. 

The writs reflected the urgency caused by the repeated violations from local officials 

who failed to escort the muleteers.  The writs issued in the early 1670s reminded the 

authorities of the 300-peso fine, and included a stern warning from the viceroy.  He 

reminded the authorities of their obligations to look after and protect the security of the 

roads of their district and escort the muleteers with the understanding (aperçevimiento) 

that if any thefts occurred, he would provide the necessary recourse.
39

  In 1675, Viceroy 

Fray Payo de Rivera continued to include the above clause and added one that demanded 

from the authorities “proof [of escort] from each of the places where [the mule trains] 

                                                 
38 AGN, GdP 14-18: Orden de comboy para Diego de Estrada, 12 May 1670. 
39 Since these writs were written based on previous writs, the quote can be found in any of those awarded 

after 1671.  It is likely that if there had been any attacks on the mule trains, the 300 pesos would not have 

covered the loss. 
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were received and conveyed” to certify that they had met their obligations.
40

  The costs of 

the escort fell on the authorities so long as the merchandise transported belonged to the 

Royal Exchequer. 

 The viceroy also issued writs of escort to muleteers who transported privately 

owned goods.  In 1670 Viceroy Toledo issued a writ on behalf of the pack owner Pedro 

Gómez de Pro who “transported some quantities of money and goods from the members 

of the merchant guild and other non-member merchants from Mexico City to Veracruz 

from which the sales tax and other taxes were paid to His Majesty.”
41

  When the goods 

had no direct connection to the Royal Exchequer, however, muleteers bore the costs of 

the escort.  Of the twenty-seven writs, six of them were issued on behalf of muleteers 

who transported merchandise for particulares (private individuals).  In these writs the 

viceroys recognized the urgency of protecting the muleteers from the constant thefts on 

the road and approved their petitions provided that the muleteers paid the people who 

escorted the mule train.  Marcos Calvo, a pack owner, received the first of these writs in 

1671 for the transport of silver to the port of Acapulco.
42

 While the single-issue writs on 

behalf of individual pack owners disappear after 1677 –possibly due to the fire that 

destroyed the Royal Palace during the 1692 riot– one can assume that these licenses were 

                                                 
40 As with the quote cited above, the seven writs granted by Fray Payo de Rivera from 1675 onwards 

included this notation.   
41 “lleva algunas cantidades de dineros y generos asi de los suplicantes como del demas comercio desta 

ciudad a la dicha de Veracruz de que proceden las Reales Alcabalas y derechos en que Su Magestad es 

interesado…” AGN, GdP 14-4: Orden de comboy para Pedro Gómez de Pro, 18 January 1670. 
42 AGN, GdP 14-68: Orden de comboy para Marcos Calvo, 16 February 1671.  Pack owner Antonio 

Benítez received a similar writ in 1673 and Pedro Gómez de Pro received the other four, two in 1671, one 

in 1673 and another in 1677.  Throughout the decade Gómez de Pro had been the most active pack owner; 

he received a total of twelve writs for the transport of goods belonging to the Crown, particulares and the 

Consulado. 
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granted until the creation of the asiento de cargas reales.
43

 

 In the creation of the contract for the transport of royal goods the viceroys 

designated only one pack owner as the official transporter for a stipulated period of time.  

In doing so, the officers at the Royal Exchequer eliminated the use of the individual writs 

and contracts, and streamlined the shipment of goods to the ports. Like the individuals 

above, the contractor (asentista) received a writ of escort from the viceroy valid for the 

duration of his contract.  After a series of negotiations with the pack owner, Royal 

Officials finalized a long-term contract based on established practices and privileges.  

Akin to the asiento de carros, the creation of the asiento de cargas reales fulfilled the 

Royal Exchequer’s supply needs through a contract with a vetted, dedicated transporter 

who could provide a secure shipment when needed.  Through a single contractor, royal 

officials guaranteed themselves, and ultimately the king, that the freighter was a reliable 

businessman who kept the interests of the Treasury in mind and provided a certain 

amount of oversight on the transport of the merchandise. 

 As the asiento de cargas reales expanded in the eighteenth century, it 

strengthened the relationship between the pack owner and the crown and the latter’s need 

for reliable means of transport throughout the colony.  Initially, the contract of royal 

merchandise only included goods that emanated from Mexico City to the ports.  The 

asentista or his hired muleteers gathered the merchandise from the Royal Warehouses 

                                                 
43 Proof their continued use appears in the writs issued on behalf of the men who became the holders of the 

asiento, which will be discussed in the following section, and in the writ of escort issued in 1694 on behalf 

of all muleteers and pack owners who transported silver between Puebla and Veracruz.  See AGN, GdP 17-

67: Orden de comboy para los dueños de recua con la plata que se remite de Puebla a Veracruz, 25 October 

1694.  For more on the 1692 riot and the destruction to the viceregal palace see R. Douglas Cope, The 

Limits of Racial Domination: Plebeian Society in Colonial Mexico City, 1660-1720, (Madison, WI: The 

University of Wisconsin Press, 1994). 
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(almacenes reales) in Mexico City and prepared them for the outbound trek to the ports.  

On the return trip, the mule train could carry whatever the pack owner had contracted 

there.  By the mid-eighteenth century the asiento had evolved into a monopoly of 

transport and pack owners negotiated for the right to transport royal merchandise within a 

100-league radius of Mexico City and from the ports to the capital.  Royal officials 

recognized the importance of the asientos and gave in to the asentistas’ demands during 

the negotiations of the contracts.  This relationship, in many ways, resembled that 

established between the members of the cabaña real in the peninsula.  For the asentista, 

the control over the transport of royal goods provided the mobility and job security that 

had been previously warranted to other royal contractors, like the carters and the 

members of the cabaña real in Spain. 

THE BIDDING PROCESS: PACK OWNERS AND THEIR NEGOTIATIONS FOR THE CONTRACT 

 In the 1690s, the officials at the Royal Exchequer adopted an asiento for the 

transport of royal goods to the ports.  The evolution of these contracts over the course of 

the eighteenth century reflects how the pack owners understood the novohispano 

transport industry.  In order for them to finalize a contract with the authorities, potential 

asentistas bid for the lowest possible freight costs they could charge.  Their bids, 

reviewed by the chief attorney (fiscal), needed to provide cost-savings to the Royal 

Exchequer and create opportunities for their enterprise to grow.  This section explores the 

intricate balance maintained by the muleteers in their bids.  Although the bidding process 

remained relatively unchanged throughout the century, the demands of the pack owners 

fluctuated according to the market prices for transport. 

 The asientos de cargas reales, like all contracted out agreements between subject 
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and crown, were auctioned at the Real Almoneda or Royal Auction House.
44

 At the 

request of the viceroy, the officers at the Royal Exchequer issued a public announcement 

(pregón) to open the call for bids.
45

  After the proclamation, interested parties presented 

bids (posturas) on the lowest possible freight charges for the transport.  During the 

bidding process, pack owners negotiated the freight charges, the allowable time of 

transport, and, if any, the counteroffers from other muleteers.
46

  Royal officials vetted the 

potential asentistas as the negotiations progressed and demanded that the pack owners 

present reliable guarantors (fiadores) to protect the Treasury from loss.  Once royal 

officials had selected the lowest bidder (postor), they forwarded the pack owner’s 

demands to the fiscal, who reviewed the bid and the guarantors, and either recommended 

it for the approval of the viceroy or returned it to the officers of the Almoneda to 

negotiate improvements in the pack owner’s demands.  Prior to the viceroy’s approval, 

the town crier (pregonero) announced the approved bid, in hopes that an improvement 

would be made by another pack owner.  If the officials received no other offers, the 

viceroy approved the contract. 

 In order for the asiento to be a profitable enterprise for the pack owners they had 

to understand the intricacies of the novohispano transport industry.  Their knowledge of 

current freight costs and the road conditions, as indicated in their bids, were of primary 

                                                 
44 An almoneda is both the office and the sale of auctioned goods.  The Real Almoneda is the office 

(belonging to the Real Hacienda) that sought the best bids for its contracts.  The office was composed of an 

oidor (Audiencia judge), a fiscal (Crown attorney), a factor (Royal Treasury agent), a treasurer, and an 

assistant treasurer.  Together, the records often refer to them as “oficiales reales” or royal officials.  The 

Diccionario jurídico mexicano describes the auction process in detail under its definition for remate 

(auction).  See "Asiento,"  in Diccionario jurídico mexicano, ed. Instituto de Investigaciones Jurídicas 

(México, D.F.: Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, 1984), 423. 
45 A bilingual public speaker (pregonero), employed by the Royal Exchequer, made the announcement at 

the plaza outside the Royal Palace, in a “clear and intelligible voice.” 
46 Although muleteers proposed their own freight costs, these were determined by the current prices in the 

colony. 
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importance; their proposals reflected the enormous differences in transport costs to each 

of the ports.  In his bid for the 1699 contract, pack-owner Joseph de León proposed a 

freight charge of 11 pesos per ten arrobas
47

 of merchandise and 13 pesos per load of 

4,000 pesos worth of silver, coins, gold or pearls to the port of San Juan de Ulúa at 

Veracruz.
48

 The charges to the Acapulco port increased to 12 pesos and 14 pesos, 

respectively.  In the rare instance of a delivery to Acapulco during the “wet season”, 

between the months of June and October, the prices increased to 18 pesos per load, 

regardless of the merchandise.  The impassable and inundated roads due to the rains 

justified this increase.  The fiscal reviewed the proposals from de León, and stated that 

the price increase to Acapulco during the wet season, though fair, was a mute point given 

that the transport of merchandise during the wet season were “very rare instances, and 

could not be verified because remittances are never made during those months.”
49

  After 

further negotiations and proposals from both parties, de León’s contract was approved 

with the initial freight costs. 

 Forty years after the Joseph de León’s initial asiento in 1691, the conditions of the 

new contract reflected the contractor’s concerns over the delivery of goods.  In the bid for 

the 1731 contract, pack-owner Nicolás Sánchez Riscos understood not only the transport 

enterprise but also the changes introduced by past asentistas.
50

   His connections with the 

de León family and his previous work as the contractor for the transport of mercury are 

well reflected in his posturas.  Sánchez Riscos proposed the charge of 3 pesos per every 

                                                 
47 Arrobas, usually identified in the documents with the @ sign, weighed an approximate 11.2 Kilograms 

or 25.3 pounds. 
48 AGN, GdP 18-34: Aprobación del remate de cargas reales en Joseph de León, 9 March 1699, 20. 
49 Ibid., 21v. 
50 AGN, GdP 28-143: Aprobación del remate de cargas reales en Nicolás Sánchez Riscos, 29 October 

1731. 
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1,000 pesos worth of silver coined or bullion (en pasta) to Veracruz.  For the loads of 

goods to the same port he proposed 9 pesos per every 10 arrobas.  Perhaps due to a 

decrease in volume trade or difficult passage to the Pacific port, Sánchez Riscos offered 

to charge the same amount for the transport of silver as for Veracruz, but increased the 

freight for merchandise loads to 9 pesos per load of 3 arrobas.   The increase of nearly 20 

pesos per load in the transport of goods could also signify a deterioration of the roads, but 

Sánchez Riscos makes no mention of his reasoning for the increase. In the wet season, he 

argued, “when the roads were prone to floods and slippery, which increase the risk and 

rigor involved because the mules could not carry more than one tercio each and the costs 

to ford the rivers doubled, the price of transport would also double.”
51

  Since the transport 

of royal merchandise to the port of Acapulco during the wet season was minimal, the 

authorities made no counteroffers to the increases in bids submitted by Sánchez Riscos. 

 Understanding the flow of merchandise and road conditions to and from Mexico 

City allowed the pack owners to introduce new conditions to their contracts.  In the 1726 

contract, the asentista Lorenzo de León made mention of cargas a la ligera or 

lightweight loads that could be transported in half the specified time to the ports.  For 

these, his proposed freight charges were double the amount for the “regular” loads of 

10.5 pesos per load of goods and 16 pesos per load of 4,000 pesos worth of silver.
52

  

Joseph de León, Lorenzo’s father, made no mention of these lightweight freight services 

in any of his three contracts. The terms of the 1797 asiento, granted to Pedro de Vértiz, 

                                                 
51 Ibid., 142v. 
52 AGI, Escribanía, 268C-2, Pieza 7, 241. 
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began with the conditions of the lightweight service.
53

  Unlike Lorenzo de León, Vértiz 

charged the same price for the transport of merchandise either regular or lightweight, but 

reduced the weight of the loads.  He proposed a charge of 12 pesos per box of 3,000 

pesos of silver to Veracruz, for a total of 24 pesos per load of 6,000 pesos of silver.  The 

lightweight loads, he proposed, were limited to 4,000 pesos per load.
54

  By virtue of their 

contract, the asentistas placed themselves on an on-call basis with the Royal Officials, so 

it is likely that the lightweight services were only negotiated when impeding threats to the 

ports made them necessary. 

 Pack owners also offered improvements on previous contracts that were not 

aimed at reducing freight costs.  Perhaps as a means to secure the contract and ensure the 

continuation of their business, asentistas introduced the operations of la arriería that 

provided better cost-savings to the Royal Exchequer, likely in collaboration with other 

business partners who could provide them with the proper materials for transport at a 

reduced price.  Sánchez Riscos broke with tradition by providing the boxes and hides at 

his own cost.  In his calculations, this represented an improvement of 8 pesos per load.  

Until then, the customary practice called for the remittent, in this case the Royal 

Exchequer, to provide the necessary packaging equipment.  In their contracts, which 

lasted between 1690 and 1731, members of the de León family had always included them 

in their conditions.  Providing his own packaging materials put Sánchez Riscos at an 

advantage with the other competitors –the de León brothers who sought to keep the 

                                                 
53 AGN, GdP 76-84, 65v. 
54 Vértiz used the term “tercio” to regulate the weight of the load.  In la arriería, a tercio was the package 

unit –a box, bale, or barrel– that muleteers loaded on each side of the mule.  In other contracts, the term 

carga, or load, was used instead of tercio, but carga was also used as a way to denote the entire amount 

transported. 
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contract as part of the family business.  Although he agreed to provide his own packaging 

material, Sánchez Riscos asked for the string, mats, and pads (jerga) necessary for 

transport.  All other contractors included the boxes and hides, or their equivalent 

monetary value, as part of their negotiations with the Royal Exchequer. 

 Along with the negotiations over freight costs, the asientos also included 

provisions on the allowable time for transport.  Like the divisions in freight charges, pack 

owners differentiated between each of the ports and the time of transport needed during 

the wet season.  Unlike the freight charges, however, officials at the Almoneda rarely 

challenged the pack owner’s proposed duration of transport. In 1699, Joseph de León 

requested nineteen days to Veracruz and twenty to Acapulco, for the latter he requested 

an additional eight days during the wet season to allow for time to ford the rivers.  In his 

contract renewal in 1709, de León proposed the same number of days during “regular” 

transport, but included a drop in the number of days for Acapulco during the wet season 

(twenty-six days rather than twenty-eight) and a five-day increase to Veracruz.  In his 

1726 renewal, Lorenzo proposed similar days as his father’s and offered to transport the 

lightweight loads in half the number of days. In his 1797 contract, Vértiz proposed 

similar numbers for the regular loads: twenty-three days to Veracruz and twenty-four 

days to Acapulco.  These contracts demonstrate that the number of days needed to 

transport the merchandise varied little throughout the century and likely meant that 

muleteers were quite aware of the time needed to make the transport, but allowed 

themselves extra days in the contract to account for any impediments on the road. 

 Asentistas also negotiated for the transport of other royal goods.  Prior to the 

establishment of its own transport asiento in the 1720s, the haulage of quicksilver 
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(azogue) had been contracted out on an individual basis.  In their conditions for the 

asiento, pack owners tried to negotiate the terms of the transport of quicksilver into their 

own contracts.  In his 1699 contract renewal, Joseph de León requested that if his mules 

became idle due to lack of transport needs to the ports, that he should have preference in 

the transport of the quicksilver to the mines.  The authorities approved this condition, and 

de León transported the mercury at prices paid to other muleteers. In his 1709 renewal, de 

León complained that he had suffered delays in receiving the mercury from the local 

authorities.  He asked that a condition be included in the contract renewal that forced the 

authorities to deliver the mercury to him “without excuses or obstacles.”
55

  In 1728, pack 

owner Sánchez Riscos applied for the contract to transport mercury and its capital 

(caudal) between Mexico City and the mining centers.  In his contract, Sánchez Riscos 

had provided considerable improvements to the previous bids that the authorities hoped 

that he would replicate his offers when he applied for the contract of royal merchandise 

in 1731.
56

  

 Once the asentistas had established a working relationship with the Royal 

Officials, they could introduce new conditions to the asiento, which provided the pack 

owners with the opportunity to maximize their profits.  As I have already argued, the 

original contracts included only the conditions for the transport of merchandise from 

Mexico City to the ports.  This “condition” allowed the asentista to contract with 

merchants at the standard rate.  In his 1731 proposal, Sánchez Riscos included a 

                                                 
55 AGN, GdP 19-164: Aprobación del remate de cargas reales en Lorenzo y Nicolás de León, 18 January 

1709, 112v. 
56 Sánchez Riscos’ improvements to the mercury asiento included a “rebaja” –drop in price– of almost half 

the total cost of transport of the product from 14 pesos to 7 pesos, and the cost of the transport of its 

revenues from 32 pesos to 18 pesos.  Fonseca and Urrutia, HGRH, I: 327. 
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provision for the transport of goods from the ports to Mexico City.  In doing so, Sánchez 

Riscos guaranteed himself a return trip from the ports, even if at a reduced price.  He 

charged the equivalent of 13.75 pesos per 10 arrobas, regardless of the merchandise, 

from Veracruz and 17.5 pesos from Acapulco.  He also introduced a port-to-port 

condition that eliminated layovers in Mexico City.  These hauls he offered at double the 

normal freight costs and with a forty-eight day allowance for delivery.  To protect his 

mules and provide a more efficient trip, Sánchez Riscos also asked that the weight of the 

loads be “regulated” at 10 arrobas each.  If a load exceeded the limit, they were to be 

adjusted to 15 arrobas and he should be provided all the necessary boxes, hides, and 

packaging equipment needed for the transport.  If the loads were not regulated, the mules 

would be unbalanced and could suffer along the trip.  Through these conditions, the 

potential asentista assured a return trip for his mule train, and with it, his economic 

survival. 

 Asentistas also included conditions to protect themselves from allegations of loss.  

Despite their request for boxes, hides, straps and other packaging equipment, during their 

long treks merchants lost a certain amount of the merchandise, a loss that authorities 

understood to be a normal part of the process.  As I argued in Chapter Two, prior to the 

early nineteenth century, there existed no code or law that governed the allowable loss 

(mermas) in transport.  Instead, pack owners and the authorities recognized losses as part 

of the transportation of the merchandise; when these were not clear, pack owners 

included them in their contracts.  In his 1699 contract, Joseph de León requested a 3 

percent allowable loss on items that naturally lost their volume during transport, and an 

arroba of wine for every 25 arrobas, as was customary.  Since silver did not have an 
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allowable loss, pack owners asked instead that the boxes be properly weighed, stamped, 

and packed prior to transport.
57

  These conditions regarding the loss of merchandise and 

the proper packaging of merchandise al estilo del comercio appeared in all the contracts. 

 Another constant in the conditions presented by the pack owners was protection 

of their hired help from other pack owners. As with all large pack trains, the demands of 

their enterprise and the prompt and safe delivery of merchandise to the ports required the 

employment of other men to aid the mule train.  The provisions included in their bids, 

however, demonstrate a long-standing conflict among pack owners.  In his 1699 bid, 

which echoed his earlier bids, Joseph de León complained that the men who assisted his 

mule train either fled or were distracted by other pack owners without being fired or 

settling their accounts, which resulted in loss of provisions.  He petitioned that these men 

should not to be hired by any other pack owners or without first verifying whether the 

man has been fired, with his accounts settled and paid.
58

 

 If a pack owner or a muleteer disobeyed the orders of the Audiencia on this 

matter, they were charged with the penalties expressed therein, including a 200-peso fine 

to the pack owner and two hundred lashes to the employee.  Similarly, Sánchez Riscos 

noted that his men had often fled because other creditors appeared before the authorities 

and demanded that they be arrested, often before verifying their incurred debts.  Sánchez 

Riscos asked that creditors respect their contracts and seek out their debtors prior to their 

employment in his mule train or await their return.  For this to work, he requested a 

separate dispatch that he could present to local authorities along the road.  A note on 

                                                 
57 AGN, GdP 28-143, 142v. 
58 AGN, GdP 18-34, 21. 
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Vertiz’s contract allowed him to “enjoy ample and assisted powers to force the muleteers 

who fled after being paid, and the creditors who came forward, from impeding the 

clauses of his contract.”
59

  The holders of the 1804 and 1809 contract benefitted from the 

same privileges. 

 As with any transport operation, pack owners still faced risks that required them 

to present guarantors to the authorities.  The authorities at the Real Almoneda vetted the   

guarantors (fiadores) during the negotiations for the contract.  Initially, the fiadores were 

other pack owners who could, in case of any contingency, death, absence or sickness, 

step in and fulfill the duties of the asentista.  In the renewal of his 1709 contract, Joseph 

de León offered his two sons and pack owners, Lorenzo and Nicolás, as his guarantors 

for the duration of his contract.  Both men had been involved in the family business, 

Joseph de Léon argued, and had transported royal merchandise under his contract.  Upon 

Joseph de León’s death, Lorenzo became the asentista and fulfilled his father’s contract. 

 By 1731, however, the competition for the asiento between Nicolás de León and 

Sánchez Riscos changed the purpose of the fiadores. In his effort to renew the contract 

under the family name, Nicolás de León presented two men: Nicolás Telles Xirón, a 

calderero (boilermaker), who had been a mule keeper but currently worked as a clothing 

distributor without any mules of his own, and Sebastián de Torres, a muleteer who served 

in de León’s own pack train, with only a few mules (un atajo) to his name.  Unlike their 

brother Lorenzo, whose guarantors remained at his side during his trial, it appears that the 

de León brothers had fallen out of grace with both royal authorities and other muleteers 

who could be presented as guarantors.  The almoneda officials deemed Telles Xirón and 

                                                 
59 AGN, GdP 76-84, 65v. 
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Torres as unfit for the responsibility and required any other bidder thereafter to present 

twelve guarantors instead of two.  Each guarantor needed to be involved in the transport 

trade and provide a bond of 2,000 pesos on behalf of the asentista.  Of all the potential 

bidders, Sánchez Riscos was the only pack owner who could provide the twelve bidders. 

 In their negotiations pack owners also reflected on issues faced by previous 

asentistas.  Despite an investigation into his enterprise regarding the transport of untaxed 

silver, Lorenzo de Léon managed to renew his contract in 1726.
60

  De León passed away 

a year later; his brothers, and guarantors, Nicolás and Joseph completed the terms of the 

asiento in 1731.  Sánchez Riscos countered the de León brothers for the asiento and 

requested that if while hauling privately owned merchandise he received any sealed 

boxes that contained contraband without his knowledge, that he should not be charged 

with fraud against the crown because the sole duty of the pack owner was to transport the 

merchandise.  He could only be charged, he continued, for what was included in the 

guía.
61

  Respecting the estilo de comercio, the viceroy approved the request but ordered 

that only Sánchez Riscos could be the conductor of the goods and no other muleteer 

could take part in the freighting of royal merchandise. 

 As a last hurdle, pack owners had to deal with the counteroffers from royal 

officials who wanted lower prices and had the viceroy’s ear.  Until the creation of a royal 

attorney who oversaw the affairs of the Royal Exchequer in 1780, there existed a fiscal de 

Su Magestad (crown attorney) who oversaw all matters related to fiscal, civil and 

                                                 
60 The influence of Lorenzo de León’s trial for facilitating the transport of untaxed silver proved to be a 

major influence in the conditions of the 1731 asiento, including the selection of the guarantors, and the 

business transactions with individuals while holding the asiento. 
61 AGN, GdP 28-143, 143. 
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criminal matters.
62

  In the contract negotiations, the fiscal reviewed the conditions that 

the pack owners offered and either denied or approved their requests.  If the fiscal sought 

improvements to the pack owner’s demands, he ordered a public announcement of the 

conditions presented in hope that other pack owners would come forward to place their 

bids.  If no bidders appeared before the Real Almoneda, he negotiated lower prices with 

the best bidder, based on his knowledge of freight costs or on previous asientos. 

 In accepting Joseph de León’s 1709 renewal, the fiscal, José Antonio de 

Espinoza, noted that de León had been the only bidder and given his reputable service, 

should be entrusted with the asiento so long as he complied with the conditions of his 

previous contract.  He also ordered that de León pay for the costs of the packaging 

supplies.  On the other hand, Sánchez Riscos had established himself as a trustworthy 

transporter who sought the benefit of the Royal Exchequer, which in turn helped him in 

his negotiations with the fiscal.  The fiscal allowed Sánchez Riscos’ to propose new 

charges and changes to the contract because he recognized the improvements that 

Sánchez Riscos had made on the quicksilver contract.  While the final ruling on the 

contract fell on the viceroy, the opinions of the fiscal played an important part of the 

negotiations.
63

 

 After the potential asentistas and the Royal Oficials finalized the terms of the 

contracts, a public announcement marked the end of the bidding process.  Prior to the 

final pregón of the contract and its conditions, the viceroy could make any last minute 

                                                 
62 For the creation and duties of the fiscal de Real Hacienda in 1780, see Brading, Miners and Merchants, 

57-9.  According to David Brading, “by the usual process of bureaucratic default, his voice was the most 

influential.” In Brading, Miners and Merchants, 68. 
63 One notable exception was the fiscal, Lorenzo Hernández de Alva, who ruled on behalf of Vértiz’s 

competitor, Francisco Cevallos, in the 1797 decision, but was overruled by the viceroy because of the 

service Vértiz had provided to the Treasury. 
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changes he saw fit.  His decision took into account the recommendations from the fiscal 

as well as the work and merit of the pack owner.  Although the conditions demanded by 

the pack owners could have a potential impact on the royal coffers, his reliability and 

service played an equal role.  Like the examples of Sánchez Riscos and Vértiz indicate, 

viceroys relied on previous services rendered by the pack owner or asentista in making 

their final decision.  The pack owners, unlike the members of the Cabaña Real in Spain 

who were held as “captive transporters,” were free to conduct their own business when 

their mules lay idle.
64

  

MANAGING THE ENTERPRISE: THE WORK OF LORENZO DE LEÓN AND PEDRO DE 

VÉRTIZ 

 The end of the negotiations between pack owners and the officers at the Royal 

Auction House marked the beginning of the former’s work as the royal contractor.  Like 

most muleteers who seldom appear in the record more than once, most of the information 

regarding the pack owners is gleaned from their contract negotiations. The de León 

family and the Vértiz enterprise are an exception because of the length of their asientos.  

Lorenzo de Léon worked as an asentista for eighteen years, between his father’s death in 

1709 and his own in 1727; despite his years of service, de León’s reputation was marred 

by allegations that he knowingly transported untaxed silver.  Similarly, Vértiz’s forty 

years as an asentista were defined not by his service, but by his bankruptcy in 1802.  

These events at the end of their careers notwithstanding, the two asentistas provided the 

Royal Exchequer with a trusted means of transport, which guaranteed a source of revenue 

to the royal coffers.  In exploring the asentistas’ work, this section explores the life of the 

                                                 
64 The notion of “captive transporters” is introduced by Ringrose in his work on the Cabaña Real. 
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contractors during their tenure. 

 The first order of business after the pack owners’ negotiations included the writ of 

transport from the viceroy.  Unlike the orders granted on an individual basis in the 

seventeenth century, those granted to asentistas remained valid for the duration of their 

contract.  In 1763, Viceroy Joaquín de Montserrat ordered “any and all authorities in the 

jurisdictions through which transited Pedro de Vértiz or his mayordomos and servants to 

aid him with the necessary convoy and supplies to transport the silver to the port of 

Veracruz.”
65

  The viceroy warned the authorities that the provisions made available to 

Vértiz’s mule train had to maintain their current prices and that any violations to this 

orders carried a penalty of one thousand pesos.  If the mule train or the merchandise 

suffered any harm due in part to the local authorities’ failure to provide the train with the 

necessary protection, they would be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.  Unlike the 

writs issued almost a century before where the viceroys referred to the transporters as 

“pack owners,” here the Viceroy names Vértiz an “asentista conductor of His Majesty’s 

silver.”  The increased fines and the status conferred upon the asentistas provided an 

additional defense against local authorities who impeded their journey. 

 Asentistas, however, did not need a current contract in order to receive writs of 

escort on their behalf.  When contracts were not renewed, viceroys could award the pack 

owners the benefits provided by the writs based on previous services rendered to the 

Royal Exchequer.  In 1768 Viceroy Carlos Francisco de la Croix, the marqués de Croix, 

renewed Vértiz’s 1763 writ although his contract had expired the previous year.
66

   In 

                                                 
65 AGN, GdP 44-90: Para que las justicias auxilien al asentista Pedro de Vértiz, 8 March 1763. 
66 AGN, GdP 44-189: Para que las justicias auxilien al asentista Pedro de Vértiz, 15 January 1768. 
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fact, between 1767 and 1797, Vértiz continued to operate as the asentista and under the 

terms outlined in his 1762 contract.
67

  During his tenure as the unofficial asentista, Vértiz 

delivered money from the royal coffers to the Treasury at Córdoba and Orizaba, rather 

than to the port of Veracruz.  His writ of transport, which guaranteed him armed escorts 

from local authorities during his trips, maintained the thousand-peso fine for failure to 

cooperate with the asentista.  In 1780 Vértiz requested duplicate copies of the orders that 

Viceroy Antonio María de Bucareli y Ursúa had issued on his behalf in 1773.
68

  The 

duplicates allowed Vértiz to divide the mule train and provide “each mayordomo their 

own writ so that no obstacle may impede the prompt delivery of the silver and provisions 

transported for the Royal Service.”
69

  In his reply, Viceroy Martín de Mayorga ordered 

that all pack owners and muleteers act in accordance with the 1773 writ, lest they be 

penalized one thousand pesos for failure to comply; the authorities of the roads and 

places through which Vértiz, his mayordomos, or servants passed needed to comply with 

his orders; military officials, who needed to equip their companies, could not make use of 

the servants, mules or horses of Vértiz.
70

 

 The job security of the asentistas often meant that other muleteers joined their 

pack trains and even transported some of the royal merchandise.  The writs issued to the 

asentistas protected his mules and the merchandise and enticed other muleteers to join his 

mule train.  Contracted pack owners often employed multiple mayordomos and small 

pack owners to meet the demands of the Royal Exchequer and to maintain constant 

                                                 
67 AGN, GdP 76-84. 
68 AGN, GdP 54-25: Sobrecarta para que las justicias auxilien al asentista Pedro de Vértiz, 15 July 1773; 

Vértiz requested another in 1780, see AGN, GdP 61-210: Sobrecarta para que las justicias auxilien al 

asentista Pedro de Vértiz, 24 March 1780. 
69 AGN, GdP 54-25. 
70 AGN, GdP 61-210. 
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communication between the ports and the royal officials in Mexico City.  The 1709 

Veracruz ledger indicates that Lorenzo de León, “through different muleteers,” delivered 

578,724 pesos to the Treasury at Veracruz.
71

  One of these men, Antonio Altamirano, 

took advantage of the trips to haul 2,800 pesos for the Guadalajara Treasury and another 

707 pesos bound for the Casa de Contratación in Seville.  The Veracruz ledgers also 

indicate that Altamirano received 772 pesos as payment for the transport of silver from 

Orizaba to the Veracruz port at 6 pesos per load.
72

  This partnership with de León 

allowed Altamirano to work with the Royal Exchequer directly, which could benefit him 

in the long run.  The joint ventures with other muleteers swelled the size of the mule 

train, especially during the arrival and departure of the flota.  The men who attached their 

trains to Lorenzo de León’s pack train transported the spillover that his mules could not 

accommodate.  Although these services provided an opportunity for the hired muleteers 

and attachés to get a foothold on the market and establish a reputation to further their 

business, they could be a liability to the asentista. 

 Whereas the writs provided protection on the road, the asentista was responsible 

for any offenses committed under his watch.  In 1724, a local resident appeared before 

the royal officials in Mexico City and reported a suspicion of untaxed silver at Lorenzo 

de León’s home.
73

  The authorities –including a royal assayer– questioned de León about 

his collaboration with the British South Seas Company and examined his ledgers for any 

                                                 
71 AGI, Escribanía 290B: Visitas de la Audiencia de México, 1732, pieza 8, 15v-16. 
72 Ibid., pieza 8, 46v.  If the typical load of silver amounted to six thousand pesos, it appears that 

Altamirano transported 772,000 pesos in this trip. 
73 The resident, a Spaniard and itinerant merchant named Bartolomé Castañeda y Guzmán, reported to the 

executor of the Royal Treasury, Juan de Dios Villegas, that he had witnessed the use of untaxed silver at 

the British South Seas Company’s home.  Villegas reported the incident to the other authorities who 

decided to not take any action until the merchandise had been moved to de León’s house.  The lengthy case 

against de León is from AGI, Escribanía, 268C-2. 
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transport of goods for the company.  Led by one of de León’s servants to the warehouse, 

the authorities found twenty-three boxes of merchandise of dubious ownership; eight of 

them contained untaxed silver and other valuable goods.  The ledgers revealed de León’s 

business transactions with Catherin Thorogood, the legal representative of the Company.  

In his defense, de León stated that six of his men had picked up the sealed boxes 

belonging to the Company at their homes, and that he was only responsible for their 

transport, not for their contents, as had been the customary practice.  When the authorities 

confronted Thorogood regarding the untaxed silver, he replied that “they perhaps 

belonged to one of the English- or Irishmen who frequented his home and, given their 

poor conditions and short-term employment, wanted to return their belongings with some 

cost savings.”  These men, like the muleteers who attached themselves to the asentistas, 

benefitted from the rights held by the Company.
74

 

 To confirm his statements, the authorities questioned de León’s servants, and 

other men who had knowledge of de León’s operations.  Nicolás Pérez, the aviador of the 

de León mule train, noted that upon the team’s return from Veracruz, where they had 

delivered boxes of silver coins for the Company, they returned to the home of Thorogood 

to remove more boxes to de León’s warehouse to wait for the next available transport.  

Pérez also stated that Gregorio Cabrera, the mayordomo of the mule train, had led him 

and the other men back to the Company’s home from where they removed wax-sealed 

boxes containing some of the merchandise and other boxes that were said to hold silver 

                                                 
74 The owner, Robert McDonald, a thirty-six year old Irishman, appeared before the authorities and stated 

that he took advantage of de León’s services to avoid the road thieves if he transported it alone, and that he 

had every intention of “manifesting” the silver at the port, as he had been advised to do so by an unnamed 

“letrado” in Mexico City. Ibid., 21, 36.  The fiscal argued that Thorogood had used McDonald as a cover to 

disguise the Company’s contraband, and launched an investigation into the goods of the Company that de 

León had transported to the port when the investigation began. 
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goods.  Apart from the twenty-two-year-old Pérez, the other men in de León’s work crew 

had been Cayetano Sánchez, Francisco Xavier, a sixty-year-old Spanish-speaking indio 

who worked as the loader (cargador), and thirty-five-year-old Juan de Dios de la Cruz.  

Sánchez’s testimony mirrored that of Pérez, but the latter two added that they had heard 

from the Englishmen that the boxes contained “lace, items of clothing, and chocolate.”
75

  

Cabrera, however, could not testify because he was on his way to the port with another 

delivery of merchandise belonging to the Company.  The statements from the mule train 

workers sufficed for the local authorities to exonerate de León, Thorogood, and 

McDonald.
76

  The use of untaxed silver, however, was an offense against the Royal 

Treasury, and the Mexico City authorities forwarded the case from the Audiencia to the 

Council of the Indies in Seville. 

 Despite the case brought against the asentista, the authorities allowed him to 

fulfill his contractual duties.  Although the king faulted de León and the other authorities 

for their failure to confiscate the goods found with the untaxed silver,
77

 the authorities at 

the Royal Exchequer relied on his trusted network of muleteers to complete the transport 

of merchandise to the ports.  De León’s house arrest and the confiscation of his 180 

mules, all of which were equipped with their aparejos, lassos, and ropes, had halted the 

                                                 
75 Their testimonies are found in Ibid., 49-52. 
76 Juan de Salinas, one of the lawyers of the High Court (Audiencia) in Mexico City ruled that the case was 

a matter of an “omission” on the part of the Company.  On de León he argued that since the asentista had 

trusted the other parties and did not have full knowledge of the contents of the boxes, he could not be found 

guilty.  De León’s credibility, according to Salinas, also rested on the service he had provided the Royal 

Exchequer: “… and if we considered de León’s past operations, until now in their exercise and their 

administration they have given nothing to talk about, […]; to his credit, he has cooperated fully in the 

present case.” Ibid., 56-56v. 
77 The case against the royal officials is found in AGI Escribanía 268-1. 
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transport of goods to the port.
78

  The authorities at the Royal Exchequer petitioned to 

have de León’s arrest expanded to include the city and its surroundings to allow him 

carry out the contract.  After his death in 1727, his brothers took over the contract that de 

León had signed the previous year.  Nicolás and Joseph de León benefitted from the 

services that their brother Lorenzo and father Joseph had provided to the Royal 

Exchequer.  Their failure to retain the contract in the family, however, demonstrates that 

regardless of the credibility established by the de León family, asentistas had to maintain 

a certain level of trust with the authorities at the Royal Exchequer in order to contract 

with them. 

 As I argued earlier, once the de León brothers lost their standing with their 

guarantors, they began to lose the trust of the authorities at the Royal Exchequer.  Their 

failures allowed Sánchez Riscos to successfully occupy for the asiento between 1731 and 

1740.  Although no record exists of negotiations for the asiento de cargas reales between 

1740 and 1761, Pedro de Vértiz successfully bid for the asiento for a five-year period.  

His contract expired 1767, yet Vértiz continued to operate as the asentista until 1797 

when he requested the authorities to “exonerate him from his royal duties due to the 

burdensome and unbearable circumstances” of the rise in costs and that it would behoove 

the Royal Exchequer to act soon to avoid his impending bankruptcy.
79

  With the 

recommendations of royal officials and those of the fiscal, the viceroy ordered that he be 

awarded an increase in freight charges until a new asiento could be established.  Vértiz 

                                                 
78 According to the list, de León had another 20 mulas de silla, or saddle mules, used by the employees on 

their treks.  For his personal use, he had two mulas de silla, each mule had its own silk and silver 

embroidered saddle.  The list of his merchandise is found in Cuaderno 3 of the case. 
79 AGN, CR 183, s/n. 
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received a three-peso increase per every 1,000 pesos of silver he transported, and 18 

pesos per load of merchandise, the latter provided a saving of .5 pesos (4 reales) to the 

Royal Exchequer. 

 The creation and establishment of crown-run monopolies diversified the items 

hauled by the asentistas.  During his tenure as the unofficial asentista, Vértiz 

incorporated the transport of new products and their capital between Mexico City and 

Veracruz.  A series of conocimientos from the Royal Exchequer reveal that Vertíz 

transported nearly seven thousand quintals of gunpowder between 1767 and 1771 to the 

port of Veracruz.
80

  Similarly, correspondence between the Royal Exchequer’s office and 

the tobacco monopoly administrators indicate the amounts of money that Vértiz 

transported for the Royal Coffers.  In letter dated 13 May 1778, officials at the tobacco 

monopoly at Veracruz notified their counterparts at the Royal Exchequer of the receipt of 

46,820 pesos from Vértiz as partial payment for paper.  In the same year, Vértiz 

transported 1,800,000 pesos for the payment of consignments and funds set aside for the 

war effort.  

 By the late eighteenth century, entrepreneurs like Vértiz pushed their business 

relationships beyond la arriería.  Unlike the de León family business, whose enterprise 

concentrated primarily in the haulage of merchandise to and from the ports, Vértiz used 

his standing as the royal contractor to forge relationships that allowed him to become a 

prominent businessman in Mexico City.  Although his services satisfied royal officials, 

Vértiz ventured into other means of employment, like his establishment of a “casa de 

                                                 
80 The exemption of sales taxes on this merchandise allowed for the use of a conocimiento instead of a 

guía. A quintal had the equivalent of one hundred pounds.  AGN, AHH 222-2: Conocimientos de pólvoras 

entregadas en Veracruz por el conductor Pedro de Vértiz, (Various). 
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conductas,” a bank where businessmen deposited their money for safe keeping or to 

conduct transactions.
81

  After a deposit, the customer received a conocimiento that could 

be used as a means of payment; Vértiz’s conocimientos “circulated among Veracruz and 

Mexico City merchants with the same security as specie or bills of exchange.”
82

  Vértiz 

returned the trust placed on him through a system of credit whereby he signed 

conocimientos prior to the delivery of specie to his house.
83

  In Veracruz, Vértiz’s 

apoderado (business representative) received the deposited money on Vértiz’s behalf and 

also dispensed it as orders arrived from Mexico City.
84

  When both Vértiz and his 

representative closed a transaction, they recorded it in their ledgers and burned the 

conocimientos presented.  His capacity as a bank allowed Vértiz to expand his business 

connections, which created more transport opportunities, and continue to provide cost 

savings in the delivery of goods for the Royal Exchequer.
85

 

 The work of the two asentistas provided the crown and businessmen with a safe 

and secure method of transport of their silver and merchandise. Mismanagement of the 

family business resulted in the demise of the de León and Vértiz asientos.  Nicolás and 

Joseph de León continued the work of their father and brother before them.  The case 

against their brother Lorenzo and their management of the remaining years of their 

                                                 
81 Conductas referred to the silver coins in transport; a casa de conductas meant a company of silver 

transport.  See also: Barbara H. Stein and Stanley J. Stein, Edge of Crisis: War and Trade in the Spanish 

Atlantic, 1789-1808, (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009), 25-26. 
82 Ibid., 178-179. 
83 In the case of Vértiz v. Kelly (1800), Vértiz claimed that he had signed a conocimiento for Kelly’s 

nephew for fifteen thousand pesos to be delivered to Cecilio Arminio Martínez in Veracruz.  Kelly, 

however, denied having authorized his nephew for such transaction and the case appeared before a 

provincial judge in Veracruz.  Vértiz could not prove that Kelly had requested the money, and lost the case. 
84 In 1796, the viceroy exempted Vértiz’s apoderado from serving any city council duties (cargas 

consejiles) to allow him to pay special attention to the money received and avoid more damages to Vértiz’s 

company. 
85 The casa held such power that it was not until 1796 that it faced competition from other merchants.  See 

Stein and Stein, Edge of Crisis, 179. 
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brother’s contract, however, damaged the trust of both businessmen and the authorities at 

the Royal Exchequer.  Once their guarantors began to remove themselves from their 

responsibility, the de León brothers had little chance of renewing their contract because, 

as I have argued, these business relationships were built on the trust afforded by the pack 

owners.  Similarly, Vértiz’s trading house crashed under the administration of his son-in-

law and nephew Juan Jose de Oteyza y Vértiz, who given the heightened production, 

demand, and transport of silver to the ports, appears to not have been able to prevent a 

bankruptcy that Vértiz himself had warned about since 1796.
86

 

 

The asiento de cargas reales, with its beginnings in the peninsular Cabaña Real and 

in novohispano contracts aimed at improving cost savings in the delivery of goods to the 

New Mexico missions, provided the Royal Exchequer with a safe transport of silver and 

merchandise from Mexico City to the ports.  Officials at the Royal Exchequer negotiated 

with potential contractors to obtain the lowest possible freight costs, establish the number 

of days allowed for transport, and the maximum allowable loss.  To successfully provide 

reliable services while cutting costs, asentistas needed to have a thorough understanding 

of the novohispano transportation system, including road conditions, weather, and the 

market rates for the transport of both merchandise and silver.  Their services extended 

beyond the contractor-authorities relationship to other businessmen involved in the 

transport of specie and imports to and from the ports of Veracruz and Acapulco.  These 

relationships, though potentially dangerous, helped the contractors establish themselves 

as reputable entrepreneurs in the colony and at the apex of la arriería. 

                                                 
86 In his petition to renew his contract in 1797 Vértiz hoped that the authorities would pay more for his 

services given the cost of transport.  See AGN, GdP 76-84. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

-“Y después me dijo un arriero,  

que no hay que llegar primero, 

pero hay que saber llegar…” 

(“El Rey”, José Alfredo Jiménez) 

 

 

 

Muleteers are ubiquitous in Mexican popular culture, they can be found in music, 

literature, popular sayings, local histories, and a host of other quotidian tropes.  In 

Mexico’s ranchera music, José Alfredo Jiménez’s songs embody the bucolic life of the 

Mexican cowboy (charro) –the lonesome, enamored hero, proud of his lowly beginnings 

with nothing to lose.  Perhaps no other song personifies the image of the charro than 

Jiménez’s “El Rey.”  Here, a wandering man, an outsider, who “with or without money” 

does whatever he wants, and although no one understands him, he is still king.  In the 

charro’s travels, a stone showed him that his destiny was to “roam and roam;” later, a 

muleteer taught him that life was not about arriving first, but about knowing how to 

arrive.  Jiménez’s iconic muleteer who imparts life’s wisdom is only one of the many 

incarnations of muleteers and la arriería throughout Mexican history. 

Prior to their folklorization in the twentieth century, muleteers personified a more 

visible figure that reached back to the early years of the colonization of the New World.  

As demonstrated in Boyer’s essay, late sixteenth century muleteers suffered from the 
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distrust of local and religious officials who viewed muleteers as womanizing vagabonds.
1
  

One thing not clear in his essay, however, was whether these stereotypes stemmed from 

the muleteers work, from their social standings as mulattoes, or a combination of the two.  

Other muleteers, like Miguel Hernández in Super’s article, reveal that muleteers who 

focused on their duties and established personal and business relationships with other 

members of society could climb out of those stereotypes and become prominent 

residents.
2
  Throughout the colonial period, muleteers straddled the line between the two 

identifiers.  While it cannot be denied that some muleteers stole or altered the 

merchandise, violated the payment of the sales tax and committed other civil and 

religious offenses, the majority of them concentrated their efforts to maintain business 

relationships and enabled the flow of merchandise throughout the colony.  The proof is 

that, despite the muleteers’ shortcomings, the system of la arriería established itself as 

the primary mode of transport, flourished throughout the eighteenth century, and 

continued to operate alongside other “modern” forms of transport until the early twentieth 

century. 

Despite la arriería’s contributions and longevity, little had been written on how the 

system itself operated.  In her study of la arriería, Suárez Argüello focused on the work 

of the muleteers who contracted with the tobacco monopoly to conduct their business, 

which allowed her to delve into the intricacies of the relationships between the 

administrators of the monopoly and the muleteers.
3
  From these transactions, which were 

recorded in a log titled asiento de arrieros, Suárez Argüello was able to determine freight 

                                                 
1 Boyer, "Juan Vásquez." 
2 Super, "Miguel Hernández: Master of Mule Trains." 
3 Suárez Argüello, Camino real y carrera larga. 
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costs, travel distances, and the number of muleteers and mules involved in the transport 

of tobacco for the year 1800.  Her conclusions, however, reveal only a narrow view of the 

interactions between a broader spectrum of novohispano authorities, merchants, hacienda 

owners and muleteers as I have demonstrated here.  Muleteers transported a lot more than 

just tobacco under a controlled environment, and their contracts revealed a certain 

amount of trust of both muleteers and la arriería as a whole. By broadening the study 

from a product-specific transport to all of la arriería, it allows for a more general 

understanding of how the mule-based system of transport functioned. 

In understanding how la arriería worked, it was necessary to deconstruct the 

nineteenth century’s version of the muleteer.  The folklorization of the system 

contributed not only to a loss of understanding of its importance to the colonial and 

national economies and but it created a generic muleteer.  Although all muleteers 

contributed to the functioning of la arriería, not all muleteers had access to the same 

number of mules or were connected to the same merchant networks.  Throughout the 

eighteenth century there existed an array of muleteers that ranged from the hacienda 

mayordomo (overseer) who transported merchandise on behalf of his patrón (master), to 

those who had an hatajo (mule pack) with fewer than 10 mules, to those who had 

multiple recuas (mule trains made up of several mule packs), like the asentistas (royal 

contractors) who required several packs to satisfy the demands of their trade.  This 

diversification of the trade was necessary for the survival of la arriería.  Muleteers 

adjusted to the economic needs of their home regions and worked within the limitations 

posed by their domestic markets. 

The records consulted allowed me to concentrate primarily on the work of the mid-
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level muleteers and the asentistas.  Although I was able to locate material that included 

all types of muleteers (including itinerant merchants), the majority of the documents 

located addressed those muleteers who conducted business transactions outside of their 

regions.  Itinerant merchants, though technically muleteers, did not feature into my work 

because they either produced their own merchandise or they bought it (either outright or 

on credit) and distributed in their own terms.  Small-scale muleteers, despite their 

contributions, appeared less often in these records, likely because their networks were 

confined to other regions within New Spain.  The men who solicited help from the 

authorities, contracted with Mexico City merchant-wholesalers, petitioned for road 

building, and entered into transport agreements with the Royal Exchequer owned enough 

mules to allow them to make these arrangements.   

As I have demonstrated, la arriería worked with different sectors of the novohispano 

economy in order to distribute merchandise throughout the colony.  The entrepreneurial 

efforts of the muleteers allowed them to create networks and establish relationships with 

hacienda owners, merchants and public officials that enabled commercial transactions.  

To build these relationships, muleteers and their business collaborators entered into 

contracts built on an exchange of goods (money) for services and, ultimately, on trust.  

The contracts for services were arranged through verbal or signed agreements that 

outlined the terms and conditions for delivery –including the sender’s name, the number 

of goods, the distance traveled, and the freight charges.  Written contracts ranged 

between simple, handwritten sheets of paper that indicated the basic essentials of the 

transport to the more complex, pre-printed forms used by merchants like Francisco de 

Yraeta. 
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The second component –trust– rested not only on the individual muleteer but also on 

la arriería as a whole.  Although it is difficult to define the relationship between the 

muleteer and the sender, there likely existed some connection that allowed the two parties 

to engage in a commercial transaction.  Those who contracted the services of the 

muleteers, however, relied on the fundamentals –the estilo de comercio– that la arriería 

had developed as it emerged as the primary means of transport in New Spain.  

Professional muleteers earned their trust through the completion of their shipments and 

by working within an established transportation system, which allowed them to solidify 

the status of la arriería in the transport business.  In turn, muleteers used the trust placed 

on the system to expand their relationships –it was, after all, a business enterprise– but 

also to negotiate the terms by which la arriería operated.  These transactions helped the 

muleteers control the terms of transport while they provided a valuable service.   

As the Bourbon authorities sought to increase the revenues extracted from the 

novohispano economy, however, muleteers were forced to alter some of the long-

standing procedures in order to maintain la arriería’s status as the primary means of 

transport.  These modifications, as I have argued, included the implementation of a 

tracking system via the guías, the imposition of road tolls, and the introduction of new 

terms to the transport of royal merchandise.  Although their primary function was the 

collection of taxes, the guías changed the muleteers’ route by forcing them to present the 

merchandise at the customhouses, and determine the specific number of days to needed 

return the guía as proof of alcabala (sales tax) payment.  In turn, rerouting through the 

customhouses required that the muleteers negotiate the length of the trip with the 

remittent.  Similarly, the creation of state-run monopolies created more business for the 
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muleteers who contracted with state officials to transport the merchandise.  These 

negotiations often included the freight costs, length of trips, and the regulation of load 

weights in order to prevent damage to mules and to determine the amount of allowable 

loss (mermas).  In both cases, muleteers adapted to the new conditions of trade in order to 

continue their business transactions. 

The introduction of tolls, on the other hand, did not change la arriería directly, but 

gave muleteers a voice in the use of the funds.  The tolls were intended primarily for road 

repairs, when the toll collectors did not use the money properly, the muleteers 

complained about road repairs to the authorities.  The muleteers’ requests generally 

included minor road repairs, like clearing the road of debris and the composition of 

bridges that could fall apart if neglected.  As the collection of tolls increased in the late 

eighteenth century, muleteers pressed for more important projects like the location of the 

toll collection and the routes of the new roads.  Ultimately, the decisions on road 

buildings were made at the viceregal level.  It is important to note, however, that the 

muleteers influenced the authorities when it came to determining routes and new road 

constructions.  The muleteers’ right to be heard had been built directly through their toll 

payments, and indirectly as the business minded decision makes who kept alive the 

practices of la arriería.  In acknowledging their voice, the authorities recognized the 

importance that the system of transportation played in the novohispano economy. 

A study of la arriería in its very nature cannot be comprehensive.  Although my 

work explores the different commercial and personal interactions of the novohispano 

muleteers, the transportation system encompassed an even broader landscape.  It 

included, among other things, the negotiations and trials at the tribunal of the merchant 
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guild, the personal and extended lives the muleteers, and the work of the itinerant 

merchant-muleteer who owned or produced the merchandise he sold on the road.  A more 

comprehensive study of la arriería that includes the latter two would require research at 

the local and regional archives for a specific area.  The chapters discussed above provide 

a launching pad for understanding commercial transactions in New Spain and for the 

study of la arriería in the nineteenth and early twentieth century.  It is in the early 

decades of the nineteenth century that the image of the bandido-muleteer begins to 

appear, perhaps due to a break in the trust established between muleteers and merchants 

or state officials during the wars for independence.
4
  As la arriería gave way to new 

“modern” means of transportation, the ubiquitous muleteer joins the pantheon of national 

symbols, like the charro.
5
 

                                                 
4 A very good study for the Michoacán case can be seen in Laura Solares Robles, Bandidos somos y en el 

camino andamos. Bandidaje, caminos, y administración de justicia en el siglo XIX. 1821-1855.  El caso de 

Michoacán, (Morelia, Mich.: Instituto Michoacano de Cultura, Instituto de Investigaciones Dr. José María 

Luis Mora, 1999). 
5 Two works exemplify this image: "El arriero," in Los mexicanos pintados por si mismos: tipos y 

costumbres nacionales (México, D.F.: Imprenta de M. Murguia y Comp., 1854) and Salvador Ortíz 

Vidales, La arriería en México: estudio folklórico, costumbrista e histórico, (México, D.F.: Imprenta del 

Museo Nacional de Arqueología, Historia y Etnografía, 1929).  The latter was reprinted in 1941. 



 

Appendix A: Items Lost During the Attack of the Caravan1
 

Marked [Items] [Notes] 

Muleteer Jacinto Carcaño 

LA 8 bundles of clothing Belonging to Leonardo Alvarez in the care of Jose Oronos 

J.L.C. 1 box of printed matter Belonging, under consignment, to Juan Bautista Arispe 

F.A. 21 bales of paper 

3 boxes of dried saffron 

1 box of saffron in oil 

1 box of cloves 

6 bales of coffee 

4 bales of raisins 

4 bales of wax 

10 barrels of Malaga (wine) 

10 barrels of aguardiente 

5 barrels of red wine 

73 pieces belonging to Fernando Alvear, in the care of 

Manuel Vidal 

JAP 

 

AMLS 

11 pieces of groceries 

10 pieces of groceries Belonging, under consignment, to Francisco Clemente Vidal 

P.S. 17 boxes of flat glass Belonging to Juan de Puch y de las Casas 

F.S. 21 barrels of red wine Belonging to Francisco de Soto 

J.C. 7 barrels of red wine Belonging to Carcaño himself 

MR 2 bundles of clothing Belonging to Manuel Ramírez 

M.V. 2 boxes of clothing Belonging to Manuel Vidal 

J.J.A. 1 piece of clothing  

 1 piece of another mark, of which he could not give more information 

Total 154 pieces  

 1 piece [belonging to] Carcaño, his wardrobe trunk with 700 pesos, the guías, 12 loads of 

pasture, and 111 mules. 

José María Martínez 

R 4 bales of paper Belonging to the Tobacco Monopoly 

 4 bundles of clothing Belonging to Eusebio Garía; and 3 loads of pasture and 7 

mules 

Muleteer Luis Ordaz 

C.C. 11 barrels of sherry (Jerez) 

1 bundle of clothing 

Belonging to the Conde de la Cortina 

F.S. 7 barrels of wine Belonging to Francisco de el Soto 

J.E.C. 2 bales of raisins 

2 bales of pita [string] 

Belonging to José Fernández Celis; and his box with 

clothing, guías, 350 pesos, 3 loads of pastures, pesebrera, 

kitchen [utensils], and 14 mules 

Muleteer Elias Noriega 

J.R.A. 6 barrels of wine 

4 bundles of clothing 
Belonging to José Rafael Armendaro 

Y.G. 3 barrels of aguardiente With 11 mules 

Muleteer Antonio Villeda 

F. PL 27 pieces of groceries Belonging to Joaquín Fernández del Campo 

P.L. 11 [barrels] of wine Belonging to Pedro Landeras 

M.V. 5 pieces of haberdashery Belonging to Francisco Cuentar, I mean, Manuel Urquiaga 

F.E. 2 [barrels] of wine Belonging to Francisco Cuentar 

F.J. 4 [barrels] of wine Belonging to Francisco Junco 

S.G. 4 bales of paper Belonging to Sebastián González 

                                                 
1 AGN, Consulado 92-2, 62-63. 
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F.L.T. 8 [bundles] of cloth Belonging, under consignment, to Manuel Urquiaga 

 1 box with his clothes, guías, 1200 pesos, 12 loads of pasture, balance weights [sobornales] 

and 60 mules 

Muleteer Manuel Gutierrez 

 42 boxes of tinplate Belonging, under consignment, to Bernabé Cobedo 

R. 11 bales of paper Belonging to the Tobacco Monopoly 

 14 bundles of clothing Whose mark and ownership could not be found because the 

owner of the mule pack has been taken prisoner, although it 

was said they belonged to Santiago Yberni 

 A small suitcase belonging to the muleteer with his clothes, guías, spending money, 4 loads 

of pasture, balance weights, and 40 mules 

Muleteer Marcos Nonato 

 4 bundles of cotton In 2 mules 

Muleteer José María Bauza 

 4 bundles of cotton In 3 mules 

Muleteer Mariano Hernández 

F. PL 2 bales of cacao Belonging to Joaquín Fernández del Campo, and the mule 

Muleteer Bernabé Ortíz 

 1 bale of coffee And the mule 

Muleteer Bonifacio Novales 

B.B. 2 bales of paper  

B. 2 bales of paper 

2 bales of cacao 

Belonging to him, and 4 mules 

José María Ordieres 

BM 4 bales of cacao Belonging to Bartolomé Muriel 

 6 bales of paper 

4 bundles of clothing 

Belonging to him, and 10 mules 

Muleteer Felipe Villalay 

F.P. 2 bundles of clothing Belonging to Francisco Puig, and the mule 

Muleteer José Quesadas 

A.G.J. 8 barrels of wine In 6 mules, belonging to Antonio García Jurado 

Muleteer Juan Vivanco 

R 8 bales of stamped paper 

and bulls [bulas] 

Belonging to the Public Exchequer, and 8 mules 

Total 379 pieces of goods and groceries, 322 loads of pasture, and 279 mules 

The muleteer Cayetano Jaramillo had 2 barrels of wine staved in. 
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